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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND  
Cape Action for People and the Environment (CAPE) is a partnership of 38 government and civil society bodies, 
supported by a SANBI secretariat. The partnership was formalised in 2001 and envisioned that, by the year 
2020, ‘the co-operation of capable institutions’ will have ensured that ‘the biodiversity of the CFR is conserved, 
restored, effectively managed and sustainably utilised, delivering significant benefits to the people of the 
region in a way that is embraced by local communities, endorsed by government and recognised 
internationally.’  

CAPE received substantial international funding during its formation, through the generation of its first 
strategy, and in the first ten years of implementation by partners. After 2011, this funding diminished, and 
few, smaller sources supported public sector financing and the contributions of CAPE member organisations 
in terms of alignment, time and commitment to the CAPE ideals. A second CAPE ten-year strategy, with small 
but significant shifts in emphasis, was agreed by an expanded set of members in 2012. 

 

2. THE CAPE LEGACY PROJECT 
The CAPE Legacy Project was created to support the partnership to identify lessons learnt from 
implementation of the 2020 vision; to evaluate the influence of CAPE 2000-2020; enabling a shared 
understanding of CAPE’s legacy from which to shape the future of partnership to care for the fynbos and the 
‘fynmense’ who live within it. 

The Legacy Project was undertaken over three years and combined reference to secondary sources, document 
analysis, collective reflection on experience, selected interviews, focus groups and field visits and inclusive and 
participatory generation of learning, findings and conclusions, incorporated here as conclusions and 
recommendations.  

A written report alone on CAPE’s past is unlikely to be the catalyst for its future. Organisational reflection 
throughout, and particularly in the final year, was intended to stimulate thinking and connections and animate 
the CAPE and broader SANBI systems to generate new thinking for the future in a way that also builds 
institutional and relational capacity to pursue that future. 

The diagram on the following page offers detail on the methods and journey of the CAPE Legacy Project. 
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THE LEGACY PROJECT JOURNEY  
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3. CAPE LEGACY FINDINGS  
The Legacy Project focused on harvesting legacy outcomes against CAPE’s 2011 goals and against its 
institutional experience of working locally and in partnership over the last ten years, as being the more 
authentic platform for CAPE-like initiatives going forward.  

Given that CAPE managed to continue as a collaborative approach to initiatives rather than as a set of projects 
with secured funding, and given that the national and global funding environments are likely to become less 
sympathetic to projects framed purely as conservation interventions, it may well be that the approach in the 
second phase is how the CAPE legacy will endure. 

3.1. Initial impressions 

The CAPE community’s initial perspective on itself suggested that for many, CAPE was a largely a vehicle for 
accessing and distributing funds towards accomplishment of the CAPE vision, and that this potential had come 
to an end with the end of large-scale dedicated CAPE funding. For others, CAPE’s potential went beyond the 
mobilisation and distribution of funding, reaching into how conservation has been pursued in these decades, 
both institutionally and on the ground. The question of transformation of CFR conservation was a point of 
concern.  

Early Legacy Project contributors also recognised major shifts in the conservation context, including a 
recognition of the impacts of climate change, changes in use of and access to technology for conservation and 
a great appetite for partnership and collaboration across government, civil society; local and more broadly-
based initiatives.  

These reflections on the context in which conservation occurs made very clear the extent to which CAPE 
members themselves shaped the very context in which they then sought to identify and articulate CAPE’s 
Legacy. 

3.2. CAPE legacy against 2011 Goal, Strategic Objectives and key indicators  

Conservation efforts are never completely victorious nor a complete failure; and both achievements or failures 
can be exaggerated. This human interpretation of the not-so-objective ‘science’ of environmental monitoring 
and management comes about because of conservation being essentially a social science of human behaviour, 
beliefs and relationship with the natural world. 

The absence of systematic, intentional monitoring and evaluation against the CAPE goal, objectives and 
indicators was a significant limitation to the Legacy Project, and indeed to effective CAPE critical review, 
adaptive learning and strategic adjustment in a rapidly changing context over the 20-year period.  

CAPE’s contribution to impact on biodiversity has not been measured. While available biodiversity data are 
interesting, they are seldom consistent enough to reflect trends over time. Furthermore, without systematic 
monitoring and tracking against CAPE interventions, data do not show how coordination, alignment and 
enriched social process might have contributed to trends.  

Instead available data, along with interview and focus group responses against indicators for each of CAPE’s 
eight strategic objectives of 2011 do suggest influence and valuable outcomes. These are largely attributable 
to CAPE’s partners, rather than to the existence of CAPE as a collective, and there have been and continue to 
be tensions around who deserves this attribution – CAPE or individual partners.  

Legacy Project research generated a rating of CAPE’s relative success on these objectives which was shared 
with members of the CAPE community:  

Green - Excellent, sustainable, 
scaled achievement that has 

conferred impact. 

Orange - Some interesting legacy, 
including changes that should 
endure, with some outcomes. 

Yellow - There are results, but they 
don't add up to a lasting legacy, or 
are scattered in isolated examples. 
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Using this scale, findings on achievements against 2011 Strategic Objectives (SO) were taken through several 
iterations of debate and reflection, resulting in ratings reflected here and briefly summarised below. The 
examples, achievements, challenges and lessons learned are shared for each in the full report. 

SO 1. Strengthening institutional capacity, governance and communication for coordinated action.  

CAPE has changed how conservation is done, encouraged integrated institutions and partnerships. Openness 
to solutions through collaborative thinking and action has come to be taken for granted, while inspiring the 
development of tools for conservation in South Africa.  

Strong lasting achievement is less clear in CAPE’s own institutions, which seem to have peaked around 2012, 
and could benefit from restructuring and reorientation going forward.  

SO 2. Enabling local level engagement and co-ordination through landscape initiatives. 

This SO is taken to include Landscape Initiatives, Biosphere Reserves, Fire Protection Associations, and other 
geographically-based coordinating platforms. 

CAPE's investment (intellectual or financial) has contributed hugely to the landscape level coordination and 
implementation we find today, albeit to varying extents. This is where the potential and energy now lie for 
future impact and to achieve goals and objectives set by government and others. There is great potential to 
take the model of action through existing landscape initiatives (which already cover much of the CFR), into 
other landscapes and catchments. 

SO 3. Integrating biodiversity into land-use planning and environmental management. 

In a theme which has been vigorously debated through the Legacy Project, the rating for this objective is 
divided. While achievement in planning and the use of fine-scale mapping has been exceptional (green), there 
has been far less observable impact into management and implementation of these plans (yellow). 

Fine-scale mapping, processes for decision-making in Critical Biodiversity Areas, and a detailed grasp of 
distribution of biodiversity have been institutionalised in key approval, planning and decision-making spaces. 
Planning has become far more biodiversity-inclusive, systematic and institutionalised, and systems have been 
directly attributed to CAPE. Planning processes have also changed, and more inclusive, consultative planning 
can be regarded as a valuable CAPE legacy. We can anticipate information management continuing to be an 
important governance, strategic and learning function. 

Respondents observe, however, that progress in planning has not sufficiently been taken into environmental 
management, and that many well-developed plans stall at the resourcing and implementation stage. 

SO 4. Securing biodiversity through protected areas including biodiversity stewardship.  

The conservation estate has increased substantially in the last 20 years. CAPE was a key driver behind the 
stewardship concept, which has clearly gained life and importance well beyond CAPE and the Cape Floristic 
Region (CFR). Working collaboratively with landowners for conservation of biodiversity has become normal 
and expected practice, generating in-kind contributions to conservation from landowners. The project has been 
so successful that it has saturated CapeNature's capacity to contract and manage in the Western Cape, and 
capacity is also said to be limiting its expansion in the Eastern Cape. 
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SO 5. Protecting biodiversity through sustainable production initiatives. 

Although there have been significant successes in linking biodiversity with sustainable production, CAPE’s 
relationship with the agriculture sector has been controversial. Many forward-thinking initiatives in the sector 
were not directly, and certainly not financially, supported by CAPE. Despite a level of discontent, however, 
participation by leaders in agriculture has contributed invaluably to the CAPE discourse, and the CAPE 
philosophy is clearly expressed in the sector, suggesting mutual value and influence.  

This is visible through the strong relationships with landowners achieved in many landscape initiatives; the 
presence of active and engaged relevant government departments and their various land-use management 
programmes; and stewardship systematically linking production with conservation.  

Despite progress, however, agriculture remains in conflict with biodiversity, with conversion (often illegal) of 
natural veld into lands for production as the major threat to biodiversity in the CFR. One limitation is a lack of 
extension services, and particularly of ecologically-trained personnel to offer information, encouragement and 
advice around biodiversity-friendly land-use management. Another is a lack of enforcement of laws intended 
to curtail agriculture, especially in critical biodiversity areas. 

SO 6. Promoting ecosystem-based adaptation to climate change through integrated catchment 
management. 

Broadly speaking, the underpinning principle of mega-reserves is that of environmental manoeuvrability, which 
is intended to improve the climate change resilience of natural environments. Mega-reserves, integrated 
management and landscape-based approaches have been strongly supported through CAPE. In another form 
of place or landscape -based approach, Fire Protection Associations have been rolled out throughout the 
Western Cape portion of the biome, as an innovative, if severely under-capacitated, fire management 
response. 

For most managers, climate change adaptation has been interpreted as fire and alien plant control in planning 
and implementation. Recognised as a top priority, investment in alien plant clearing has been immense, and 
has been a major focus of most CAPE partner strategies. Unfortunately investments have been fragmented, 
inconsistent and interrupted, and have generally not resulted in significantly reduced alien plant cover. 
Ultimately aliens and fires are winning the battle.  

There has been little attention or innovation around climate change mitigation through biodiversity-based 
approaches, and indeed this relatively new science is only beginning to be considered outside of traditionally 
‘brown’ conservation measures. 

In both the Gouritz, Breede and Palmiet River catchments, full or partial catchments-based planning has been 
applied, and the examples offer insights for other landscapes. Elsewhere, however, catchments have not widely 
become units of management. 

SO 7. Delivering sustainable socio-economic and cultural benefits to local communities 

The best outcomes for social benefit are found among the numerous interns or students supported by CAPE 
partners, many of whom have become established as conservation professionals and influencers today.  

Another area of some positive outcome has been the establishment of small businesses under local contractors 
for alien plant clearing and flower harvesting, some of which are viable. Projects for local benefit through a 
‘green economy’ have been implemented, engaging people in opportunities.  

In terms of substantial, sustainable benefit however, most unskilled jobs fall under the Expanded Public Works 
Programme ‘person days’. With some notable exceptions, most of these jobs pay less than the minimum wage, 
are short-term, involve work in dangerous conditions, and have minimal or negative socio-economic value. 
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Person-days of employment have been regularly cited as socio-economic contribution, a claim which might be 
accused of ‘green-washing’ where they don’t lead onto more sustainable livelihoods. 

Despite well-intentioned projects which sometimes added value, CAPE has not achieved inclusive coordination, 
agency and decision-making; and local organisations of non-landowners have largely not been identified, 
developed or meaningfully involved.  

 SO 8. Developing innovative approaches through research and knowledge networks 

The first ten years of CAPE included substantial learning events, some hosted by Fynbos Forum, which continue 
to inform widespread insight into concepts of bioregional, collaborative, holistic approaches. In the last ten 
years, annual Landscape Initiative Knowledge Exchanges (LIKEs) have been the strongest achievement under 
this objective, providing useful learning spaces. Fynbos Forum has continued to provide regular platforms for 
sharing, although increasingly less relevant to implementers and more tailored to academics. Linking to the 
achievements under SO2, the LIKEs have potential to be designed for even greater value to action and learning 
in the next phase.  

Since about 2010, other forms of participation in knowledge networks have been minimal. While regular CIC 
meetings allow exchange of information and networking, there is no real measure as to whether they galvanise 
specific action or whether the information shared is relevant and helpful.  

After a few publications during the design phase, most writing took the form of multiple operational 
documents, funder reports, minutes and newsletters in circulation up until 2011. Research in the CFR has 
always been a strong focus, and it is questionable whether research specifically on conservation approaches 
has been stimulated by CAPE. Research was not prioritised in the first ten years, either in terms of funding, or 
strategic comment and attention, and even implementation monitoring was under-resourced. The scientific 
publication record on conservation as social process; the outcomes of coordination, CAPE-processes and 
lessons learned through conservation practice is fairly thin.  

 

3.3. Selected case studies as lenses on all eight strategic objectives 

Four examples of practice bring together the eight objectives and provide lessons in holistic approaches on 
the ground as examples of integrated achievements, rather than those specific to each strategic objective.  

UBCEG, ABI, Gouritz Cluster Biosphere Reserve and the FPAs are presented in this way, each offering a 
grounded example of contemporary conservation practice, and the ways in which CAPE objectives can be seen 
to be embedded in it to this day.  

 

4. ORGANISATIONAL SELF-ASSESSMENT – The CAPE community reflecting on 
processes, relationships and the centrality of partnership  

Throughout its life CAPE has enabled its 2011 goal aspiration for ‘the cooperation of capable institutions’. 
Indeed, so much so that ability to cooperate has become part of what constitutes ‘capable’ and, as with so 
much else, CAPE’s early visions became the norm in how conservation was undertaken.  

Over the years, however, the partnership approach to pursuing conservation began to lose its genuine 
influence, and CAPE structures gradually diluted to the sharing of information without necessarily coordinating 
a living and adapting strategy for conservation of the CFR. By 2020 active pursuit and coordination of strategy 
is seen largely in grounded experience in the landscapes.  

To continue effectively, CAPE needs to get back to its original mission as a platform for coordination, aligned 
and complimentary strategy and programmes, where innovation and research are championed . This would 
not depend on government-led coordination. 
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Going forward funding needs to cover three key elements: i) a coordination function that connects landscape, 
provinces and biome; ii) priority projects and iii) annual learning event. Future funding prospects include 
engaging Table Mountain Fund on a future CAPE vision; continuing to access government co-funding and 
alignment, where possible; contributions to learning events; and, possibly, membership fees. Funding of 
priority programmes in addition to those funded by TMF are more likely to be attractive to a wide range of 
partners, if the necessary coherence, project strategy and national agendas are reflected.  

 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
5.1. CAPE’s achievement - Formative in creating contemporary common sense for conservation 

A ‘nuanced’ picture of CAPE’s legacy has emerged, offering perspective on its achievements, tempered with 
observations of what it left undone or under-accomplished. Distilled claims of CAPE’s legacy provide a basis 
for future-oriented thinking and visioning, and lay out the challenges and demands to be taken account of for 
any initiative or community organised around CFR conservation.  

 

CAPE can claim to have achieved the following: 

• CAPE changed the way we see conservation: that it should be holistic, integrated, cooperative and 
collaborative; should occur on private and public land; and be undertaken through a landscape level 
lens. 

• It strengthened government institutions, legislation and planning systems, and built a cadre of 
connected, aligned and related NGOs, with several strong government partnerships. 

• It was instrumental in helping centres of excellence at landscape level to inspire and structure place-
based cooperation, with opportunities for learning from each other, and with substantial energy and 
commitment on the ground. 

BUT 

• It remained focused on pursuing implementation of a set strategy, instead of continuously reinventing 
itself as the context changed, losing opportunities to maintain its relevance outside of a narrow 
regional conservation focus.  

• It failed to support research in order to learn from practice, or reflect on or measure its own 
effectiveness and practice choices.  

• It failed to ‘transform’ conservation practice in the CFR, including understanding of what is considered 
conservation-worthy, who undertakes that, who it involves and the way this is done.  

These qualifications to the statement of CAPE’s legacy are significant in that they also offer guidance on 
priorities for any future initiative.  

5.2. Looking ahead - Strategic challenges and opportunities 

We live and work in a world of ‘volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity’ (VUCA). In our VUCA world, 
the opportunity has seldom been clearer – rapid and unpredictable changes in government and its systems 
and institutions, social contexts and the economy continuously create new challenges for the environmental 
movement. Strategies and plans risk rapidly becoming redundant unless they are in touch with changes, and 
agile in their responses.  

The CFR remains a globally recognized high value biodiversity asset. It is still a recognized spatial priority, gives 
a geographical context to this community, and promotes CFR conservation as an international funding priority. 
Thus any vision for the CFR must encapsulate and embrace the challenges of natural resource-based identity, 
management, utilization and conservation in place, while also linking to global and national discourse and 
priorities, seeking to frame coherent and pragmatic local strategies out of this. The CAPE/CFR conservation 
community also has a role to play in organising for conservation of the CFR, including holding government to 
account for its continued responsibility for this lens. 
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Looking ahead, we can anticipate increasing VUCA challenges in the natural and ecological environment. In 
addition to natural shocks, the environment is increasingly integral to broader socio-economic trends and 
accompanying urgency to face transformation challenges in and of conservation. Escalating anarchy can be 
expected as the intersection of the social, conservation and governance come under greater pressure. We can 
anticipate growth in conservation’s interaction with the private sector and accompanying opportunities and 
threats, demanding active strategy and engagement from the conservation community.  

Conservation needs to nurture organisational and institutional resilience and ensure that institutional 
arrangements into the future are lean and relevant, with suitable and realistic resourcing.  

5.3. Looking ahead for conservation of the CFR: Vision, practice and form 

Vision: Formulating a vision for CFR conservation while facing unpredictability, complexity and weakened 
institutions 

The need that gave rise to CAPE remains as relevant today as ever. A future endeavour of the CFR conservation 
community, might consider:  

• Focusing attention, identity, financial and institutional support in landscape-based initiatives (current 
and future). 

• Actively seeking to create multi-stakeholder and multi-sectoral landscape-based partnerships and 
practices.  

• Creating opportunities for active demonstrations, peer-support and adopting of lessons from each 
other. 

• Over time and through critical learning and reflection, seek to include a far wider range of relevant 
sectors, relevant to each particular context, and focused even more firmly on growing and innovating 
their initiative. 

Unlike the last 20 years of CAPE, a future CAPE-like initiative might not set conservation objectives as its 
primary purpose. Instead it role and strategy might revolve around organising the conservation community to 
associate, learn and act towards sustaining the gains already achieved, extending these gains in ways that are 
appropriate to local contexts, while contributing to regional, national and global learning, policy and discourse. 

This would require responding to the challenges in practice that remain in the CAPE legacy.  

Practice: The intersection of socio-economic transformation, leadership and learning, adaptation and 
transformation of practice  

CAPE has done well at transforming conservation policy and practice, especially in relation to planning and 
private landowner engagement. However, implementation of policy and plans has always been weak and is 
now imperilled further by weakened public institutions.  

Furthermore, with a few exceptions, transformation has not been achieved in delivering significant social and 
economic benefit to non-landowners, nor in transformation of leadership of CFR conservation. These gaps in 
accomplishment speak to a need for a future CAPE-like initiative that is more in touch with the effects of its 
efforts, more responsive to these outcomes (and non-outcomes) and more agile in adapting to changes in 
context and to outcomes of its own efforts. An initiative that places learning at its centre.  

Research and learning at the intersection of conservation and social practice has been especially lacking under 
CAPE. The opportunity to develop conservation practice and impact while simultaneously enquiring into it was 
neglected. Looking ahead conservation efforts need to be tracked and new knowledge created, using action 
learning, innovation and curiosity, within conservation’s institutional and resource constraints. 

Learning and adaptation should offer a decisive and committed responses to the challenge of ‘transformation’. 
To what extent does the CFR conservation community see itself as part of the social, economic and ecological 
processes in which its work is embedded? How well is it able to respond in a context in which racial and gender 
equity are fundamental to South Africa’s development path and social development an ever more pressing 
concern?  
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Any response to these questions should include i) transformation in CAPE’s leadership and membership - 
transformation of who drives conservation; and also ii) transformation of what kind of practice is being led. 
This concerns the vision for how conservation practice engages with people – and especially poor people. 
CAPE, or any similar future initiative, should actively embrace a radically transformed practice, both of 
conservationists (whole-hearted inclusion of sectors and individuals across national demographics); and of 
conservation practice on the ground (inclusive, meaningfully involved, just, inspiring, informed).  

While such a commitment, undertaken with sincerity, would not offer a water-tight solution to ever-increasing 
pressure on land-use for housing, economic expansion and livelihoods, nor immunity to the shocks of a VUCA 
world, it does offer the prospect of large-scale funding; socio-economic benefit engendering positive 
relationships with the environment; credibility and relationship with business, municipalities and local 
communities; leverage for interventions at scale; longer term biodiversity and water quality gains, including 
resilience to shocks; and a chance of conservation in high pressure areas.  

This practice would require conservationists, including practitioners, researchers, managers and policymakers 
who can learn and adapt:  

• as a vital, learning-focused community, listen, respond, adapt their thinking and practices;  
• see their purpose integrated with that of others in mutual support and collective action; 
• work dexterously in society, affected communities and their own conservation community. 

This list of seemingly simple attributes is fundamentally challenging. What does this mean for the structures 
and form of coordination in CFR conservation into the future?  

Form: Organising for partnerships and institutions to best pursue this vision 

The vision and practice sketched above imply a fundamental shift in how CAPE is currently conceived and 
structured: from setting conservation targets, to supporting conservation targets; from implementing a 
strategy, to advocating, monitoring and campaigning for implementation; and from partnership for delivery, 
to partnership for learning, innovation and discovery. 

The real value of a provincial structure is in engaging the governance and alignment of conservation. In this 
regard, government must be expected – and supported - to do what only it can do. This includes: 

• Set the targets for conservation of the CFR, aligning with national and international benchmarks. 
• Exercise its duty to make sure natural resources are cared for through an inter-departmental forum 

that consolidates internal resources, requires collaboration and involves all role-players, including the 
multitude of NGOs, place-based conservation initiatives and the private sector.  

• Strongly lead on its own mandate. 

Those outside of government, including CAPE, are then tasked with organising a non-government presence; 
infusing the sector with passion and advocacy; and the grounded insight of ecological and social landscapes, 
from which conservation priorities, strategies and tactics emanate. Like present-day CAPE this could be offered 
through an association of a range of stakeholders.  

As a learning initiative, future-CAPE could be freed from obligation to attempt to coordinate with and influence 
government engagement and action, when all too often this is beyond reach. In establishing the purpose of 
an association it is essential to separate the resourcing of convening, advocacy and communicating (small, 
lean, focused); from the vast, disparate, multi-sourced and multi-purpose resourcing of the conservation 
vision itself. Only the former is the responsibility of a CAPE-like structure.  

Such an association could continue to bring a diverse community together to collaborate where the 
opportunities arise, and learn from one another about both strategy and practice. This future CAPE-like body 
would be very different from the formal coordination and implementation focus of current CAPE. As an 
association primarily concerned with associating, communicating, learning, adapting and enabling solutions-
driven innovation it would be reflective and informed, taking learning and richness of discovery into practice 
and policy.  
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This would require a champion who maintains links between policy, research and implementation, and who 
is rooted in science (social and biophysical), balancing social with environmental outcomes. This dedicated 
lead (and perhaps, in time, an independent team), might be ‘governed’ by a “CAPE” AGM, and housed outside 
of any current structures, perhaps a small NPO / secretariat to a voluntary association. Initial funding could be 
sought from TMF, supporting learning, coordination and advocacy in a biome-wide community, working for 
CFR conservation. 

Members of a new association are likely to continue to be supported in fragmented, limited and small-scale 
initiatives, by TMF, government and others; taking opportunities as they present themselves and working 
strategically to press these into service of a greater more coherent vision.  

5.4. Recommendations for the way forward  

The detailed vision offered in the sections above, are an outcome of extensive engagement with the Legacy 
Project findings and reflection by the CAPE CIC and the broader CFR conservation community. To that extent, 
they are already owned – indeed they have been generated - by the CAPE community. And, furthermore, they 
have also taken on life in the thinking and imagination of key actors in the community.  

In order to give these ideas space to come further to life, CAPE is encouraged to consider dissolving the CIC; 
and invest in deepening the vision for a CAPE-like coordinating structure, find agreements on its form and 
constitution, and develop an achievable action plan for the human and financial resources needed to take this 
vision into practice.  
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1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND TO THE LEGACY PROJECT  
Cape Action for People and the Environment (CAPE) is a partnership of government and civil society which 
developed a 20-year vision for conserving and restoring the biodiversity of the Cape Floristic Region (CFR) and 
the adjacent marine environment, while delivering significant benefits to the people of the region.  

The partnership was formalised in 2001 in response to the challenges facing the CFR and envisioned that, by 
the year 2020, ‘the co-operation of capable institutions’ will have ensured that ‘the biodiversity of the CFR is 
conserved, restored, effectively managed and sustainably utilised, delivering significant benefits to the people 
of the region in a way that is embraced by local communities, endorsed by government and recognised 
internationally.’  

The partnership, as set out in its founding Memorandum of Understanding (MoU), has been governed through 
the CAPE Implementation Committee (CIC). The CIC brings together all 38 signatories to the MoU (CAPE 
partners) three times a year to report on progress made, share lessons and strategise on how to collectively 
address conservation challenges of the CFR.  

Since its inception, the CAPE partnership has been co-ordinated by the South African National Biodiversity 
Institute (SANBI). This co-ordination has shifted in form, ranging from a full dedicated unit of six staff members 
during the Global Environment Facility (GEF) funded portion of CAPE (2004 – 2011), to providing a reduced 
service of two part-time staff appointed to fulfil co-ordination and secretariat roles (2011-2014), to providing 
only a secretariat role (since 2014) on a part-time basis.i This reduction of resource allocation mirrored SANBI’s 
shift away from programmes geared toward implementation of biodiversity activities in general and those 
that enable coordinated action on a bioregional level in particular. 

The CAPE Legacy Project was created to support the partnership to identify lessons learnt from 
implementation of the 2020 vision; to evaluate the influence of CAPE 2000-2020; enabling an emerging shared 
understanding of CAPE’s legacy from which to shape the future of partnership to care for the fynbos and the 
‘fynmense’ who live within it. 

Framed as both a formative and summative evaluation, the Legacy Team pursued an inclusive and reflective 
process, spanning three years and seeking to support the generation and institutionalisation of learning as it 
emerged. It offered to all participantsii, individually and organisationally, opportunity to consider what such a 
vast undertaking (vast in its institutional span, geographic reach, strategic objectives and time scales) might 
ask of them individually and in their partnership arrangements for similar endeavours in the future. 

The draft report offered a platform for further reflection and harnessing of learning towards future thinking 
for coordination, alignment, integration and holistic engagement with conservation of the CFR, forming the 
basis for more grounded visioning and planning for the future. 

2 METHODS AND APPROACH 

2.1 Approach 

Our reading of the project brief, and also our preferred approach - drawing on the concepts and principles of 
a developmental, utilisation-based evaluation approach 1 - is that this is a learning and development exercise 
for CAPE, in that it seeks to learn about what has been achieved and also develop insights and resolve as to 
what is needed in the future, both strategically and operationally / organisationally. This is an internally 
focused function, where an independent perspective is intended to support learning, development and 
integration.  

We have seen our role, and the role of the evaluation, therefore as primarily supporting the partnership, the 
CIC and EXCO as organisational structures, and SANBI as coordinator, to identify and pursue its questions and 

 
i From the Legacy Project ToR: https://www.sanbi.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/TOR-BIPA300-2018.pdf 
ii Include members of the CAPE Implementing Committee (CIC) and the broader CFR community, with past players in CAPE and younger 
conservationists who, in various fora, took up opportunities to reflect on the CAPE Legacy and make input to the Legacy Project.  
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concerns; to seek and then engage with responses to those questions (both externally and internally); and to 
formulate and express responses to the outcomes of the inquiry. To work in this way effectively, has required 
strong engagement with SANBI and CAPE leadership throughout, and collegial and collective effort have been 
fundamental to the Legacy Project process. 

The exercise has provided an excellent opportunity for CAPE to engage the full range of its participants, 
maximising the potential for the evaluation to contribute to institutional strengthening of the whole 
partnership. The exercise has been used to position the partnership to frame its next steps, including strategy 
and technical and management systems. 

2.2 Principles 

Developmental Evaluation has aimed to ensure that this is a learning and development exercise, enabling 
considered reflection on all that has been done and accomplished. The Legacy Project approach was intended 
to support collective reflection on the CAPE experience and accomplishments, to make meaning of this, and 
draw lessons into new thinking, with the possibility of generating strategy for the role of coordinating 
structures and partnership in the CFR going forward. 

Participatory engagement is core to developmental evaluation, centred around facilitation of an engaged, 
interactive and social process and following concepts and principles of constituency leadership. Engagement 
was intended to open discourse, and then test ideas, explore leads and materials and test findings through 
iterative and incremental conversations and continual support. 

Utilisation-focused processes involve an awareness of the potential for engagement to become a vehicle for 
stimulation and renewal. Reflection and participation should immediately benefit the participants, through 
providing platforms to communicate, evolve thinking, share and develop meaning and insights and find 
common cause for future strategy and action 2 

Grounded and appreciative approaches mean learning from experience as it comes from ‘the ground’ of 
actual experience in the field (be it particular landscapes, institutional arrangements or thematic initiatives), 
and focusing on achievements, with a positive lens for seeking lessons from challenges.  

2.3 The framework 

In agreement with the CAPE Exco and CIC, each aspect of the Legacy exploration was analysed and shared  
against CAPE’s eight 2011 Strategy Objectives.  

2.4 Four interlinking lenses 

Four major perspectives on data were brought together in order to understand the processes and 
achievements of CAPE in the last 20 years, and to explore the options for the future. 

Secondary data and document review: A desk review of meetings minutes, published data and secondary 
data provided three key inputs: a biography of the CAPE history over 20 yearsiii; a draft desk review which is 
incorporated into this report with the references at the end of the document numbered in superscript (i.e. 1, 

2, 3); and an account of secondary data against those CAPE indicatorsiv for which data were available, also 
included in this report. 

The biography 3, as a stand-alone account, documents institutional process, strategic thinking, evolving 
decisions, and priority areas identified by CAPE. It reflects major events in CAPE’s journey; CAPE’s evolving 
thinking and approach to conservation; priorities and conservation emphasis and how these changed over 
time.  

 
iii Ractliffe G (2019) Toward a CAPE Biography: a timeline of events, issues and decisions, with thoughts and questions along the way. 
http://opus.sanbi.org/handle/20.500.12143/7144 

iv See Annex 1 for full list of CAPE 2011 indicators against Strategic Objectives 
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Partnerships, engagement and consultation are CAPE’s currency. Engagement with partners and participants 
through multiple workshops, interviews, field visits and a survey have been undertaken as an unfolding, 
inclusive and iterative process (Annex 2 and Figure 1). Understanding the CAPE experience through a 
partnerships lens allows the processes, institutional and relational arrangements that have enabled CAPE’s 
legacy, and its potential for the future. The Legacy Project has reached out to a wide range of stakeholders 
from community to national or provincial levels, and from a range of sectors and spaces. Each step towards 
building a picture of CAPE’s legacy (e.g. the desk review, biography, raw findings and draft report) was 
disseminated and workshopped in reflective processes. 

Participant engagement in a developmental process involves far more than extraction of data. Participants 
have also provided a critical lens through which questions have been shaped, ideas explored and the CAPE 
community has interacted around its own legacy and impact, providing a platform for discussion about CFR 
conservation, both past and future.  

CAPE’s legacy provides the lodestar for the process, with its purpose of understanding the legacy that CAPE 
has built up over the last 20 years, and how best that might be used for continued social and environmental 
benefit into the future.  

In generating an account of CAPE’s accomplishments and legacy over the last 20 years, the Legacy Project has 
found far more desk sources up until 2011, and reduced documentation since 2011. In discussion with current 
members there has also been a divide between reflections on CAPE’s origins, history and the story of its first 
ten years; and work by partners in the last eight years, which has been less resourced, documented or tracked.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Distribution of the 148 CAPE Legacy Project participants across sectors, spaces and platforms, many 
contributing at more than one point in the process 
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2.5 Thinking, reflecting and analysing as a collective 

In addition to conversations with CAPE Exco, and quarterly report-backs and input at CIC meetings, three major 
community events provided platforms for the co-creation of the Legacy Project, and for the thinking that has 
emerged. These have been especially informative for Section 4, on conclusions, vision and some strategy 
options going forward. 

The Legacy Project Launch: A community gathering in March 2019 assembled current CAPE members, with 
many of those who were part of the history, intent and origins of CAPE. Memories of the programmatic and 
philosophical origins of CAPE were shared; the biography was revised and embellished; and the current 
context was discussed. The event generated enthusiasm for working together over the next year to crystallise 
what CAPE had been, is now, and could become.  

Landscape Initiative Knowledge Exchange (LIKE): In August 2019, the Legacy Project engaged the CAPE CIC 
and the LIKE in three days of intensive enquiry. This conversation generated an account of critical themes and 
strategic opportunities confronting contemporary conservation. These themes were elaborated and 
supported through secondary data, interviews and meetings of the Legacy Project’s work in the year that 
followed. These, together with observations on institutional opportunities and forms offer crucial perspective 
on the context in which CAPE’s decisions for the future occur.  

The three visioning conversations: In July 2020 a series of online conversations were initiated to include a 
broad spectrum of the CAPE/CFR community in collective reflection on the CAPE legacy and what this might 
mean for the community’s engagement with conservation of the CFR in the future.  

The topics for the interpretive conversations were determined out of consideration of the Legacy Project’s 
findings and responses to these from members of the CAPE CIC. Topics covered were:  

i. Formulating a vision for CFR conservation while facing unpredictability, complexity and weakened 
institutions. 

ii. Developing our partnerships and institutions to best pursue this vision – organising ourselves and 
resourcing this. 

iii. Operationalising the vision in practice - the intersection of socio-economic transformation, leadership 
and learning, adaptation and transformation of practice. 

Each conversation began with a recap of the ‘nuanced assets’ that CAPE had developed in the last 20 years – 
a tight synthesis of what might be considered CAPE’s legacy, its accomplishments and areas of non-
achievement. Conversations were further underpinned by CAPE’s own reading of the current and potential 
future environment – a perspective that had emerged through the course of the Legacy Project, and notably 
during a LIKE held in August 2019 .  

As the conversations gathered focus and energy, and developed from one week to the next, so clarity emerged 
as to what might be possible for the CAPE community associating around conservation of the CFR into the 
future. 

2.6 Institutionalising the legacy 

The process of sharing, debating and analysing findings and participant observations as a collective provides 
a real-time opportunity to reorient CAPE. Collective analysis or sense-making ensures that conclusions are 
relevant, the process is participatory, decisions are owned and appropriate, and findings reflect reality. 

A written report alone on CAPE’s past is unlikely to be the catalyst for its future. Organisational reflection 
throughout, and particularly in the final year, has been intended to stimulate thinking and connections and 
animate the CAPE and broader SANBI systems to generate new thinking for the future in a way that also builds 
institutional and relational capacity to pursue that future.  
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3 FINDINGS  

3.1 Evolving emphasis and shifting goals 

The vision around which CAPE formed in 2001 stated: “We, the people of South Africa, are proud to be the 
custodians of our unique Cape Floristic Kingdom (CFK).” CAPE, in its origins, was a dedicated, comprehensive 
conservation strategy, its acronym standing for Cape Action Plan for the Environment - “a systematic plan to 
conserve the biodiversity of the Cape Floristic Region and the adjacent marine environment for the benefit of 
its people.” 4 

Its programme goal stated “By the year 2020, the natural environment and biodiversity of the CFK are 
effectively conserved, restored wherever appropriate, and delivering significant benefits to the people of the 
region, in a way which is embraced by local communities, endorsed by government and recognised 
internationally.” 

In 2011, the Goal was changed to state “By the year 2020, the cooperation of capable institutions ensures that 
the biodiversity of the CFR is conserved, sustainably utilised and effectively managed, delivering significant 
benefits to the people of the region in a way that is embraced by local communities, endorsed by government 
and recognized internationally.” 5 

While retaining a commitment to generating social and community benefit, these changes in CAPE’s goal 
indicate subtle shifts in approaches to conservation, including, in 2011, greater emphasis on institutional 
capability; a move from conservation of the ‘Cape Floristic Kingdom’ to conservation of the ‘Cape Floristic 
Region’; a move from seeking effective conservation to seeking effective management; and a move from 
appropriate restoration to sustainable utilization. Its objectives were expanded to include the eight under 
review here, and the acronym shifted to mean ‘Cape Action for People and the Environment’. 

3.2 Looking back: Seeking the legacy of CAPE  

Reflected in these subtle but profound shifts in emphasis, CAPE history is clearly divided into two main periods. 
During the first period (pre-2011) GEF and Critical Ecosystem Partnership Fund  (CEPF) funding supported 
CAPE’s conception and establishment, the first strategic plan, and financing of multiple projects by CAPE 
members. It was a period in which extensive work was undertaken by environmentalists and advocates for 
the Cape Floristic Region to create and then engage in the CAPE concept. Significant funding was in play and 
the CAPE secretariat functioned as a well-resourced and mandated organisational structure. 

At the end of this period, an evaluation laid the basis for future CAPE planning, resulting in the 2011 CAPE 
objectives6 and the start of the second phase. In addition to providing the reporting and information sharing 
framework of the CAPE community – largely through the CIC and also within individual landscape-based 
initiatives, these objectives have also provided the basis for the Legacy Project.  

While taking account of and making reference to the 2011 evaluation, The Legacy Project has focused on CAPE 
post-2011. This is the significantly less resourced, documented and evaluated period, and bears close scrutiny, 
not least because this is the period in which CAPE has persisted but also because it did so as a largely self-
organising and self-sustaining partnership initiative.  

In the early months of the Legacy Project, mention of CAPE in general, and CAPE’s legacy in particular, 
generated fulsome and animated engagement from the older CAPE community in particular, accompanied by 
a sense of resignation in certain quarters and the not infrequently heard claim “CAPE ended when the funding 
ended.” Later in the Legacy Project, another view emerged, suggesting that funded projects and their 
governance mechanism drew focus and resources into compliance and preoccupation with achievements 
against project objectives, distracting from the task of “building a bottom-up consensus” on a new approach 
to conservation science. In this view, CAPE was a ‘lost opportunity.’ However, both perspectives are belied 
somewhat by the very existence of the CIC and the extensive CAPE-like work that persists in multiple spaces, 
institutions and practice-driven working groups that function and even thrive to this day. These provide the 
conservation-community and institutional and basis for any future efforts going forward. 
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It is this second, post-2011 period, characterised by modest resourcing, with an emphasis on working locally 
and in partnership, and leveraging use of available resources to pursue multiple aims that has preoccupied 
much of the Legacy Project’s summative and formative work, and which offers hopeful direction for future 
strategy and structure around CFR conservation. Given that CAPE managed to continue as a collaborative 
approach to initiatives rather than as a set of projects with secured funding, and given that the national and 
global funding environments are likely to become less sympathetic to projects framed purely as conservation 
interventions, it may well be that the approach in the second phase is how the CAPE legacy will endure. 

3.3 Starting the Legacy Project; a first impression of the CAPE legacy 

At the launch of the Legacy Project, held in Kirstenbosch on 1 March 2019, a detailed biography of CAPE, 
(compiled out of a scan of nearly 20 years of CIC minutes) was shared with a cross section of the CAPE 
community which then reflected on CAPE’s history and accomplishments. 

This exercise served several purposes: it engaged a cross-section of the CAPE community in reflection on 
CAPE’s journey and gave opportunity to make sense of that, collectively. This is itself a form of community 
building. Coming at the start of the Legacy Project it also offered a ‘first impression’ of how CAPE’s legacy was 
perceived by its own community, even without the input of in-depth case studies or an overview of evidence 
against indicators. This offered the evaluators useful insights and ‘leads’ for further research and enquiry and 
also insight into the community’s mood as regards CAPE.  

For many contributors, CAPE was a largely a vehicle for accessing and distributing funds towards 
accomplishment of the CAPE vision, and this remained uppermost in their view of the initiative, including their 
assessment of its accomplishments and future potential. 

“We could try for resurrection [of CAPE] but there is no government funding and maintenance of 
partnerships.” 

“If projects need to be done, and individuals can't mobilise funding from our circles, is it possible to 
get external funders?” 

 “If it's not viable what does it say about CAPE?” 

“[We should] think of CAPE phase 2 – this could be a source of money.”  

A general weakness in monitoring, research and an inability to learn or adjust strategy was highlighted. 

“CAPE made management and scientific impact; however, the research was not supported by CAPE.  
Restoration ecology is [only] gaining traction now.” 

“CAPE was founded on strong research, [but] they didn't continue funding research.”  

Some reflected more broadly on CAPE’s past and future potential impact on both conservation strategy and 
practice. Strengths and weaknesses in institutional partnerships were reflected on, including transformation 
of practice through these -  

“Where would we be without CAPE?” 

“CAPE is partnerships. We must maintain these in the future”  

“CAPE became a networking point; it became a new practice.”  

 “Can we think about projects and initiatives without being driven by funding availability?”  

A failure to transform the demographic of CFR conservation beyond its traditional practitioners, or to take it 
strongly into other sectors was also a point raised. 

“Where are black people in CAPE? - CAPE is still occupied by the majority of white and old people.”  

“Where is the private sector?  
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Still others sought to look ahead, seeking less attention on a retrospective assessment of CAPE, more focus on 
the future and what it asks of conservation. 

“CAPE requires voluntary association in order to succeed.” 

“It requires institutional freedom, and alignment with disaster risk reduction.” 

 “Why don't we align CAPE with development and climate change?” 

 “Generate new ideas to find funding.  CAPE has to find a home and CAPE needs a driver.” 

3.4 CAPE’s legacy in its ecological, institutional and social contexts  

a collective reading of what has changed in the CAPE context over twenty years was also undertaken at the 
Legacy Project launch. It was noted that in 1998, the conservation community was preoccupied with creating 
a coordinated response to the fragmentation of fynbos through expansion of agriculture and rapid urban 
development. Other concerns included invasive species, the prospect of a working for water programme, the 
place of remnants in urban areas and the idea of landscape initiatives. This required taking opportunities to 
institutionalise efforts to conserve fynbos, to work in a more coordinated way with fragmented budgets and 
to build the capacity of institutions to work more consistently and from a common vision.  

This drive to create a coordinated response was accompanied by the objective of making conservation socially 
relevant and seeking to move away from a species-level focus to a more holistic, ecological, landscape level 
perspective, mainstreaming biodiversity and seeking to promote the sector for investments. The meeting 
noted that in these early years, use of technology as a tracking tool was extremely limited. Furthermore, 
climate change was not explicitly a major concern within the sector, or in its strategies for conservation. 

Considering the context 20 years later, participants recognised that amongst practitioners there is a great 
appetite to collaborate, and government departments are increasingly required to collaborate as part of their 
performance expectation. Despite this, budget allocations and guardedness about budgetary ‘territory’ often 
interferes with inter-departmental collaboration. Difficulty in finding genuine compatibility with the NGO or 
private sector, can reduce effective collaboration in public-private partnership.  

Furthermore, and despite best efforts, development and infrastructure have increased, and sustainable 
agriculture is now a major theme in conservation.  

Shifts in the context raised at the launch included –  

● Through increased access to and use of GIS technology and other tools, we can understand better the 
patterns in the landscape.  

● Regional work and coordination are now more integrated and multi-disciplinary. 
● The focus is now more on Ecological Infrastructure and the development of the Biodiversity Economy, 

in line with the approach of mainstreaming biodiversity. 
● Globally, we have greater accountability around biodiversity. 
● Climate change and its subsidiaries of increased water stress, wildfires, flooding and land degradation 

in the context of and climate change are new priorities. 

From responses, it was clear that “the enthusiasm to work together to a common goal remains” within the 
conservation community, particularly in-spirit and in-practice at ground level. Other observations were that –  

● Conservation’s lack of alignment with disaster risk reduction was of concern for its potential impact 
going forward. 

● There was less landowner sympathy and practical capacity to implement conservation, in a context of 
reducing resources.  

● Both conservation management and research by the state were generally in decline (rapidly depleting 
capacity, lack of enforcement, relevance and resourcing).  

● Furthermore, and despite an enthusiasm for the work, participants in the event felt that coordination 
and capacity for coordination were decreasing. (This was not borne out during field work, however, 
where sites of excellence have continued and gathered momentum around coordination). 

● There was less private sector involvement in conservation than previously. 
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Furthermore, and internally, there is still a sense that CFR conservation is ‘white and old,’ despite CAPE’s 
transformation agenda, despite progress in demographic transformation in key CAPE affiliates (e.g.: 
CapeNature and SANParks) and despite the now widely held view that there can be ‘no conservation without 
development’ as this leads to ‘low legitimacy’ and is not ‘mainstream-able’. One view suggested that the 
intention of connecting nature to people remained unrealised because it had simply been ‘used’  to achieve 
conservation goals. 

These reflections on the context in which conservation occurs made very clear the extent to which CAPE 
members themselves have shaped the context in which they now seek to identify and articulate CAPE’s Legacy. 
Considering the reach, duration and scale of CAPE over these 20 years it is unsurprising that CAPE as a social, 
or institutional entity was participating in the very context it sought to alter, and so in its seeking of that 
Legacy, needs also to look at itself.  

The lively and engaged exchange of the Legacy Project launch event laid the basis and tone for work in the 
year that followed, alerting the Legacy team to themes, concerns and critical questions that were to recur 
throughout the year and which are reported on in detail in the sections that follow. 

3.5 CAPE legacy against 2011 Goal, Strategic Objectives and key indicators  

An overview of largely anecdotal data, with rare sources from indicator tracking, highlights that outcomes are 
invariably nuanced, and open to subjectivity. We can safely say that conservation efforts are never completely 
victorious nor a complete failure; and achievements or failures can both be exaggerated. This human 
interpretation of the not-so-objective ‘science’ of environmental monitoring and management comes about 
because of conservation being essentially a social science of human behaviour, beliefs and relationship with 
the natural world. 

This section provides an account of achievements against the CAPE 2011 Goal, Strategic Objectives and 
indicators. Data were collated from desk, participant and secondary data sources. CAPE’s contribution to each 
element of the goal has been overwhelmed by a changing context in all spheres and requires engagement of 
the whole CAPE community in strategic reading of context, sense-making of the past, and grounded visioning 
for the future. The intention is that this document provides the basis for just that engagement.  

The absence of systematic, intentional monitoring and evaluation against the CAPE goal, objectives and 
indicators has been a significant limitation to the Legacy Project, and indeed to effective CAPE critical review, 
adaptive learning and strategic adjustment in a rapidly changing context over the 20-year period. While some 
indicators have not been populated, several are supported by secondary data. Of those which offer data, 
however, few reveal trends because of changes in methodology over time. Nevertheless, some interesting 
data are shared and offer the basis for sense-making and formulation of claims about CAPE’s legacy.  

In terms of hard data, direct impact is generally not assumed to be measurable or attributable to CAPE. 
Available data presented do reflect the extent to which biodiversity is conserved, but impact level data are 
not available for any other aspect of the CAPE goal. While biodiversity data are interesting, without systematic 
monitoring and tracking against CAPE interventions they do not show how coordination, alignment and 
enriched social process might have contributed to trends. What monitoring did occur under the funded 
programme was driven by funder requirements and merely followed a ‘log-frame’ style, outputs-focused 
approach largely for financial accountability. This monitoring fell away together with the funded programme. 

Although impact is difficult to attribute to CAPE, available data against the agreed indicators for each of CAPE’s 
eight strategic objectives of 2011 do suggest influence and valuable outcomes. These are largely attributable 
to CAPE’s partners, rather than to the existence of CAPE as a collective, and there have been and continue to 
be tensions around who deserves this attribution – CAPE or individual partners. These objectives were 
designed to be within CAPE’s direct influence, and a rating of the relative success of the presence of CAPE on 
these objectives is shared for debate and reflection.  
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3.5.1 Goal 

“By the year 2020, the cooperation of capable institutions ensures that the biodiversity of the CFR is 
conserved, sustainably utilised and effectively managed, delivering significant benefits to the people of the 

region in a way that is embraced by local communities, endorsed by government and recognized 
internationally.” 

 

INDICATOR 0.02. Fynbos terrestrial ecosystem threat status 

# of types 

Critically Endangered Endangered Vulnerable Least Concern 

25 18 10 69 

35% 65% 

Source: NBA (2018a) 7 

The NBA reports that 81 455km2 of fynbos remains, of which 69% is found in a natural or near natural state, 
largely due to being inaccessible. The remaining fynbos is under intense pressure from agricultural expansion 
and invasive alien plants. 

 

 

INDICATOR 0.03. Marine Ecosystem Threat Status  

 

INDICATOR 0.04. River Ecosystem Threat status 

 

INDICATOR 0.05. Wetlands Ecosystem Threat status 

 

 

INDICATOR 0.06. Number of threatened species 

 

 

Source: NBA (2018) 7 

INDICATOR 0.08. Fynbos terrestrial ecosystem protection level 

# of types 

Well Protected Moderately 
Protected Poorly Protected Not Protected 

41 11 47 23 

43% 57% 

Source: NBA (2018a) 7 

While trend data are not available through the NBA system due to refinements in indicator definitions, the 
2019 NBA shows extreme risk and impact to inland wetlands, almost 40% of river ecosystem types under 
critical threat, nearly 2000 threatened plants, and 57% of fynbos ecotypes poorly protected or not protected. 

Number of Threatened 
Plants in Fynbos 

Number of Threatened 
Animals in Fynbos 

1924 136 
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The main threats to both plants and vertebrate animals are given as invasive plants and agricultural expansion, 
with urban expansion also placing pressure on vertebrates. 

In the absence of a counterfactual, or of trend-based research, or ideally, research which links CAPE 
interventions to changes in conservation measures, none of these data show whether or not CAPE has had an 
influence. What the data do show is that conservation in the biome is not yet sufficient for the protection of 
biodiversity, and redoubled and strategic efforts remain a priority. Precisely what these might entail in the 
current context is discussed later in this report, and in ongoing conversations in the conservation community. 

3.5.2 Rating achievements against Strategic Objectives  

Although the quantitative indicators are interesting, and are incorporated whenever data are available, they 
do not particularly add value to our understanding. A great deal of CAPE achievement lies in the intangibles of 
how people work and communicate, which are difficult to measure, especially within the conventional and 
output-oriented reporting frameworks that characterise conservation management even today. The 
quantitative data shared with this review therefore tend to offer a fairly simplistic view of what is widely 
known, such as the fact that stewardship has increased. Research to provide quantifiable indicators, with rich 
analysis of the reasons and implications of trends, would have been strategically valuable. This type of 
research was not embraced, resourced or undertaken systematically in the life of CAPE, and is seen as a lost 
opportunity.  

Indicator data are therefore combined with observations drawn from interviews and selected literature which 
describe shifts around these eight major themes under which CAPE partners aligned. These achievements or 
challenges are also placed in an industrial, climate and economic context which has had greater, largely 
negative impact on biodiversity, social wellbeing and conservation than CAPE could reasonably counter, or 
perhaps even anticipate 20 years ago.  

We offer the following rating scale for each Strategic Objective, and the analysis which follows for each 
provides our rationale for the given rating. 

Green - Excellent, sustainable, 
scaled achievement that has 
conferred impact. 

Orange - Some interesting legacy, 
changes that should endure, with 
some outcomes. 

Yellow - There are results, but they 
do not add up to a lasting legacy, 
or are scattered in isolated 
examples. 

 

SO 1.   Strengthening institutional capacity, governance and communication for 
coordinated action. 

  

CAPE has changed how conservation is done, encouraged integrated institutions and cooperative 
partnerships. Openness to solutions through collaborative thinking and action has come to be taken for 
granted as well as enabling tools for conservation in South Africa. These capacities for integrated and visionary 
environmental management are seen as being crucial to effectiveness 8. 

Strong achievement is less clear in the explicit CAPE institutions (the Task Teams, CIC, Exco, Secretariat), which 
seem to have peaked around 2012, and could benefit from restructuring and reorientation going forward. 

COORDINATED, ALIGNED PARTNERS 

In 2001, 14 organisations signed a formal Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) in which they committed 
themselves to implementing the Cape Action Plan for the Environment. By 2007 there were 23 signatories to 
the CAPE MoU, and by 2012 there were 38. They include NGOs, municipalities, national and provincial 
government departments and conservation agencies. During CAPE’s first 10 years, around 300 projects were 
counted as having been catalysed through CAPE, many funded by GEF, UNDP and CEPF grants, along with 
government and partner support, and all inspired by the concept of collective action at a landscape level 9. 
CAPE as a collective offered advantages of collaboration and access to a pool of varied expertise and human 
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and technical resources. In addition, the evaluation after the first ten years found that participation had 
embedded CAPE approaches into member institutions, encouraging approaches of integration and 
partnership in projects not funded through a CAPE grant 10, 11. 

Institutional systems, approaches, governance structures and communication for coordination have been 
profoundly influenced through CAPE’s leadership and action to create platforms and an ethic of collaboration. 
CAPE is social process. It has helped to inform performance management and measurement methods and has 
advanced systems for charting bioregional approaches. Partnership, information sharing, and collective 
reflection have profoundly affected how conservation is done, and CAPE’s legacy as influence in this approach 
has had a substantial impact on approaches to conservation.  

“CAPE was an incubator for modern conservation.” (Legacy Project launch) 

This change is most visible in the ways in which government departments are now required to align and 
coordinate far more than in the past. This way of working has come to be considered normal and is a 
performance expectation in many departments. CAPE was possibly supportive and instrumental in 
improvements in this inter-sectorally coordinated biodiversity planning at both provincial and national levels, 
with thorough uptake of planning systems which originated in the Rio 1992 Global Convention for Biological 
Diversity. Between 2003 and 2005 South Africa initiated National Biodiversity Strategies and Action Plans 
(NBSAP) 12, 13. In the Western Cape, the provincial equivalent, PBSAP 14 and LBSAP for the City of Cape Town, 
have also become part of planning practice. BSAPs have been included in medium-term and annual 
performance planning, and are thus fully institutionalised, and firmly entrenched as recognised and 
accountable practice.  

Although detailed PBSAPs and LBSAPs may not be as well-mainstreamed in other provinces, policies at 
national level have grown to integrate the principles behind coordinated biodiversity planning. Most notably, 
processes of spatial planning and integration have been built into National Biodiversity Assessments, the 
National Spatial Development Framework. The Municipal Systems Act; the Spatial Planning and Land Use 
Management; the Western Cape Land Use Planning Act; and policy reforms for rates and taxation. Whether 
or not CAPE influenced this spirit of coordinated biodiversity planning is conjecture, but the first ten years of 
CAPE’s existence, saw substantial movement around planning, coordination and integration of biodiversity as 
a priority in multiple spaces. 

This was mirrored at landscape level outside of government, and the multi-sectoral effort being seen through 
landscape initiatives, Biosphere Reserves and Fire Protection Associations particularly strongly demonstrate 
this approach.  

LEGISLATION FOR GOVERNANCE AND INSTITUTIONAL SYSTEMS 

Democracy in South Africa saw extensive stakeholders consultation in the drafting of the National 
Environmental Management Act (NEMA) 107 of 1998; the National Water Act 36 of 1998; the Integrated 
Coastal Management Act 24 of 2008 and the National Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act 10 of 
2014. Together they revolutionised biodiversity legislation; strengthened government commitment to 
effective and sustainable management of natural resources, the strict protection of species and ecosystems; 
and promoted benefits from these resources being distributed fairly among the population 15.  

A press release in 2004 described NEMBA as “legal reform to support identification and protection of 
biodiversity hot spots, introduce biodiversity management plans, legislate clearing of aliens on private land 
and establish SANBI. This will make it significantly more difficult for developers to damage or destroy any 
biologically sensitive natural area” 16. 

In parallel, the complementary and strongly CAPE-aligned, National Environmental Management: Protected 
Areas Act (NEMPAA) No 57 of 2003, provides for: “conservation of ecologically viable areas representative of 
South Africa's biological diversity …  ; establishment of a register of national, provincial and local protected 
areas; … intergovernmental co-operation and public consultation in matters concerning protected areas” 17. 
NEMPAA continues to be applied to oppose mining in high biodiversity value areas 18, and provides a 
framework for the declaration and management of protected areas through a network of state, private and 
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communal lands, while providing for cooperative governance, enabling implementation of biodiversity 
stewardship programmes under Cape Nature.  

In 1999 CAPE committed to engaging with legislative consultation, supporting the implementation of these 
influential acts, and contributing to development of regulations for their operationalisation. A strategic goal 
stated that there would exist “by December 2002, planning and environmental policy and legislation used to 
ensure integrated and informed decision-making which supports the conservation of biodiversity in the 
region.”4. This objective was driven forward and CAPE has attempted to contribute to constructive legislative 
changes.  

“For ICMA I believe that CAPE approaches made significant influence. It pretty much enabled the 
piloting of approaches to estuary management in SA, and profoundly influenced the NEMP (National 

Estuarine Management Protocol) which flows out of ICMA and sets the approach and requirements 
for estuary management and Estuarine Management Plans.” (Interview respondent) 

Legislative reform is ongoing in the context of the rationalisation of NEMA and SEMA (Specific Environmental 
Management Acts). Under NEMA, EIA regulations were promulgated in 2006, and CAPE partners BotSoc and 
LandCare supported the development of Environmental Management Frameworks (EMFs) to inform and 
expedite agri-environmental decision making 19. The 2011 Western Cape Biosphere Reserves Act took UNESCO 
prescripts to the ground, and is fundamentally based on partnership at a landscape level, and while the roles 
of CAPE and UNESCO aren’t easily separated, it seems likely that “influencing and learning is a two-way street”.  

Related provincial legislative reforms have been included the publication of the Draft Western Cape 
Biodiversity Bill in May 2019 to align, modernise and rationalise provincial frameworks and consolidate the 
Nature Conservation Ordinance and the Western Cape Nature Conservation Board Act 20, 21.  
As the GEF focal point, the national Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries (DEFF), previously 
known as Department of Environment Affairs (DEA), leads on implementation of the Western Cape Biosphere 
Reserves Act of 2011. The Western Cape is the only province to have promulgated a Biosphere Reserve Act, 
providing a legal framework for the establishment, management and funding of UNESCO Man and Biosphere 
(MAB) Reserves in the province 22.  

Another key strengthening in legislation supported by GEF was the development of regulations in 2004 under 
the National Veld and Forest Fire Act 101 of 1998, giving land users responsibility for management of veld 
fires, and legislated the creation of Fire Protection Associations (FPAs) to enable land holders to work together 
to predict, manage and prevent fires 23. FPAs are closely linked to the Disaster Management Act of 2002, which 
largely responds to natural disasters, most often fire and flood, and is therefore directly aligned with 
environmental management, especially in a climate change context. 

Other policy and legislation to conserve biodiversity includes property rates exemptions under the Municipal 
Property Rates Act and biodiversity tax incentives 17. Tax incentives, lodged within the Income Tax Act (Act 58 
of 1962), provide income tax deductions for landowners declaring protected areas or entering into biodiversity 
management agreements 24. These have continued to be developed progressively over the last 15 years 25, 26. 
These successes in creating frameworks, regulations and even institutions are significant outcomes and 
accomplishments of the CAPE intention and its early drivers. However, and as will be explored later, 
implementation of these provisions has not always followed, neither in substance nor in spirit. This is not 
uncommon and indeed is a familiar part of the South African policy and practice story, and there have been 
significant lost opportunities through lack of enforcement, and lack of implementation, even within 
conservation itself.  

“There are opportunities to reinvigorate conservation science by seeing that implementation is a 
social process about changing behaviours.” (Informant interview) 

INSTITUTIONAL STRENGTHENING 

CAPE partners and participants benefited at the very least from knowledge exchange, thoughtful analysis and 
a re-orientation of approaches to conservation. Their practices were refined to become more consciously 
integrated, partnership-based and ecological.  
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Through the signing into force of NEMPAA, CAPE was instrumental in establishment of SANBI as a National 
Biodiversity Institute in 2004, emerging from its forerunner, the National Botanical Institute 27, 28. SANBI was 
then supported by CAPE to “pilot new approaches in a grounded way, and then take these up into national 
policy and/or into work in other bioregions” (Legacy Project survey). The Eastern Cape Parks and Tourism 
Agency was also supported to take on new areas of work initiated through the CAPE partnership as part of 
their mandate 6. 
The establishment of provincial level conservation institutions in the Eastern and Western Cape was also 
supported by CAPE. CapeNature in the Western Cape was established out of a reconceptualisation of the role 
of the Western Cape Nature Conservation Board. It adopted the CAPE strategy as its own, launched the 
Biodiversity Stewardship Programme and became a cornerstone partner in the widespread landscape 
initiatives engendered through CAPE. Respondents shared how CapeNature has internalised conservation 
planning expertise and strongly developed its protected area expansion capacity. CAPE was part of the 
inspiration for multiple ways of working within CapeNature, such as land-use planning, integrated catchment 
management and biodiversity mainstreaming, as well as aligned environmental management programmes. 
Over the years both CapeNature and the Western Cape Department of Environmental Affairs and 
Development Planning (DEA&DP) have made efforts to align their strategic objectives with CAPE’s. 

CAPE also supported the establishment of the Eastern Cape Parks and Tourism Agency (ECPTA) 28 .The agency 
hosts a Biodiversity Stewardship Programme, which has continued to convene and share learning in the last 
ten years 29. 

CAPE’s institutional influence extends well beyond these core implementing agencies, with the City of Cape 
Town’s conservation and biodiversity division, multiple municipalities participating in biosphere reserves or 
fire-protection associations, the Working For programmes and SANParks all having absorbed ideology, 
strategy and legislative muscle, attributable to CAPE in some way. 

CAPE’s impact on field capacity of institutions was more limited, so that stronger institutions with clear, 
aligned strategic purpose could not always realise that potential because of a lack of presence on the ground. 
Law enforcement and extension services, for example, were (and are) severely constrained through the lack 
of human capacity. 

Some of the original stalwarts in early CAPE now face considerable financial constraints, including, 
CapeNature, which has also recently implemented an organisational redesign under year-on-year budget cuts 
of 5%, 6% and 7% in successive years (Legacy Project survey); SANBI, which is under a period of reducing 
funding and organisational shifts; and severe public sector funding constraints are apparent for Eastern Cape 
biodiversity budgets with ECPTA said to be severely under-resourced and under-functioning. The resulting 
institutional vulnerability has largely disabled CapeNature’s capacity to process and lead on stewardship, a 
strategy which was once at its centre. These institutional losses caution how institutional strengthening might 
offer a legacy to some extent, but cannot be assumed to be resilient, even in seemingly established 
organisations.    

Notwithstanding questionable sustainability and fluctuating effectiveness, the environmental sector 
continues to benefit from strategic alignment with the CAPE paradigm though sector performance 
frameworks.  

CAPE STRUCTURES 

CAPE has a carefully structured, inclusive set of institutional elements at provincial level which support 
organisational coordination. Today they include the CAPE Implementation Committee representing all MoU 
signatories (CIC), the CAPE Exco (a group of 10-12 CAPE signatories representing ‘custodians’ of each of the 
Strategic Objectives and Working Groups), and secretariat functions through the CAPE Coordination Unit 
provided by SANBI, which delegates staff time and infrastructure. These, or their antecedents, brought people 
together to design the original CAPE strategy 4 to which many major institutions aligned their own strategies.  
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The Eastern Cape Coordination Unit (ECCU) and the Eastern Cape Implementation Committee (ECIC), drew 
together many stakeholders in the province v. By 2010 there were 24 signatories to the ECIC MoU, including 
key national and provincial role-players in government, municipalities, the private sector and civil society, 
supported by strong participation by Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality and the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan 
University. While promising at first, however, these CAPE structures have since become largely inactive.  

Engagement between the Eastern and Western Cape has been particularly challenging in the last ten years for 
various reasons: the collapse of Eastern Cape institutions; the logistical distance between the Eastern Cape, in 
terms of the costs, political will and practicalities of inter-provincial participation; and differing scales of CAPE-
related work (although a large part of the CFR is mapped as being within the Eastern Cape,  there is only one 
major CAPE project in the province (Baviaanskloof Megareserve) - compared with province-wide fynbos 
distribution and a great many projects in the Western Cape). CAPE is certainly “Western Cape-centric”, as 
stated by Eastern Cape respondents, inevitably so given the weight of projects and participation. Participation 
in meetings in the Western Cape were impossible to justify, with CAPE not offering enough Eastern Cape 
relevance in return for the time, costs and effort of attendance. Instead, Eastern Cape coordination of social 
and environmental concerns has been more effective through national forums, and especially the World 
Heritage Site Committee or other UNESCO convening spaces under DEFF. The experience demonstrates that 
provincial boundaries can be far stronger than bioregional commonalities, especially where provincial 
government departments have a strong role in leadership.  

“It was a struggle to cover Eastern Cape.” (Launch Workshop) 

“CAPE is very Western Cape centric. You lose your voice. Most often it was just me [from the Eastern 
Cape] and nobody from the [Nelson Mandela Bay] Metro ... With more and more stakeholders from 

the Western Cape, the discussions became even more about Western Cape only [after 2010].” 
(Interview respondent)  

A total of 14 thematic Task Teams also helped to drive the CAPE agenda vi. Many of these roles became 
mainstreamed into lead organisations (e.g. FPAs, Stewardship and Protected Area Expansion Reference 
Group); others continue to coordinate independently within specific sectors (e.g. GIS in the Western Cape 
Department of Agriculture (DoA) and SANBI); while other tasks are integrated into different organisations. The 
concept of a Task Team approach has embedded and expanded, and many examples of multi-sectoral, 
thematically-focused groups function for conservation today vii. These functions no longer necessarily engage 
strongly with core CAPE structures, but coordination remains core to approaches across a wide range of 
environmental management themes. 

FOCUS ON THE CIC AND THE CAPE SECRETARIAT 

The CIC carried substantial responsibility for governance of CAPE funding up until around 2008, and was 
actively engaged in that time. At the end of the CEPF project, the number of CAPE signatories increased from 
23 to 37. In 2011 the CIC saw a spike in activity and participation in end-of-project reflections, and the 2012 
planning and prioritisation exercises (Indicator 1.02).  

CIC and Exco attendance began to tail off after 2012, with a 30% drop in attendance from 2012-2015 to 2016-
2019. This may have been partly due to GEF-funded projects coming to an end, and CIC participants no longer 
mandated or funded to attend. In the last three years, around 18 of the 37 signatories attend CIC meetings 
(less than 50%), and the appeal of the CAPE CIC, or the value that draws participation, has been in decline.   

 
v CAPE, STEP, SKEP, the Maloti- Drakensberg Transfrontier Project, the Wild Coast Conservation and Sustainable Development Project 
and the Grasslands Programme 
vi Task teams at mid- 2010: Capacity Development, Learning Networks, Biodiversity GIS, Conservation Education, Fine-scale Planning, 
Land-use Planning, Biodiversity Stewardship, Resource Economics, Estuaries, Invasive Aliens, Fire, Urban Conservation, Wetlands, 
GreenChoice (GC 5)  
vii “LIKE, Stewardship Peer Learning events, Fynbos Forum, MAREP, Biodiversity Planning Forum, WC Environmental Education Forum, 
South African National Committee for the UNESCO Man and Biosphere, WC Estuaries Task Team, Provincial Coastal Committee, Estuary 
Forums, Wetlands Forum… WC Biospheres Forum, WG1 and 8. There are others.” (DEA&DP, pers. comm.) 
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INDICATOR 1.02. Number of signatory partners to Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) of CAPE 
Programme actively participating 

 

 
 

Steady participation in the first ten years of CAPE, at an average of 27 participants from 23 signatories, showed 
a fairly established routine in regular attendance of CIC meetings.  

The figure below shows how up until as late as 2017, the majority of participants in CAPE CIC meetings came 
from provincial government and the NGO sector, and fewer from landscapes due to the constraints and costs 
of travel. Perhaps due to meetings being primarily structured for landscape level implementers to give account 
of their efforts in the previous quarter, or through attrition of original CAPE stalwarts in government, there 
has been a steady decline in government attendance, and by 2018/2019 the meetings have been equally 
representative of landscape initiatives, NGOs and government.  

 

 
Source: SANBI, CAPE CIC attendance register analysis 
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Meetings today are attended with commitment by a consistent group of members who appreciate the 
networking opportunity, and have formed long-standing relationships as a collective. Respondents shared that 
while meetings have value to some of them, they are not (indeed, some say they never have been) considered 
highly informative or valuable in terms of content.  

“CIC disappoints, six hours of talk, there is no commitment in CAPE.” (Launch workshop) 

“Agendas are not well considered and level of engagement not strategic enough. Please note that I 
have been a part of this CIC for the last few years and therefore do not intend to blame anyone for 

this - I do however feel the service provided over the last few years has been unsatisfactory.” (Legacy 
Project survey) 

“I have seen little benefit to us locally from the wider CIC processes.” (Legacy Project survey) 

“The CIC hasn't felt like a very lively forum the last couple of years and it isn't clear what would 
reinvigorate it other than energy from within core partners responsible for pursuing CAPE's vision.” 

(Legacy Project survey) 

This gradual diffusing of energy may be both a cause and effect of slightly less commitment to senior 
representation from CAPE partners: “The previous CIC had participation up to senior management level, now 
it is just me.” And a sense that SANParks and others, should “get CAPE back on their agenda.”  

“I suspect the SANParks mandate issue is more common than we would like to believe.” (CIC June 
2020) 

Invigorating the CIC depends on it having a stimulating, compelling and tangible purpose. Without this, the 
half-heartedness of participants is understandable. Indeed, the tenacity of the core group in their loyalty to 
this forum speaks volumes for the meaning that CAPE holds in people’s memories. Alternatively, replacing the 
current CIC format with a platform which fulfils the same function, but is closer to the energy and tangible 
implementation spaces of landscape initiatives, might be a viable way forward. 

Although not aligned with the biome lens, convening of inter-sectoral forums is strongly supported by 
government at both national and provincial levels, and is a legal mandate of the DEA&DP. If and how this 
requirement offers an opportunity for coordination within government, and for engagement between 
government and wider biome-based coordinating structures, warrants exploration moving forward.   

The potential which lies in CAPE structures is that of a space which is vibrant, relevant to the range of CAPE 
community members, meets the needs of the participants and contributes to achievement of their respective 
and collective goals, while simultaneously enabling learning and continuous evolution of CFR conservation 
strategy and practice.  

FOCUS ON COORDINATING FUNCTIONS 

SANBI provides a secretariat space and function, but with far less person-power than during the funded era of 
CAPE, and less responsiveness and engagement by the CAPE community. Reduced funding and sudden 
changes in procurement systems have further depleted SANBI’s functionality as CAPE coordinator.  

Even in its heyday, SANBI’s coordinating function is viewed critically. Governance and decision-making are 
assumed to have been overseen by SANBI, and are not recalled as having been transparent, strategic or 
objective. Particular omissions which attract criticism to this day include a lack of allocations to agriculture 
and to research, despite each of these being embedded in a CAPE strategic objective. Respondents have 
expressed disappointment at SANBI’s role in reducing CAPE to a project implementation function, rather than 
one of supporting and enabling its galvanizing, convening and learning potential for conservation science and 
conservation management. While the appearance of monitoring was strong in the funded era (“We filled in 
those logframe forms all the time!” (CIC member), this was not turned into any strategic insight. 

“Nobody synthesised and gave an overview … they didn’t institute that, no-one was able to reach out 
to university departments and create a learning and feedback buzz.” (Informant interview) 
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At a strategic level, and notwithstanding the critical points above, SANBI’s later withdrawal from 
‘implementation projects’, (where ‘implementation’ was intended as grounded sites for learning, e.g. Cape 
Flats Nature) and from biome-based work, is considered a significant blow to the CAPE intentions; and even a 
betrayal of its driving vision, and of CAPE’s instigation of SANBI’s creation for the very purpose of providing a 
hub which would serve coordination in the CFR, and other biomes. 

SANBI’s role at the CAPE secretariat comes to an end in 2020, and the organisation is no longer offering to 
continue in this capacity. It is acknowledged both internally and by the CAPE community that functioning has 
declined with the absence of committed strategy from within, and with it, dedicated staff or leadership 
oversight. 

“The current coordination and secretariat function is poor.” (Legacy Project survey) 

SANBI’s exit from playing a significant role in CAPE, and indeed in dedicated coordination of any CFR-specific 
conservation efforts, marks the end of an era and offers an important moment for reflection in CAPE’s life. 
With the departure of a major national institution from CAPE’s own institutional capacity, what is asked of 
CAPE, or the CFR community? And what possibilities present themselves? 

FINANCING THE CAPE STRATEGY 

Considerable investment followed the GEF conference of 2000, accumulating to half a billion Rands over 10 
years to finance the CAPE strategy (Indicator 1.01). With co-funding as a grant condition, these external funds 
were supplemented by four times as much in domestic contributions 6, including R13 million in 2009 from 
South African Treasury on the basis of a CAPE business case for support of R13 million in 2009 30; and multiple 
co-funding inputs from government, NGOs and the Development Bank of South Africa, for example 10.  

INDICATOR 1.01. Number and value of projects with dedicated resources from the CAPE programme  
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) 1998 – US$ 12,3 million through the 

World Bank for the Cape Peninsula 
Biodiversity Conservation Project, 

including Table Mountain Fund 
(TMF) capitalization of US$5 million, 

and US$0,9 million CAPE strategy 
design31 

2003 –  US$3.1 million through 
UNDP or establishment of Agulhas 

Biosphere Initiative (ABI) 66 

2003 - US$11 million through the 
UNDP ($2 million) and World Bank 

($9 million)  the Biodiversity 
Conservation and Sustainable 

Development project 31 

Through DEFF32 : 

GEF5, 2010-2014, USD 53 
million 

GEF4, 2006-2010, USD 40 
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USD3,5 million from GEF, via 
UNDP, for the FynbosFire 
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2002 - Critical Ecosystem Partnership 
Fund (CEPF) US$6 million over five 

years - a joint initiative of Conservation 
International, GEF, Government of 

Japan, MacArthur Foundation and the 
World Bank. 10 

US$5 million to recapitalise TMF 

2008 - 
Consolidation 
fund - 9 grants 

offered for 
US$1.6 million 
from 2008 to 

2011. 

 

TM
F  R32 million (US$4,5 million at 2010 exchange rates) from interest on prior 

investment and capitalised fund for project work. 

R54 million (US$ 3,6 million 
at 2019 exchange rates) for 

project work 

To
ta

l  

International investment: Gelderblom 6 calculated US$ 43 million in total 
including additional international sources. (R300 million in 2010) 

Continued primarily under 
GEF 

Domestic investment: The South African government and partners invest 
US$193 million over the period 6 (R1,35 billion) 

Continued as part of 
budgeting across multiple 

departments and functions. 
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It would be simplistic to update or quantify contributions from government in terms of CAPE’s influence. 
However, and in addition to all relevant government departments using their existing budgets in a 
coordinated, and biodiversity-accountable manner, specific funding continues (although declining) to sustain 
SANBI, CapeNature and biodiversity programming under DEFF. Co-funding of CAPE priorities has also 
continued under provincial and entity strategies and programmes, including, for example, all resources 
allocated to the PBSAP and Provincial Biodiversity Economy strategy and programmes, which include a 
significant annual transfer payment to CapeNature. In that sense this continued infusion of biodiversity 
conservation priorities into departmental plans which release Treasury funding might be considered a 
‘mainstreaming’ success. That integration of biodiversity into departmental mandates does not necessarily 
translate into sufficient capacity, enforcement, implementation or vision-driven work with local relevance is 
the challenge of the CFR conservation community going forward. 

During the GEF-funded era, grants were distributed across a wide range of projects through NGO partnerships 
and landscape-based collectives, training opportunities and internships. While not all of these grants have left 
a visible legacy, there are some valuable testimonies to the investment under each of the Strategic Objectives. 
Far more investment in ongoing research and evaluation, strategic reflection and continuous learning could 
have greatly increased the proportion of spending that contributed to long-term outcomes, and this has been 
strongly conveyed as a “lost opportunity” 34. Indeed, had CAPE engaged with the challenge of action research 
through complex social practice it may well have continued to be a cutting edge global influencer. 

“Few studies are embedded in a social process designed to ensure effective management of 
ecosystem services. … Most research has focused only on biophysical and valuation assessments. …  

Management needs to be adaptive and should be institutionalized in a suite of learning organizations 
that are representative of the sectors that are concerned with decision-making and planning.” 35  

Funding has reduced since the GEF grants, and there have been no biome-wide, CFR-focused programmes 
other than TMF, although international funding continues to support Biosphere Reserves and the FynbosFire 
project. The sense among partners is that ‘funding dried up’ in 2011, and that the heyday of CAPE was during 
the ‘big money’, and indeed, some feel that CAPE’s future relevance depends on grants of similar scale.  

FOCUS ON THE TABLE MOUNTAIN FUND 

Producing an asset which is very much part of CAPE’s legacy, “TMF was set up to serve the conservation 
priorities of the CFR, which were to be identified by the CAPE partnership” (Legacy Project survey). One critical 
contribution by GEF was additional capitalisation of the TMF, which received an investment of US$ 5 million 
to bolster a conservation trust fund for posterity, adding to the fund’s existing endowment of US$ 1.4 6. In this 
way, CAPE contributions became 78% of the total TMF endowment, and CAPE came to be integrally linked 
with TMF, with support and some level of financial contribution assured for posterity. 

Since 2011, TMF has drawn some of the interest on the endowment, and routinely funds projects in the CFR 
(Indicator 1.01). Although at a reduced funding level, this has become a substantial and sustainable CAPE 
legacy, offering small project investment to CAPE-aligned interventions (Indicator 1.01). The fund has potential 
to continue to provide support to strategic and catalytic efforts in conservation and social development 
moving forward, and to finance a tightly limited coordination or convening function, focusing with discipline 
on coordination which has value on the ground.  

“[TMF has continued to focus on funding of] capacity building; institutional arrangements; 
cooperative governance; biodiversity information; conservation planning; environmental education; 
protected area expansion; urban conservation; integrated catchment management and landscape 

initiatives” (Legacy Project survey) 

Originally recapitalised with the intention of supporting CAPE, TMF continues to attend CIC meetings; requests 
that grant recipients become CIC partners (although communication from the secretariat has not always been 
enabling); and funds certain CAPE partners for CAPE-aligned activities, including the Legacy Project. A CIC 
representative sits in TMF governance, and assists in selecting and approving projects for funding. 
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The relationship between TMF and CAPE has changed over the last 10 years, as CAPE became more fluid and 
less formally focused on a collective strategy; while TMF became more formalised, with greater strategic 
clarity. In the absence of explicit or coherent CAPE strategic and implementation plans, TMF drafted its own 
conservation plan in 2019, with CIC representation, but with no mention of CAPE or the 2011 CAPE objectives. 
This has led to the perception in CAPE that TMF has largely de-linked as a routine funding source, and many 
of its funding decisions are somewhat invisible to the CAPE CIC.  

In the light of possible conflict of interest, resolving the matter of CAPE’s ‘ownership’ of TMF with TMFs 
fiduciary and governance responsibilities, is an area for consultation and perhaps MoU. The relationship 
between these major CAPE institutions would be usefully redesigned during the next phase, in whatever form 
CAPE or similar CFR conservation initiative may agree to continue. 

 

SO 2.  Enabling local level engagement and co-ordination through landscape initiatives 

 

This objective is taken to include all landscape initiatives, including Biosphere Reserves, Fire Protection 
Associations, and other geographically-based coordinating platforms. 

CAPE's investment (intellectual or financial) has contributed hugely to landscape level coordination and 
implementation we find today, albeit to varying extents. This is where the potential and energy now lie for 
future impact and to achieve goals and objectives set by government and others. There is great potential to 
take the model of action through landscape initiatives to another level. 

“The landscape initiative community, these days, provides the locus of energy and action.” (Legacy 
Project survey)  

Covering vast areas, the CAPE landscape initiatives offer coordination across most of the CFR (Figure 2) 

 

Figure 2. Map of CAPE Landscape 
Initiatives  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Gelderblom (2011) 10 years 
of CAPE 6 

 

Mega-reserve development through intensive stakeholder participation was based on a model provided by 
the Succulent Karoo Ecosystem Programme (SKEP), which was also applied in 2003 to an equivalent project, 
the Subtropical Thicket Ecosystem Planning (STEP) 34. Funded by GEF through the World Bank. Inspired by 
these programmes, CAPE aimed to create strong buy-in from partners and stakeholders, while enabling 
integrated landscape management across multiple land-use types 15. 
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Formal landscape initiatives are variously designed and designated, but include areas of mainly natural 
vegetation that are large enough (250,000 – 1,000,000 ha) to sustain biodiversity patterns, processes and 
resilience to shocks (e.g climate change) in the long term. They include various biomes and their ecological 
linkages, and a natural mosaic of land-uses and tenure types. They are defined as place-based, geographically-
bounded, mappable, implementation-focused initiatives. The intention was to manage these areas both for 
ecological sustainability as well as the critical importance of providing sustainable, biodiversity-based 
economic development to an area where many were living in rural poverty. These initiatives engage the 
relevant people and institutions of the area, along with those with an interest or responsibility in the area 
from provincial or national levels. They work with concrete interventions, partners and coordinating 
structures, and integrated, cooperative plans in the landscape.  

Five of CAPE’s landscape initiatives are designated as UNESCO Man and Biosphere (MAB) Reserves (Biosphere 
Reserves). MAB is “an intergovernmental scientific programme that aims to establish a scientific basis for 
enhancing the relationship between people and their environments” 36. It aims, in complete alignment with 
CAPE, to combine “the natural and social sciences with a view to improving human livelihoods and 
safeguarding natural and managed ecosystems, thus promoting innovative approaches to economic 
development that are socially and culturally appropriate and environmentally sustainable”. Biosphere 
Reserves are used as ‘learning places for sustainable development’, where interdisciplinary approaches to 
understanding and managing interactions between social and ecological systems can be tested and 
experiences shared. With vast areas of the Western Cape falling under MAB designation, and close 
participation in the CAPE collective, the biosphere programme has been a source of learning and influence, 
and has lent valuable capacity to the landscape concept. As members of the MAB World Network of Biosphere 
Reserves 37 of 701 sites in 124 countries, these extensive landscape initiatives receive support, credibility, 
access to funding, a community of practice and technical guidance. In 2011 South Africa, under DEA, 
established a national committee for oversight of Biosphere Reserves in the country. 

Partnership, integration and alignment are exactly what conservation needs in a resource-scarce, climate-
impacted, socially-iniquitous context, and their sustained and increasing importance over twenty years is 
witness to the visionary wisdom on the CAPE intent. Although levels of coordination, participation and 
sustainability vary, as well as historic connection with CAPE, the principle of landscape level cooperation is 
firmly entrenched in CAPE partners, and in government departments working at district level. 

In addition to Biosphere Reserves, landscape initiatives under CAPE include undertakings which might not 
carry the MAB designation, but which follow the same basic principles of collective action and coordination 
for conservation and social benefit. 

When they operate well, members see landscape level coordination as a way of tapping into local 
communication to find solutions to fiscal and structural constraints through shared capacity and resources. 
These platforms provide innovative and efficient solutions to common challenges through cooperation and 
coordination. Strong outcomes were witnessed in the CAPE collection of landscape initiatives. These are briefly 
described below, and a few examples are covered in slightly more detail in the Case Studies that follow.  

THE INDICATOR 

INDICATOR 2.01. Number of landscape level coordinating structures in the CAPE planning domain 

For the purposes of the discussion we could define a landscape initiative as being: geographically-based; across 
multiple land ownership and management forms (i.e. larger than a single farm or business); concerned with 
integrated management including biodiversity; inclusive of a range of stakeholders in the landscape; and able 
to implement plans as a collective. Immense value has been found in the flexibility and participation achieved 
through multiple different formats, organising arrangements, types of structures and mechanisms; across a 
wide range of landscape and land use types. The definition given here, drawn from our observation rather 
than any dictate on the part of CAPE, broadly encompasses any initiative to convene for social and biodiversity 
benefit on the land. 
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Although the distinction between one landscape initiative and another might be artificial, a total of eleven 
might formally be seen as belonging to the CIC. They have been supported to varying degrees under CAPE: 
some having received funding in the first ten years; others participating as CIC members without financial 
support. 

● Agulhas Biodiversity Initiative (see Case Study below) 
● Which includes the Nuwejaars Wetland Special Management Area. 

● Baviaanskloof Mega-reserve 
● Cape Winelands Biosphere Reserve 
● Garden Route Biosphere Reserve 
● Gouritz Cluster Biosphere Reserve  (see Case Study below) 
● Greater Cederberg Biodiversity Corridor 
● Kogelberg Biosphere Reserve 
● Upper Breede Collaborative Extension Group (see Case Study below) 
● West Coast Biosphere Reserve 

● Which includes the Dassenberg Coastal Catchment Partnership 

Fire Protection Associations are also effectively landscape based initiatives. Multiple conservancies, trusts, 
NPOs and landowner networks also fall under the definition of landscape initiatives, and the number reported 
against the indicator is arbitrary. 

LANDSCAPE INITIATIVES 

A brief overview of each of the overarching landscape initiatives recognised as having been CAPE influenced 
is provided below, with some of the strongest initiatives elaborated for lessons learned and guidance in the 
Case Studies section below. Each is accompanied by a single summary point intended to highlight their 
achievement to date, and potential next steps or opportunities for improvement. The quantity and quality of 
information we have varies widely among landscape initiatives, since data were gleaned from visits, interviews 
or online resources, with variable levels of participation in the Legacy Project. These impressions are neither 
systematic nor comprehensive. 

Agulhas Biodiversity Initiative (ABI) (See Case Study below): Sustained coordination in ABI has yielded an 
active programme, a range of strong partnerships, and a small, autonomous secretariat which guides 
coordination and strategic decisions, enables collective applications for funding, and facilitates exchange of 
information. ABI is a valuable demonstration of the potential for cooperation across multiple landowners and 
institutions, landscape level coordination, engagement with local municipalities, and working for sustainable 
production. This is elaborated against each of the eight strategic objectives in the Case Study below. 

Strengths and legacy Opportunities for improvement 

Sustained coordination has yielded an active programme, 
a range of strong partnerships, and a small secretariat 
which guides coordination and strategic decisions, and 
enables collective applications for funding, and exchange 
of information.  

The next frontier would be stronger catchment and map-
based planning and implementation; and more effective 
community involvement with wider social commitment 
and genuine participation. 

 

Baviaanskloof Mega-reserve: Although the Baviaanskloof Mega-reserves continues to encourage tourism, 
and remains a biodiversity resource, 2011 reports suggest that limitations to the social aspects of the initiative 
provided sobering insights into the challenges of enabling genuine socio-economic benefit through 
biodiversity assets 38. The 2011 review suggested that conventional conservation approaches in parts of the 
reserve had displaced residents to towns, resulting in high levels of unemployment and landlessness. It also 
claimed that biodiversity-based production had failed to replace prior livelihoods from small livestock, 
agriculture and farm employment. More optimistically, stewardship has received strong uptake, and private 
landowners have continued to participate. In the last 10 years respondents state that employment through 
tourism has increased somewhat, both in the reserve and in surrounding towns.  
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Strengths and legacy Opportunities for improvement 

The mega-reserve continues as a designated conservation 
area, and tourism has begun to replace some of the initial 
production returns in the area. 

Losses to the local economy and reduced access to 
livelihoods by residents in the area may be irreversible.  

As the heart of CAPE presence and fynbos conservation in 
the Eastern Cape the Baviaanskloof collective has the 
opportunity to expand its learning around stewardship, 
landowner participation and conservation across the 
province’s fynbos biome, offering leadership on LIKEs or 
similar spaces for exchange and engagement.  

 

Cape Winelands Biosphere Reserve (CWBR): Registered under the UNESCO MAB Programme in 2007, the 
Cape Winelands Biosphere Reserve was further formalised as a Section 21 Company in 2010. It’s aims were 
to: “co-operate on and implement projects ( on themes, e.g. agricultural practices, climatic change, poverty 
alleviation, or on ecosystem types, e.g. fynbos); help create and maintain a healthy environment for people; 
maintain productive and healthy landscapes; reduce conflict among people; encourage diverse local economies 
to revitalise rural areas; increase the involvement of communities in land use decisions and thus the connection 
to the land and to support and facilitate interconnected scientific studies and monitoring” 39 

These far-reaching goals were clearly far too ambitious, and CWBR seems to primarily offer educational 
experiences and materials, research and awareness-raising. Its relationship with CAPE is unclear, and whether 
membership on the CIC since 2012 has actually conferred benefit or legacy is not immediately visible. This 
relatively passive membership of CAPE by some partners is not unusual, and begs the question of what value 
membership has and could confer. 

Strengths and legacy Opportunities for improvement 

An active website provides up-to-date accounts of 
educational and communication activities.  

Socio-economic benefit, local participation and holistic 
approaches to conservation seem relatively diluted in the 
on-line presence, but may be strong on the ground. 

 

Garden Route Biosphere Reserve (GRBR): The GRBR has an area of 698,363 ha and a human population 
approaching half a million. It includes the Tsitsikamma Marine Protected Area, Wilderness Lake Ramsar site, 
Garden Route National Park and two World Heritage sites, the Nelson Bay Cave and the Langkloof Valley. In 
2017 the Garden Route Biosphere Reserve was recognised by UNESCO; managed by a non-profit company in 
line with MAB requirements. Through varied interventions the reserve has interests which include climate 
change and sustainable energy; biodiversity; social upliftment; environmental education; rivers wetlands and 
water resources. 

“Work undertaken in the GRBR partnership through the CAPE programme includes systematic fine-
scale biodiversity planning, consolidating protected areas in the critical lowlands and marine areas, 
promoting conservation stewardship among private landowners, and working towards promoting 

growth in the number of jobs, training and entrepreneurial opportunities through biodiversity 
management, sustainable natural resource use and  tourism.” 40  

Strengths and legacy Opportunities for improvement 

GRBR has come through a period of organisational 
turbulence and enters 2020 with strong leadership and 
clear strategic vision, enacted through a network of 
grounded voluntary working groups. It stewards its 
limited resources carefully, including taking care to work 
collaboratively with other initiatives (e.g.: GCBR) and to 
avoid duplication among partners and others. 

GCBR’s biggest challenge is to secure funding to undertake 
the work that it has envisaged, and for which it has able 
and ready coordinators and volunteers. With diminishing 
government funding, this means seeking funds from 
private sources. 
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Gouritz Cluster Biosphere Reserve (GCBR) (See Case Study below): The massive area designated under the 
GCBR provides land restoration in the Klein Karoo, environmental education, peri-urban water conservation 
actions, work on invasive alien plants, alongside the institutional work of building a sustainable organisation. 
GCBR emerged from the Gouritz Initiative which in turn emerged from the CAPE (and SKEP) process.  

Strengths and legacy Opportunities for improvement 

GCBR has achieved a long history of sustained networking 
and engagement in the conservation - community, with 
shared understanding of conservation challenges and 
opportunities; strong relationships with partners and 
landowners; and establishment of a professional 
organisation, with capacity to implement projects, 
supported by significant donor support.  

GCBR would benefit from continued efforts to transform 
into a self-sustaining local organisation using networked 
relationships (including Gouritz Forum) and local 
economic development strategies. It could also expand its 
network to increasingly include poor, black citizens and 
residents as co-creators of the conservation agenda, not 
only recipients and beneficiaries.  

 

Greater Cederberg Biodiversity Corridor (GCBC): The GCBC was a forerunner among landscape initiatives. As 
one of the strongest stewardship areas, it achieved remarkable advances in conservation practice on private 
land, socio-economic benefit with genuine communal agency, and participation across a wide range of 
participating agencies. CAPE funded establishment of its broad-based steering committee, representing 22 
organisations including NGOs, community-based organisations (CBOs), communities, government 
departments and industry partners 41. GCBC thrived in the first ten years of CAPE, supporting improved 
environmental management in 33% of the 1,8 million ha planning domain. Some examples of projects included 
rehabilitation of Verlorenvlei wetland through alien plants clearing 42; erosion control 43; certified sustainable 
wild-harvested rooibos, with profits invested into collectively agreed community projects such as student 
bursaries or tourism businesses 44 (the Heiveld Cooperative is described in detail as a Case Study below); 
solutions to human-leopard conflict resulting in recovery of leopard populations in the area 45; conservation 
training for farm workers; and support to Algeria and Wupperthal communities around communal land 
conservation. 

After 2011, GCBC continued to function through regular meetings and a strong stewardship community, 
managing to pool financial resources to around R11 million per annum. In 2019, however, its resilience was 
severely challenged when restructuring in CapeNature led to the relocation of the GCBC coordinator and 
champion. Whether GCBC’s strong foundations can spawn a next generation, or whether this heralds its 
disintegration to some extent, remains to be seen. Second generation leadership in any organisation is often 
the test of depth and sustainability, and GCBC, with support of the CAPE collective, may be one of the first to 
offer learning to the rest of the CAPE community in the course of its recovery from this blow. 

Strengths and legacy Opportunities for improvement 

Regular meetings and a strong stewardship community, 
with exceptional achievements around financial 
sustainability, and delivery of land use management, 
biodiversity and social programming. 

Over-reliance on a single CapeNature coordinator may 
have resulted in significant weakening of the initiative 
after he left through CapeNature restructuring. The 
chance to establish second generation leadership 
provides a challenge and an opportunity to GCBC. 

 

Kogelberg Biosphere Reserve: Although a relatively small area, the reserve includes 1 880 different plant 
species, 77 of which are found nowhere else 6. Kogelberg became a designated UNESCO Biosphere Reserve in 
1998 in recognition of its exceptional biodiversity. Besides it high value as a terrestrial biodiversity hotspot, 
Kogelberg also works in marine conservation along its coastline. The area faces pressure from pine plantations, 
farms, urban expansion from small towns, marine poaching and several extensive and devastating fires in 
recent years.  

A small but active group of leaders is involved in Kogelberg, which might consider closer collaboration with 
the larger neighbouring ABI, in the light of adjacent boundaries, and overlapping concerns and institutional 
resources. Expansion would be an expression of landscape level management, and although it does not 
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necessarily reflect catchment or district boundaries, ABI-Kogelberg synergy would be an example of the use 
of convenient and practical boundaries for landscape level coordination.  

Strengths and legacy Opportunities for improvement 

A small but active group of leaders.  Greater integration with ABI might enhance collaboration 
across these closely adjacent landscapes, and support 
capacity in Kogelberg. 

 

Upper Breede Collaborative Extension Group (UBCEG) (See Case Study below): Although UBCEG itself was 
never funded through CAPE, UBCEG leaders have participated in the CAPE Exco, CIC and LIKEs, since the early 
2000s; stewardship among members has been supported by CAPE, and a CEPF grant supported early fine-scale 
mapping. Aligned philosophies and knowledge exchange would seem to have had mutual influence and 
benefit. This observation highlights the relative importance of technical and conceptual sharing as being no 
less powerful than financial support (if not more so).  

The UBCEG has successfully brought together different levels of governance in various sectors together to 
agree on resource management in the Upper Breede Valley towards a common goal. the UBCEG has become 
a model for other catchments in the area, combining a catchment approach; strong inter-governmental and 
government-NGO coordination; clear processes for implementation and monitoring; effective non-financial 
incentives to participate; along with budget contributions from partner organisations.  

Under leadership by DoA, the initiative has particularly benefitted from strong engagement with landowners, 
government participation and contribution. A champion is provided through dedicated personnel from 
LandCare. Most landscape initiatives are less institutionally resourced, and leadership investment by a DoA’s 
LandCare as a district level government entity is a lesson in effectiveness and sustainability.  

Strengths and legacy Opportunities for improvement 

The UBCEG project has become a model for other 
catchments in the area, combining a catchment approach, 
strong intergovernmental and government-NGO 
coordination and clear processes for implementation and 
its monitoring. While detailed biodiversity monitoring is 
expensive, the team is noting the return of indigenous 
species to cleared areas. 

The next frontier might be sustainable small businesses 
from value-addition, inclusion of community collectives in 
discussions, resolving lack of engagement with local 
municipalities, and ensuring follow-up of alien-cleared 
areas. 

Monitoring and research into the biodiversity, water 
quality and social effectiveness of these interventions 
would be useful, beginning with the suggested invitation 
of CREW (Custodians of Rare and Endangered 
Wildflowers) to undertake voluntary plant species 
mapping. 

 

West Coast Biosphere Reserve (WCBR): A recognised Biosphere Reserve since 2000, West Coast made 
exceptional progress in courting the interests of local potato and rooibos industries 41., among others. Agri-
industry was engaged in the early years of CAPE both for environmentally considerate standards and 
allocations of land for conservation 46. Engagement with local government, which remains a challenge for 
many landscape initiatives, supported sustainable development planning tools and the initiative connected 
strongly with City of Cape Town around improving management 10. The biosphere reserve continues to adhere 
to Man and Biosphere (MAB) guidelines, under the administration of Western Cape Provincial Administration 
and the Provincial Department of Planning, Local Government and Housing 47. 

“The Biosphere is going from strength to strength and still actively has meetings, funds projects, especially 
many invasive species projects. It is also a key player in the Dassenberg Coastal Catchment Partnership.” 
(Online discussion respondent) 
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Although clearly an active and functional UNESCO partner, the initiative’s continued relationship with the 
wider CAPE collective or alignment with CAPE strategy is unclear. It is also unclear whether the gains made in 
potato and rooibos conservation farming continue to serve biodiversity.   

Strengths and legacy Opportunities for improvement 

Continues as a designated Biosphere Reserve. Further engagement between WCBR and CAPE could be 
mutually beneficial.  

 

LESSONS LEARNED ON LANDSCAPE APPROACHES 

Knowledge sharing, toolkits and models: Each of the contexts of landscape initiatives is unique. Nevertheless 
a set of governance guidelines and tools designed by early CAPE to help coordinate and connect communities 
were found to be helpful in raising awareness, promoting learning and capacity building. 

Landscape respondents describe the value they find in LIKEs and attendance of CICs around being heard and 
connecting with people who deeply understand their process and priorities. LIKEs are platforms in which 
technical detail and best practice can be shared and have value and potential in supporting landscape 
initiatives. These are discussed in more detail under SO 8. 

Engagement with municipalities: A peer-reviewed editorial early in CAPE’s development 38  highlighted the 
importance of including local and district municipal-level decision-makers as key stakeholders, as learned 
through SKEP. Local government is critical to championing collaboration in municipal structures, participation 
on municipally-owned land, and to spear-heading inclusion of biodiversity concerns into planning and 
resourcing in municipal Integrated Development Plans (IDPs). Respondents suggested that a lack of municipal 
involvement has resulted in the many fine-scale plans not being fully or effectively implemented; and in 
difficulties in securing long term protection of Critical Biodiversity Areas (CBAs) and ensuring benefit to 
communities. While including a plan in Spatial Development Frameworks (SDFs) is a step towards 
management for biodiversity, it does little to ensure that these decisions are taken forward. 

This has been difficult to achieve, and few landscape initiatives have strong municipal involvement. Some 
municipalities which have been strongly engaged include Dassenberg, Kogelberg, City of Cape Town, Eden in 
Gouritz, Knysna in Garden Route and Nelson Mandela  Bay. 

Local leadership, ownership and champions: Achievements depend on the leadership and ownership of a 
programme by the landowners themselves. While CAPE may offer support in coordination, and technical 
fundamentals such fine-scale planning, landowners are the final decision-makers on whether or not 
biodiversity is considered in management decisions. Making CAPE resources accessible to landowners, while 
providing rationale and motivation against good business sense to enable them to make biodiversity-friendly 
decisions, depends on strong communication and a high level of trust. Respondents described how extension 
services provided these linkages in the past, but have been far less active and resourced. If provided, extension 
has been found to effectively reach landowners, disseminate information, and support good management 
practices, with relationships between CapeNature and landowners in GCBC being a good example of successful 
extension. The overall cutting back of extension services by both conservation and agriculture agencies is 
therefore tragic for biodiversity. 

As well as strong leadership and information, collective processes, active partnership transparency and 
consensus are critical: “Project implementation should be controlled by a trusted joint project team, and not 
by ad hoc decisions by senior management with little knowledge of the project and its objectives. Projects 
should be constructed to include supervision and administration, as well as a sustainability plan for after 
project completion where applicable, and time frames must be realistic” 48. 

Establishment costs: Landscape initiatives found access to substantial funding indispensable, particularly in 
the early stages when the costs of registration and legal documentation would have been prohibitive without 
support 48. Landscape initiatives involved multiple stakeholder meetings and pilot studies in their formulation  
49, 50. Research into the cost of a basic set-up package would be useful, to include legal, constitutional and 
governance compliance, a series of stakeholder meetings, and strategy development and mapping.  
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SO 3.  Integrating biodiversity into land-use planning  

 

and environmental management 

 

This objective receives a divided response, and remained the topic of much debate throughout the Legacy 
Project. We have taken the Solomonesque approach of dividing the rating.  

Comprehensive and systematic planning have been integral to CAPE since its inception. Integrated 
biodiversity-based planning, the use of fine-scale maps and systems for land-use planning around identified 
Critical Biodiversity Areas (CBA) were among the first CAPE initiatives and had lasting and profound 
institutionalised impact 38. The use of fine-scale mapping as an informant to improved land-use planning and 
prioritisation has been widely adopted, especially by provincial government and land-use planning and 
prioritisation. CAPE has helped to inspire how land-use approvals are processed.  

With strong support from CAPE, CBAs were first mapped in 2006, and the rate of loss was monitored for the 
first time. At the time this was cutting-edge practice, with the CAPE plan being the first of its kind to 
systematically select priority areas based on biodiversity pattern and ecological processes.   

While there have been considerable gains in mapping, there is strong debate among respondents around 
whether mapping, approval systems and planning have in fact translated into actual land-use decisions and 
environmental management on the ground. While progress has clearly been made around integrated mapping 
and development of Biodiversity Spatial Plans (BSPs), the discussion below on the limits to these achievements  
suggests that implementation and translation into plans on the ground (i.e. below provincial level) would need 
to be far stronger for these achievements to bear fruit in terms of land use or biodiversity.  

FINE-SCALE MAPPING 

CAPE was part of spear-heading planning at a scale of 1:250,000 scale for broad habitat overview, followed by 
1:10,000 planning for priority areas 41. CapeNature implemented a Fine-scale Biodiversity Planning Project, 
producing systematic conservation plans or CBA maps for local municipalities 51, with data for Indicator 3.03 
suggesting that uptake has grown to include all municipalities under provincial policy. The use of fine-scale 
mapping in planning and approval processes has seen excellent uptake. Provincially, the Western Cape BSP is 
based on fine-scale mapping, which captures CBAs and Ecological Support Areas to show areas which should 
be conserved, and where development should be avoided 52. 

SANBI was supported in development of an interactive mapping platform, Biodiversity GIS system (BGIS) 53 
which continues to provide accessible GIS mapping. In more recent years, and without any direct support from 
CAPE, DoA’s CapeFarmMapper has offered exceptional quality GIS services, including a range of biodiversity 
layers 54 in a sophisticated live product which makes fine-scale mapping accessible to all, and has had “a huge 
influence on farmers making decisions.” 

In an example of the use of fine-scale mapping at landscape level, GCBC used mapping to identify conservation 
priorities and provided a scientific basis for delineation of the corridor. High value areas were identified, and 
then integrated into the Area-Wide Planning Process, involving landowners and other stakeholders with the 
support of the DoA 41.. The credibility of planning and cooperation enhanced credibility for funding, and was 
fundamental to sustainability 31. 

PLANNING FOR BIODIVERSITY 

One of the most valuable outcomes of the CAPE work has been persuasion and practical mechanisms for local 
and district municipalities to consider biodiversity concerns during development planning 9. Under the 
leadership of CapeNature and DEFF, CBA maps were negotiated into municipal SDFs 5. Planning instruments 
were developed, such as inclusion of key biodiversity questions into Ecosystem Guidelines for Environmental 
Assessment, with DEA&DP encouraging the use of these assessments in development planning. By 2009, 80% 
of development applications included these guidelines 19 By 2017 the Western Cape BSP 55 had expanded to 
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cover the entire province, integrating fine-scale mapping into provincial level planning, adhering to 
methodological and data quality standards.  

“Spatial plans are now an integral informer of development. Every single legal development 
application uses the BSP as an informant. CapeNature comments on the applications, and DEA&DP 

also uses it. So we were very successful in getting biodiversity taken up into the process for 
considering applications.” (CIC June 2020)  

At landscape level 1:10 000 maps support plans that enable rapid, targeted and relevant conservation actions38 
with CapeNature and DEA&DP also using the maps to prioritise stewardship and protected area expansion 51. 
Landscape level work is much better prioritised with the use of fine-scale maps, and grounded, factual 
information support rational decisions and priorities. 

While ideally fine-scale maps would be indispensable at local or landscape levels, their use is not consistent, 
and in some areas these maps are out of date, especially in fast-changing landscapes under agricultural and 
urban expansion. Instead, most initiatives seem to operate on the basis of relationships and opportunities 
than careful use of fine-scale maps. This highlights the importance of updating maps at long but regular 
intervals, of enabling accessibility and familiarising and promoting their use by all landscape initiatives, and 
sharing methods whereby local level planning can draw on these resources. 

Invigorating map-based planning and monitoring in landscape-level planning would be valuable going into the 
future, together with relationship building with municipalities and other relevant state agencies around the 
application of these maps in decision-making. Mapping and the use of maps in planning offers value to 
consultative processes, alongside their value as information. Early CAPE offered practice around ‘putting plans 
to work’ which drew on this relationship. LandCare and DoA 41 have particularly encouraged this approach and 
have led on the use of mapping for routine planning and monitoring.  

INSTITUTIONALISING BIODIVERSITY INTO LAND-USE DECISIONS 

The National Biodiversity Act requires integrated planning by spheres of government 16. EIA regulations in the 
2006 National Environmental Management Act (NEMA) incorporated biodiversity conditions 19 and 
biodiversity was included in DEA&DP Environmental Impact Assessment guidelines 56. CAPE then supported 
development of Environmental Management Frameworks (EMF) to inform and expedite agri-environmental 
decision-making that was compliant with the new regulations. CapeNature reviews development applications 
(2500 between 2012 and 2017), of which a third affect CBAs. In the previous cycle more than half of 
development applications affected CBAs, suggesting a decrease in demand for development applications in 
these areas - or an increase in illegal land-use conversion. Strong policy, robust approval systems and thorough 
provincial coverage have been admirable, but have not stemmed the loss of even the most non-negotiable, 
irreplaceable select biodiversity areas. 

“CBAs are lost to agricultural expansion illegally. They never came through an application process.” 
(CIC June 2020)  

“There is a lack of capacity within DEFF, Department of Water and Sanitation and NDoA to take on 
illegal developments. I know a farmer has developed 100 ha of wetlands despite affidavits, 

photographs and objections, and nothing has happened to that individual. There are no 
consequences. The loss of biodiversity is not because of spatial planning – the problem is with 

enforcement.” (CIC June 2020)  
Although frustration at losses in critical biodiversity leads to suggestion for more aggressive enforcement, this 
should be complemented with investment in severely lacking extension services, good mutually-supportive 
relationships and meaningful involvement. Investment in extension has been one of the most consistent 
recommendations from respondents, with multiple benefits including encouraging legal compliance and 
supporting good practice.  

“It about carrot and stick. Currently there is more stick, which is ineffective as far as unauthorised 
ploughing goes, with diminishing proactive extension.” (CIC June 2020)  
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At municipal level laws and guidelines are focused on ensuring that biodiversity priorities are expressed in 
SDFs to encourage appropriate zoning, and attempt to ensure that development takes place in to areas where 
biodiversity impacts are minimal 57. The 2007 Eastern Cape Biodiversity Conservation Plan provided spatial 
information about biodiversity to municipalities, feeding into SDFs and IDPs. Despite these mechanisms being 
in place, lack of capacity is a major obstacle for effective participation of municipalities in planning and 
implementation around biodiversity. 

“We have under-estimated the amount of institutional strengthening needed to get uptake going. We 
have world-leading processes, but some municipalities don’t even have one person, or only one 

person [responsible for environmental aspects of planning]. With restructuring, there is no fall-back 
when those people are moved around. We don’t have a system for fund-raising or supporting 

municipalities. Strengthened institutions also needed parallel extension staff on the ground.”  (CIC 
June 2020)  

OBSERVATIONS ON LEGACY 

Effective planning and approval processes depend on concerned land-users who, once aware of the 
biodiversity value of their land, support conservation of these areas. Communication and systems around CBAs 
have raised awareness, and law-abiding, concerned people do support CBAs. Implementation also depends 
on municipalities carrying approval decisions forward into their local level planning decisions. While there are 
instances of both individuals and municipalities supporting CBA designations and approval processes, there 
are also many accounts of these being ignored or circumvented. In one fairly radical opinion: 

“Planning makes very little difference on the ground, even in a CBA. It did not really slow down 
agricultural decisions or illegal ploughing. … development happens and is approved on those CBAs. 

They are completely irreplaceable and the process does not even slightly slow down the 
development.” (CIC June 2020)  

As with many unmeasured indicators, approval processes probably made some difference, some of the time, 
while the shortfall shows the importance of expanding influence into these weaker links. 

Although SDFs and municipalities now consistently mention CBAs, and review maps in considering 
development applications, these are not always taken into consideration in their final decisions. CBAs were 
carefully and conservatively selected as ‘critical’ - these biodiversity areas were to be conserved at any cost; 
they were not available for offset; and were intended to be conserved as an absolute minimum. Despite this 
legal protection, around 0,5% of CBAs continue to be converted every 3-5 years (Indicator 3.01), representing 
almost 20 000 ha of irreplaceable critical biodiversity habitat, many of which were small areas of unique 
habitat and high endemism.  

Ignoring requirements for approval applications in CBAs, landowners regularly plough illegally, resulting in a 
major source of habitat loss 58. In this case the problem of land conversion is outside of the influence of 
institutionalised planning and approval processes, and falls to legal enforcement. Capacity for enforcement, 
like extension, has been woefully inadequate, and non-compliance with the law seldom carries consequences. 

While CAPE’s legacy in terms of systems has been excellent, consistent implementation of these systems, 
along with enforcement, confronts the weighty pressures of agricultural expansion, industry and lawlessness. 
Nevertheless, without the CBA mapping and approval processes, it seems likely that habitat degradation 
would have been far worse. 

INDICATORS 

INDICATOR 3.01. % habitat loss in Critical Biodiversity Areas (CBA) and Ecological Support Areas (ESA) in 
priority corridors  

Between 2006 and 2011, 16 800 ha of CBA were lost to agricultural expansion, much of it illegal, leaving 
3 475 300 ha intact, and amounting to a 0,48% loss over 5 years. Between 2011 and 2013 a further 19 270 ha 
were lost from CBAs – or 0,55% over a shorter period. These differences are subtle, and may be attributed to 
data inconsistencies, but do confirm that losses continue even in the high biodiversity value CBAs 52. 
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INDICATOR 3.02. Percentage of Critical Biodiversity Areas (CBA) and Ecological Support Areas (ESA) secured 
in priority corridors.  

Although we have not come across data on the percentage despite these areas being mapped, Figure 2 shows 
virtually complete coverage of the CFR by landscape initiatives. This does not, however, imply protection 
under legal designation, and only 53% of the Fynbos terrestrial ecosystem is moderately or well-protected 
(Indicator 0.08). An overlay between protected areas of all kinds and CBAs would be interesting.  

The corridor approach sought practical and effective solutions to the difficulty of maintaining areas of pristine 
habitat which were large enough to maintain biodiversity and large-scale ecological processes, but where 
ownership was fragmented into different forms of land-use and tenure 59. The landscape initiatives were 
intended to support protected areas in securing CBAs and ESAs in contiguous protection.  

INDICATOR 3.03. Number of municipalities for which Biodiversity Sector Plans have been produced.  

By 2010 CBA maps with associated land-use guidelines had been produced for 31 of the 34 CFR municipalities 
(GEF report). This had increased to all municipalities having a BSP by 2019, under the 2017 Western Cape BSP. 
While these have yet to be formally adopted, the process has been institutionalised and systems are clearly in 
place. We do not have equivalent data for the Eastern Cape. 

Respondents raised concerns, however, around the ‘real teeth’ of these plans, observing that bioregional plans 
might exist, but have little influence over practice. Translation of plans into action on the ground is highly 
variable - some municipalities have used the Western Cape BSP handbook for their Spatial Planning Categories 
and are concertedly involved in following the system correctly, whilst others might make brief mention of the 
maps for the purposes of minimum compliance (Legacy Project interview and.52).  

INDICATOR 3.04. Number of Spatial Development Frameworks (SDFs) in the CFR integrating CBAs & ESAs as 
identified in biodiversity sector plans  

Of a total of 30 Western Cape district or local municipalities reviewed, 19 integrate the Western Cape PBSP, 
with degrees of incorporation of biodiversity data. Eleven did not fully integrate this latest science viii. We do 
not have equivalent data for the Eastern Cape. 

These numbers are drawn from a checkbox in the annual Local Government Medium-Term Expenditure 
Committee process, where DEA&DP and CapeNature review tabled IDPs and reviewed SDFs against specific 
criteria for compliance and performance in the environmental sector. Compliance is somewhat vulnerable to 
interpretation, and reviewers are aware of the need to standardise and address discrepancies. For example 
municipalities which use the BSP intensively, even adopting CBA maps directly into priorities, can be deemed 
as not having complied if a required table is not included; while municipalities which have “extremely poor 
uptake of the BSP and very few biodiversity considerations at all” were given a ‘yes’ despite their own 
admission that “the municipality has no functional system, tool or mechanism to manage biodiversity or 
ecosystems risks”. (Legacy Project correspondence, 2020). It is therefore important to view the use of a 
quantitative indicator as potentially subjective, but an interesting discussion point. 
Other than risks of interpretation, reasons for a lack of full integration include: SDFs not being updated; some 
municipalities using old BSPs or old data; some using the PBSP but without fully applying the spatial categories 
set out in the guidelines. 

DEA&DP and CapeNature continue to work with municipalities to integrate the Western Cape PBSP into their 
SDFs and have set a target of 98% municipalities being compliant by 2024/25 (Stakeholder interview). 

 

 
viii Local Government Medium-Term Expenditure Committee (LGMTEC), March and April 2020, on the question: “Did the municipality 
assign correct spatial planning categories (Core 1 and/or the highest conservation priority) to Critical Biodiversity Areas (CBAs) and 
Ecological Support Areas (ESAs) in the current SDF?” (DEA&DP, pers. comm.) 
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SO 4.  Securing biodiversity through protected areas including biodiversity stewardship.   

 

The extent of terrestrial protected area has increased by 26% since the beginning of CAPE (Indicator 4.01). Far 
less progress has been achieved in marine, estuarine and coastal conservation, with critical marine protected 
areas only now being declared or planned for. Outlined in the Western Cape Biodiversity Bill, the ‘conservation 
estate’ includes protected areas, stewardship agreements, and a range of other interlocking and sometimes 
overlapping arrangements, such as conservancy, biosphere reserves, world heritage sites, and IUCN’s ‘other 
effective area-based conservation measures’ (OECMs) 60. While stewardship agreements are the most 
common system for protection on private land in the CFR, there are multiple variations on the theme of 
cooperative conservation with landowners, generally related to the oversight agency. For example, 
conservancy agreements under respective provincial departments for environmental affairs, include 70 in the 
Western Cape, and, although largely not in fynbos areas, 34 and 8 in the Eastern and Northern Cape 
respectively 61. 

Indicator 4.01 shows a steady increase in the extent of terrestrial protected area in the Western Cape, much 
of which for the protection of fynbos. The NBA shows the fynbos portion of the Eastern Cape to be well-
protected 7, suggesting that early support to the Baviaanskloof and strong uptake of stewardship in this area 
may have contributed to sustainable biodiversity benefit. 

INDICATOR  4.01. Extent of terrestrial protected areas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: CapeNature 2017 State 
of Biodiversity Report  52 

PROTECTION THROUGH PROTECTED AREAS 

Traditional conservation practice involves setting high value land aside for protection from consumption, 
harvesting or settlement. Generally used for tourism, protected areas are designed to maintain maximum 
possible ecological and biodiversity integrity. 

While expansion of protected areas is acknowledged, the financing of management and maintenance is a 
major concern, limiting the social and conservation impact of declared areas 58. WWF has been a committed 
member of CAPE since the outset, and an active participant in various aspects of conservation in the CFR. The 
foundation is currently supporting expansion of another 45 000 ha of protected area, including funding for 
improved management capacity particularly among people on the ground in reserves.  

“We (WWF) can’t just keep on expanding. We need to maintain these sites. We are working on 
proposal with SanParks and CapeNature to build management into expansion strategies.” (CIC June 

2020) 

CapeNature intends to focus on protected area expansion, particularly under forestry exit plans and state land, 
but also under new themes, such as strategic water-source areas, game farms (almost 1 million ha being well-
managed, but without protected area status) and botanical gardens. These contribute to the conservation 
estate, and would benefit from support around regularisation and compliance with NEMPAA. 
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PROTECTION THROUGH STEWARDSHIP 

CBA mapping highlighted the fact that the great majority of biodiversity in the CFR is under private 
ownership52. The historical roots of stewardship are connected to and in some cases flow from the work done 
through conservancies, emerging from well-developed (at that time) conservancy associations in KZN and 
Gauteng. The ‘Conservation Stewardship Programme’ was piloted in the Western Cape by the Botanical 
Society and CapeNature in late 2002 as part of the CAPE strategy, with the aim of protecting critical 
biodiversity and threatened ecosystems on private and communal land, as determined by national 
conservation plans and spatial assessments. The programme is administered by CapeNature in the Western 
Cape and by ECPTA’s Biodiversity Stewardship Programme in the Eastern Cape. It was also supported by 
training courses in Stewardship and Extension by Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University (NMMU) in 200962.  

Protection is achieved by encouraging formal conservation agreements between the conservation agency and 
landowners through financial support (e.g. tax relief), extension and advice. The programme recognises 
various levels of participation that differ in degree of legal protection status, land-use restriction (on title 
deeds) and minimum duration of management tenure 61. 

Innovative and bold, stewardship can be claimed as a core CAPE legacy achievement, with substantial impact 
for biodiversity. Impact has extended well beyond the CFR, having built momentum across contexts to become 
a national phenomenon, with roll-out well beyond the original investment 61. The concept has clearly gained 
life and importance well beyond CAPE and the CFR. Working collaboratively with landowners for conservation 
of biodiversity has become normal and expected practice, generating in-kind contributions to conservation 
from landowners. It has grown rapidly across biomes and provinces, and the concept has become an integral 
aspect to how conservation is done across the country.  

“After being piloted in the Western Cape and KZN, the biodiversity stewardship model has been 
expanded to other provinces, correlating with other globally recognised biodiversity priority areas, 

e.g. the Maputaland-Pondoland-Albany centre of endemism” 61. 

The CAPE Stewardship Task Team became the Western Cape Stewardship and Protected Area Expansion 
Reference Group, and continues as a valuable contribution to the CAPE legacy. The reference group provides 
a platform to “generate co-operation across agencies, to incentivise stewardship action and support 
CapeNature and partners in the implementation of stewardship”, and is noted as being enduring and effective 
in this role 63. At national level, SANBI (previously DEA) convenes the Biodiversity Stewardship Technical 
Working Group, the Land Reform and Biodiversity Stewardship Reference Group and the Biodiversity 
Stewardship Legal Reference Group, provide national coordination across the stewardship programme.  

CAPE was a powerful coordinating and motivating space for CapeNature’s development of the stewardship 
programme, which introduced incentives, support and registration mechanisms for landowners to take 
responsibility for biodiversity in general, and for CBAs on their land in particular. In the first ten years of CAPE, 
mechanisms and categories were agreed, and toolkits were provided outlining institutional arrangement 
options; levels of protection; the roles of stakeholders and processes for establishing stewardship agreements. 
Landowners were then supported in developing Integrated Management Plans for biodiversity and production 
value 64, 65, 66. 

While the idea is excellent, genuine biodiversity benefit from stewardship can be constrained by a lack of 
financing for landowners to fully implement management plans. While fire breaks and alien plant clearing are 
legally the responsibility of landowners regardless of stewardship status, in practice the costs of these 
operations are well beyond what is affordable for landowners. 

The area under stewardship has almost tripled in the last 5 years (Indicator 4.02) 52. As a result of this success, 
stewardship has grown beyond the capacity of CapeNature to manage, process applications, support 
landowners and audit compliance with agreements. Reductions in CapeNature’s capacity has severely 
aggravated this, with off-reserve staff now having more generalised responsibility, and less time for specific 
task areas. CapeNature is therefore slowing expansion of further stewardship sites, having reached the point 
at which the large tracts of the highest value conservation estate on private land are registered. Without 
focused capacity, however, post-declaration support in burgeoning stewardship sites becomes unfeasible.  
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“Conservation is not their main focus or business. For stewardship to be effective they need support to 
keep momentum and interest going, and there is also the regulatory function through audits and 

management meetings.” (CIC June 2020)  

The CIC shared how delegation of support and coordination functions to local coordinating structures might 
strengthen the programme, but that the real bottleneck was legal processing of applications, a task for which 
only CapeNature has the necessary authority, and one where long backlogs are being experienced. Even with 
fewer, and only highly strategic, new stewardship agreements (such as current negotiations to protect riverine 
rabbit habitat), the maintenance of the excellent progress made to date depends on continued participation, 
support and acknowledgement of landowners.  

Recent financial constraints in CapeNature, have led to insufficient investment in stewardship. The institutions 
working for stewardship into perpetuity will need to be redesigned with appropriate resourcing. In order to 
become sustainable, delegation and shared responsibility for support should be mainstreamed.  

“Stewardship needs a collective approach which includes CapeNature. Partnerships are key. In the ABI 
area there are at least five NGOs that work with landowners and CapeNature around stewardship.” 

(CIC June 2020) 

Standards, authorisation and delegation of important extension functions to capable structures in government 
or the NGO sector, as well as funding for on-farm conservation work, are essential to the sustainability of an 
approach which has been immensely successful, but is at risk of losing ground among current stewardship 
members. The assumption that the landowners themselves can afford to finance major conservation work has 
been shown to be flawed, and alternative financing of work usually supported in stewardship agreements will 
be critical to sustainability.  

INDICATOR 4.02. Hectares and number of biodiversity stewardship sites 

Source: Cape Nature management data (CapeNature, pers. comm.) 

In the Eastern Cape a stewardship coordinator is employed by ECPTA, which has 32 stewardship sites currently 
totalling around 126 000 ha. Most are around Baviaanskloof and they provide for a system of buffers and 
corridors with an aim of linking to other major conservation centres, including the Garden Route Biosphere 
Reserve. 

WORLD HERITAGE SITES 

The Cape Floristic Region World Heritage Site comprises 
high biodiversity value areas 9, covering 553 000 ha, or 6 
% of CFR (see graph adjacent). Many of them (although 
not all) are closely associated with landscape initiatives. 
World heritage site designation, like Biosphere Reserve, 
provides international recognition to important areas, 
adding strong justification for funding, investment in 
sustainable tourism and biodiversity protection 11. 

Source: CapeNature 2017 State of Biodiversity Report 52 
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SO 5.  Protecting biodiversity through sustainable production initiatives 

 

There have been significant successes in linking biodiversity with sustainable production. Many landscape level 
coordinators have built strong relationships with landowners; the DoA, DEA&DP and African Climate and 
Development Initiative (ACDI) Smart Agriculture for Climate Resilience (SmartAgri) project have aimed to build 
the basis of responsibilities and partnerships required for its effective implementation; LandCare has grown 
and expanded its footprint within the DoA; and stewardship systematically links production with conservation 
such as wine, fruit and flowers. 
The value of CAPE’s relationship with the agriculture sector has been contested, however, with many forward-
thinking initiatives in the sector not directly, and certainly not financially, supported by CAPE. Despite a level 
of discontent, participation by leaders in agriculture has contributed invaluably to the CAPE discourse, and the 
CAPE philosophy is clearly expressed in the sector, suggesting mutual value and influence.  

Despite this progress agriculture remains in conflict with biodiversity, and conversion of natural fynbos to 
production is the major threat to biodiversity in the CFR. Sustainable production from natural landscapes 
sufficient to support reasonable economic gains has difficulty competing with crops in high production areas, 
and pressure for agricultural expansion is intense. Even the compromises of lower impact conservation 
agriculture have seen relatively low uptake. One contributor to this is a lack of extension services, and 
particularly of ecologically-trained personnel to offer information, encouragement and advice around 
biodiversity-friendly land-use management. 

CAPE’s influence into production initiatives include encouragement of biodiversity accreditation systems, 
guidelines and advice for conservation farming approaches, and inclusion of landowners in the conservation 
community through landscape-based collectives and a range of conservation agreements, such as 
stewardship.  

INDUSTRY GUIDELINES 

Efforts to encourage the particularly destructive potato industry along the West Coast to improve farming 
methods enjoyed a few successes 41., which seem to have tailed off in the last ten years. Conservation 
International in partnership with industry associations provided guidelines for the meat and wool industries46, 
and the Cape Leopard Trust developed guidelines for stock farmers. Standards for development of 4x4 trails 
were intended to reduce ecological damage and were adopted by the 4x4 industry association. DEA&DP and 
DoA have collaborated in development of The Sandveld EMF, which have focused on farm-level management 
plans which help to guide agricultural expansion into areas that have been identified as being suitable for 
farming – while protecting priority ecosystems 67. Sustainable harvesting rates were researched and developed 
for wild flower harvesting by ABI. The methodology has been shared, and DEA&DP is in the process of 
developing Biodiversity Management Plans and guidelines for sustainable harvesting of honeybush 68 among 
other sectors. The ostrich and citrus sectors have also received attention 10. Some of these had impact, with a 
measurable recovery in leopard populations being reported for example 45. For the most part, however, it is 
unclear whether guidelines have been implemented, and whether development of standards did in fact lead 
to enhanced management. 

CONSERVATION ACCREDITATION 

Some examples from the first ten years of CAPE include connecting producers, retailers and conservationists 
at a GreenChoice forum to generate ideas for incentivising and enabling biodiversity-friendly production 
solutions; the Biodiversity and Wine Initiative (BWI); badger friendly honey certification; the Southern African 
Sustainable Seafood Initiative; and the Flower Valley Conservation Trust’s Sustainable Harvesting Programme 
for wild harvested fynbos in the cut flower industry 69, 70. Some of these have become familiar and part of 
normal practice. Others have gradually lost momentum or meaning. 
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BWI was a flagship project during CAPE’s first 10 years, intended to protect remaining habitats in the CFR 
winelands, while enabling profit and employment 28, 31, 71 , 9. By 2009, 156 farmers had joined the initiative72 
under a range of membership options 73, to the point at which BWI members collectively owned most of the 
land where natural and endangered habitats existed. Biodiversity guidelines were incorporated into official 
accreditation procedures for South African Integrated Production of Wine 56, providing a benchmark for global 
environmental standards in the wine industry. Management plans included alien invasive plant clearing, 
wetland and riverine rehabilitation and restoration, effective fire management, botanical surveys, 
environmental education, waste management, water and energy efficiency and assistance establishing private 
nature reserves. By 2008, 103 000 ha had been formally set aside for conservation on BWI member farms, 
matching their 102 000 ha vineyard area, greatly aided by most of the land being unsuitable for viticulture, 
and had historically been areas set aside for voluntary on-farm conservation 72. The project therefore 
enhanced recognition of farmers’ long-standing conservation impulse and efforts. Although these gains might 
well continue to be supporting biodiversity, the marketability of the BWI label does not seem to have 
maintained momentum, accreditation no longer seems to offer significant incentive, and by 2020 most BWI 
online presence is outdated.  

The Sustainable Harvesting Programme (SHP) in the cut-flower sector was established in 2003 at the start of 
ABI. Initially only implemented in the ABI area in 2015 it expanded to four other areas of the CFR where wild 
fynbos is harvested. Within the rural areas of the Overberg, harvesting of fynbos for the cut-flower industry is 
one of the few job opportunities available. Based on research into sustainable harvesting rates, people (mostly 
women from rural communities), harvest flowers in fynbos landscapes for sale to suppliers of export or local 
markets. The SHP assists flower gatherers against ethical, environmental and industry standards, providing 
much needed support for these small enterprises to be able to sustain their current markets 74. Competition 
with commercially farmed fynbos and adherence to harvesting quotas, relies on product traceability and 
verification of sustainable harvesting practices, and is a challenge for the industry body (Cape Flora South 
Africa) and the regulatory authority (CapeNature). Recent research shows that the viability of small wild-
flower harvesting businesses is decreasing, even while commercial fynbos flower sales increase. This has 
significant implications for the sustainability of livelihoods and increases the risk for over-harvesting. These 
findings suggest an urgent need to explore income diversification mechanisms for harvesters to supplement 
and safeguard their businesses, such as secondary industries and alternative markets for harvested products. 

SMARTAGRI: ENGAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION IN THE AGRICULTURE SECTOR 

The Smart Agriculture for Climate Resilience (SmartAgri) 75 project, a collaborative effort between the Western 
Cape DoA, DEA&DP, and the ACDI, has “provided a road map for actionable and prioritised initiatives that will 
take the agricultural sector towards greater resilience in the face of climate challenges”. Initiated in 2014 with 
stakeholder engagement and a situation analysis, followed by stakeholder workshops including aligned sectors 
such as Disaster Risk Management, land use planning, catchment management, and crop and livestock health 
management. The project produced a draft Climate Change Response Framework for the Agricultural Sector 
of the Western Cape in 2015, which was then refined in consultation with district and local municipalities, with 
the aim of developing a Climate Change Response Implementation Plan. Consultations strengthened 
cooperation between the agricultural sector and local government, fostered support and ownership of the 
Plan, and built the basis of responsibilities and partnerships required for its effective implementation. 

LANDCARE 

DoA’s innovative LandCare programme has been an inspiration in the CAPE community, demonstrating 
leadership, principles and practice for coordination of land-based implementation. Described as employing 
“an adaptive management approach and methodology that operates with an intentional agility”, LandCare is 
credited for engaging with varying success across a range of different contexts in five WC districts, intervening 
at the interface of social, economic and environmental systems. LandCare works in partnership with a diverse 
range of actors, employing a “whole-of-society-approach” on the ground 76. Projects are designed by local 
participants in response to identified priorities, and include a range of interventions, such as area-wide 
planning; awareness raising; and project implementation (e.g. alien infestation clearing, fencing installation, 
etc). 
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The 2018 LandCare evaluation offered useful insights relevant to land-based coordination, such as the 
importance of a shared programme direction and purpose, within a responsive, participatory process, clearly 
articulating the priorities and desired outcomes of working together. The programme demonstrates provincial 
to local level cooperation across a range of government departments, with a strong drive to work closely with 
local level coordinating structures and local collectives, including allocation of financial resources.  

CONSERVATION AGRICULTURE 

Minimum tillage agriculture, crop rotation and soil cover crops, enabling reduced use of routine herbicides 
and pesticides, have been promoted for conservation benefit. While not widely embraced in CAPE, certain 
areas in the West Coast and Overberg have been leading the country in this initiative, and enjoyed substantial 
uptake among farmers. The extent to which CAPE has been an influencer in this process is not clear, but the  
observation does suggest potential for greater exchange of experience and integration between conservation 
and agriculture. 

INDICATORS 

The processes involved in biodiversity conservation through production initiatives has been better understood 
through CAPE’s involvement in this space, and the indicators of 2011 would need to be refined and replaced 
if they were to reflect reality and monitor useful data.  

The indicators which were meant to track this objective where:  

INDICATOR 5.01. Percentage of sector footprint where farmers have joined sustainable farming initiatives 

INDICATOR 5.02. The number and area of sustainable farming units that have been audited  

There do not seem to be data for either, and indeed, finding consistent and unambiguous indicators for this 
outcome across varied land-use types would be difficult.  

 

SO 6.  Promoting ecosystem-based adaptation to climate change through integrated 
catchment management 

 

Integrated catchment management deals with the way in which water, fire and alien vegetation operate at 
scale, and their management is a critical landscape level function. Broadly speaking the unpinning principle 
behind mega-reserves is that of environmental manoeuvrability, conferring climate change resilience to 
natural environments. Climate change response is pivotal in the mega-reserve concept, with expansive, 
interconnected landscapes offering far more resilience for biodiversity than fragmented or isolated high value 
patches. The explicit use of catchments as management units in Gouritz and UBCEG are exemplars for other 
landscape managers. Another is the Palmiet River catchment as part of the Kogelberg Biosphere Reserve. 
Originally conceived around ‘source-to-sea’ catchment management, the catchment as a management unit 
has seen relatively low uptake elsewhere, despite its inclusion in policy documents of National Departments.. 

DEA&DPs Ecological Investment Infrastructure Framework (EIIF) project aims to working transversally with 
partners to address the risks of climate, water, fire, flooding and land degradation through finding “nature-
based solutions to sustainably drive the economy whilst reducing the effects of climate change” 77. An 
implementation programme is aimed at attracting investment from all relevant partners into addressing the 
key risks and deriving impact in significant social and economic co-benefits, including expansion of the biomass 
value chains. 

In terms of management practices, climate change adaptation has been interpreted as fire and alien plant 
control by most CAPE practitioners. Recognised as a top priority, investment in alien plant clearing has been 
immense, and has been a major focus of most CAPE partner strategies. Despite this, intensive but fragmented, 
inconsistent and interrupted interventions have generally not resulted in significantly reduced alien plant 
cover. Ultimately aliens and fires are winning the battle.  
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Fire Protection Associations, another type of place or landscape-based approach, have been rolled out 
throughout the Western Cape portion of the biome, as an innovative, if severely under-capacitated, fire 
management response. 

There has been little attention or innovation around climate change mitigation through biodiversity-based 
approaches under CAPE. Indeed, this relatively new science is only beginning to be considered outside of 
traditionally ‘brown’ conservation measures. 

INDICATORS FOR FRESHWATER ECOSYSTEMS 

The indicators as defined have not been tracked using the same definitions of condition. This means that 
trends in the lifetime of CAPE are not available for most indicators. Trend data do exist from CAPE monitoring 
for 2011, when 46% of rivers were categorised as being in natural or near natural condition, very similar to 
the situation in 2017 (Indicator 6.03). It is unknown whether the dire situation in freshwater systems is stable 
or deteriorating, with 80% of wetlands severely modified (Indicator 6.03).  

INDICATOR 6.03. Number of freshwater priority ecosystem areas that are in an A (natural) or B (near 
natural) condition  

INDICATOR 6.04. Number of CAPE priority estuaries which maintain an A (natural) or B (near natural) status 
or improvement from a C (moderately modified) to A or B status  

 

 

 

 

Source: 
CapeNature 

State of 
Environment 

Report 2017 52 

 

 

The NBA offers species pressures for the Eastern and Northern Cape, but these are not specific to fynbos 
areas78.  

INDICATORS AND FINDINGS ON CATCHMENT MANAGEMENT 

The 1998 National Water Act provides for formation of Catchment Management Agencies (CMA) to secure 
compliance with, and to lead on a Catchment Management Strategies 79. 

INDICATOR 6.01. Number of Catchment Management Strategies (CMS) developed by Catchment 
Management Agencies for which the resource protection sub strategy contains ecosystem priority areas 

 

Although legal provision was made for nine CMAs in 2012 80, only two have been established, one of which, 
the Breede-Gouritz (BGCMA), is in the Western Cape 81. The other is the Inkomati-Usuthu CMA in KwaZulu 
Natal. BGCMA is a 2014 extension of the Breede-Overberg Catchment Management Agency, which was 
established in 2005 under the National Water Act 36 of 1998, with support from CAPE 82, 83, 79. In 2019 another 
was tabled for establishment by the Department of Human Settlements, Water and Sanitation, for the Berg-
Olifants catchment, but progress has been slow. 
It does not appear that CAPE has much influence over establishment of CMAs. Where CMAs do exist, however, 
collaboration through CAPE structures is vital. In light of this, there is a very strong link with LandCare and 
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UBCEG in the Breede River catchment, supporting communication and cooperation around water 
management for agriculture 76. The Gouritz Cluster Biosphere Reserve also operates at catchment level, is an 
active CAPE member, and presumably works closely with the BGCMA. Ideally a more direct relationship might 
be optimal, with the BGCMA formally becoming a member of CAPE. 

INDICATORS AND FINDINGS ON ALIEN PLANT CONTROL 

Alien plant clearing is a core aspect of landscape initiatives 48, 64, 43, 84, and much of their investment from CAPE 
and other sources is targeted here. The CFR is profoundly affected by centuries of alien invasive plants, in an 
ecosystem where fire is natural and necessary 23, but where frequent fire and alien invasion together 
constitute a severe threat to biodiversity, production, human settlement and water supply 51. The GEF-
supported Fynbos Fire Project and FPAs are part of this response, and are discussed under Indicator 6.05 and 
a Case Study below.  

Working for Water (WfW), and its basis in an ecosystem approach to invasive alien plant management, pre-
dates CAPE, and was formative in CAPE’s development. Although once seen as a good-practice, cost-effective 
and well-designed approach model, recent research has shown that long-term conservation benefit, 
maintenance plans and decisions on species prioritisation have been disappointing 61. CAPE helped to develop 
a tool to provide specific goals and activities for invasive alien species (IAS) management and supported the 
hosting of stakeholder workshops to develop implementation plans and formulate a strategy 85. Once finalised, 
the DEA&DP EIIF will include an IAS Strategy for the province.  

The problem of cost and sustainability were anticipated during design of the strategy, when piloting revealed 
the substantial cost: “The strategy will demand billions of rands”.  

Despite this dismaying reality-check, the IAS strategy envisioned that “by 2020, the negative impacts of IAS on 
the greater CFRs economic, ecological and social assets will have been significantly reduced; no further 
indigenous species will have been allowed to be driven to extinction by IAS, and sustainable programmes will 
be in place so as to minimise impacts in the future.”  

 

INDICATOR 6.02: Hectares of invasive alien vegetation cleared and maintained    

INDICATOR 0.10 Extent and degree of plant invasion  

Out of 276 198 condensed ha (refer to map), 16 520 condensed ha (0.6%) of invasive alien vegetation have 
been cleared and maintained by WfW, the largest contributor to alien plant clearing. 

 
Source: WfW, pers. comm. and 86 
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As the largest funding mechanism for alien plant clearing, WfW provides equipment and labour costs which 
are supplemented with substantial input by landowner or land-user partners.  

The data collated by WfW are best described as hectare ‘managed’, since in practice effective clearing has 
been limited. WfW has measured around a 60% success rate in cleared areas. There are other areas, where 
“farmers and private organisations do an enormous amount of work with their own resources, we just don’t 
have mechanisms to collate the data.” (WfW, pers comm). Given that WfW is involved in the vast majority of 
alien plant clearing work, their data do, however, offer an idea of the rate of clearing.  

Respondents have said that, although alien plant clearing is taking place, the sites are not necessarily 
strategically selected. Even more concerning, there is a widespread concern that funding interruptions have 
frequently resulted in insufficient maintenance, and the considerable investment in alien plant clearing has 
been largely wasteful. As possibly the central pillar of most land-based programming, and a continued area 
for major continuous investment, this observation is dismaying.  

“We depend on successful grant applications, so it varies to some degree. One major source is DEA, but 
negotiations with them can be protracted and cause delays in funds coming in.” (Legacy Project survey) 

Furthermore, much of the labour provided for alien plant clearing is funded via the Extended Public Works 
Programme (EPWP), where the central imperative is employment (albeit contentious), with little interest in 
strategic or systematic implementation.  
Future financial and operational support to clearing would need to take a more consistent, professional and 
systematic approach, with far more care taken on how limited resources are used.  

INDICATORS AND FINDINGS ON FIRE MANAGEMENT 

The fynbos biome is particularly vulnerable to wildfire, a risk which is expected to be exacerbated by climate 
change. 

Landowners are responsible for management of veld fires under the National Veld and Forest Fire Act 101 of 
1998, which also legislates the creation of Fire Protection Associations (FPAs) in all areas 23. GEF funding 
supported legislative reform and the promotion of FPAs in 2004, helping to facilitate collaboration among 
varied relevant government structures, state and municipal land managers and private landowners, including 
a membership fee. This embedded CAPE principles for local involvement and responsibility for fire 
management in support of legislation. FPAs also demonstrated that a paid membership fee can provide some 
sustainable financing for essential and high priority landscape management interventions. 

From relatively low adoption rates in 2009, FPAs have since been established across the Western Cape. 
Respondents shared that FPAs in the Eastern Cape had been initiated, but that they do not seem to have taken 
root or gathered momentum. Eastern Cape - Western Cape coordination has also proven challenging in this 
sector.  

FPA’s in the CFR are supported by the Working on Fire programme, which manages EPWP funding to subsidise 
FPA membership fees, providing for the costs of year-round firefighting crews. This enables private 
landowners to comply with legislation, which would otherwise be unaffordable and unsustainable.  

Despite significant improvement and annual fine-scale risk mapping (including biodiversity imperatives), 
landscape management continues to be mainly reactive fire suppression, rather than proactive fuel 
management and education focussed to reduce damaging wildfire. The reasons include budget and capacity 
constraints, coupled with perverse incentives that require an emergencies for funds to be unlocked.  

In 2012, the GEF FynbosFire Project was launched, implemented by LANDWORKS™ on behalf of the UNDP and 
the South African National DEA Natural Resource Management programme, with USD 3.5million from the GEF 
Special Climate Change Fund 87, 88. The project’s aim was to build the capacity of Fire Protection Associations 
(FPAs) and communities at risk to undertake Integrated Fire Management. It was during this phase, when fire 
also became an even more frequent cause of natural disaster in the CFR, that FPAs galvanised and the 
movement has grown to be wide-spread, effective and energised. 
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One aspect of the FynbosFire Project was the development of FireWise communities 89. Four rural 
communities (Goedverwacht, Kranshoek, Sir Lowry’s Pass Village, Clarkson) participated in an attempt to 
establish sustainable interventions to radically reform the approach to managing wildfires and to implement 
strategies to reduce wildfire risks, with a focus on preventing damage to people’s homes, livelihoods and the 
landscape surrounding them. Community members are trained to recognise fire danger and to design and 
administer their own specific risk reduction measures. 

INDICATOR 6.05. Establishment of functioning Fire Protection Associations  

All district municipalities in the Western Cape have an FPA - Coverage fully achieved, but with insufficient 
capacity and resourcing. 

FPAs as an integrated, multi-objective intervention are further described against all eight CAPE SOs in a Case 
Study below. 

 

SO 7.  Delivering sustainable socio-economic and cultural benefits to local communities 

 

 

The strongest outcomes for social benefit are found among the numerous interns or students supported by 
CAPE partners, many of whom have grown to become strong conservation professionals today. 

Another area of some positive outcome has been the establishment of small businesses under local 
contractors for alien plant clearing and flower harvesting, some of which are viable. Projects for local benefit 
through a ‘green economy’ drive have been implemented, engaging people in opportunities.  

In terms of substantial, sustainable benefit however, most unskilled jobs fall under the EPWP programme 
‘person days’. With some notable exceptions, most of these jobs attract less than the minimum wage, are 
short-term, involve work in dangerous conditions, and have minimal or negative socio-economic value. Claims 
of socio-economic contribution based on jobs or person days might be accused of ‘green-washing’. 

While projects and individuals are well-intentioned and sometimes valuable, in terms of inclusive 
coordination, agency and decision-making, local organisations of non-landowners have largely not been 
identified, developed or  meaningfully involved.  

TRAINING AND INTERNSHIPS 

CAPE’s strongest and most lasting achievement under this objective has been around training, scholarships 
and internships. In total by the end of 2010, the CAPE partnership had facilitated the creation of over 2 700 
training opportunities in 12 specialist courses which range from specialised graduate training to capacity 
building for those without formal education 6. 

The strongest lasting impact is found through graduate education and internship. CAPE participants recall 
many government departments taking on interns for CAPE roles, and various young professionals having 
received their education through CAPE scholarships. Even among experienced professionals, CAPE grants 
funded positions within agencies, providing dedicated involvement at the cutting edge, and broadly enhancing 
capacity for biome approaches as graduates, interns and professionals moved around in the sector. Many of 
these are known today among conservation professionals and many continue to spear-head CAPE principles 
in their various positions.  

Multiple examples of continued internship initiatives were shared by respondents. The World Wide Fund for 
Nature (WWF-SA) Graduate Environmental Learners Internship programme, now running for around 10 years 
and operating country-wide, evolved from the CAPE-inspired TMF Internship Programme. Groen Sebenza 
offers internships to create sustainable job opportunities for unemployed graduates in the biodiversity sector. 
DEA&DP also has an internship programme with universities where graduate interns are placed in various 
components, with one and two interns per component per year being placed in biodiversity and coastal 
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management. City of Cape Town directly funds interns, and also receives funding from various sources to place 
interns into their workforce, including the Cape Town Environmental Education Trust, EPWP, DEFF among 
others. Fynbos Forum also has a programme with DEFF to fund interns. 

Moving forward, in the absence of high funding levels, scholarships might be a small part of CAPE’s funding 
basket. Internships offer opportunities and in-service training to many (usually graduates), and will continue 
to be offered by all involved government departments and major NGOs. Ensuring that work-place training 
includes CAPE philosophy and practice should be broadly institutionalised, and access to core underpinning 
resources produced for CAPE (e.g. the SANBI case studies), along with active participation, could ensure that 
the history and principles of today’s conservation practices are instilled.  

LIVELIHOODS THROUGH JOBS 

While agency or participation have not been achieved at scale, some of the short-term jobs supported through 
alien plant clearing have resulted in more sustainable small businesses. An example is commissioning of 14 
contractors, each deploying 10 staff, in the ABI area when funding is received from DEFF (Legacy Project 
survey). There are also examples of TMF small grants intended to provide start-up support to small businesses. 
The DEA&DP website includes examples of similar initiatives under its Green Economy / Biodiversity Economy 
projects.  

Most jobs are counted under the EPWP, however, and these tend to be short-term and under-paid, and are 
not seen as supporting sustainable livelihoods. Despite this, the CAPE indicator for this supposedly core aspect 
of the CAPE goal, ‘person days of employment per year’, continues to be counted and cited as an achievement. 
Since most of these days are offered below the minimum wage and may only be offered to each individual for 
a few weeks at a time, they are as likely to cause socio-economic harm through debt, as benefit through 
income. Continued attachment to this indicator suggests not only a lack of substantial achievement under this 
objective, but might also suggest a lack of sincere intention to move from exploitation of cheap labour, to 
genuine involvement. 

There are examples of landscape initiatives, which actively confront this short-coming, by trying to build 
consistent teams under small businesses; working to guarantee a minimum number of work days per year; 
and subsidising EPWP stipends with additional financial resources to pay a decent wage. Some also attempt 
to “move contractors out of a dependence on donor funding, to augmenting their income through a variety of 
much needed NRM services such as making fire breaks, fencing, restoration etc.” (Legacy Project survey) 

One example is CapeNature’s Jobs for Carbon project which restores severely degraded spekboomveld 
through job creation in the Vanwyksdorp and Calitzdorp-Oudtshoorn areas has provided ‘decent’ jobs to 
between 36 and 60 people from surrounding rural communities since 2014 (Legacy Project survey). Another 
is an independently funded GCBR has established the Goukou River project undertaking alien clearing along 
the catchment of this river and providing jobs to several teams in the Riversdale area. This has created 
consistent work for 48 people working for four small businesses offering alien clearing services, eight people 
working at chipping for mulch and compost and ten wood choppers (66 total). While funder-dependent, this 
work offers a degree of security in the project’s ability to turn around contracts at pace, to ensure continuity 
in allocation of work and to pay a reasonable rate. LandCare in UBCEG also ensures that alien clearing work is 
subsidised and regular, and has loaned or supported access to woodchippers in attempts to start small value-
addition businesses. 

The main challenge is that substantial employment requires substantial and consistent funding – or a return 
from the beneficiation of alien biomass. Landowners themselves cannot afford the necessary investments, 
and each landscape needs predictable and consistent funding at a level that can achieve slow but incremental 
progress, while paying a decent wage. These ideal funding streams have proven elusive for most, and land-
based initiatives need to raise their standards in this regard, learning from examples set by others. 
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CULTURAL BENEFIT AND USUFRUCTUARY RIGHTS 

Access to natural resources as a source of livelihood or lifestyle; responsibility and involvement in maintaining 
clean water; and substantial, sustainability access to means of production through conservation would have 
constituted socio-economic and cultural benefit. Examples of these benefits have been negotiated in some 
settings. In the first ten years CapeNature experimented with permission for sour fig harvesting in certain 
reserves 90; access was granted to the Outeniqua Nature Reserve for spiritual ceremonies in exchange for 
maintaining the picnic site 91; community-based tourism businesses were supported under CAPE funding; and 
the Western Cape has developed and is implementing the Provincial Coastal Access Strategy which 
implements ICMAs requirement for sustainable and reasonable access to the coast and estuaries. 

To some extent ‘benefit’ is seen in comparison to the exclusionary conservation practices of acquiring land for 
conservation and evicting land-dwellers, preventing access to grazing or harvesting lands, and relocating 
people from their source of livelihoods to unemployment in neighbouring towns 92. Under initiatives such as 
Biosphere Reserves, rights to continued residence and some rights of use under conservancy systems are less 
draconian, although in practice more conservation often still translates to greater poverty 38.. Despite 
intentions to focus beyond biodiversity conservation, to unleashing economic opportunities in the area, in 
practice farm dwellers in newly designated mega-reserves have lost access to grazing, homes and jobs. “None 
of the options deliver social benefit - jobs are not increased, state or private land is not used for benefit … 
Tourism employs fewer unskilled workers.”. 

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS 

Many CAPE partners’ initiatives support local social development projects, aimed at enabling local 
communities to generate income through small-scale farming and value-addition. One example is the Bitou 
municipality, where the municipality together with partners Toma Now and DEA&DP, have developed projects 
involving small business support in agro-forestry, medicinal plant cultivation, food crops and teas. They 
provide technical inputs and start-up funds; facilitate the buy-in and effective and transparent knowledge and 
skills transfer to local communities 93, 94, 95.  

SMALL BUSINESSES 

A selection of entrepreneurial opportunities emerging from a green economy in practice were described 
during the Legacy Project.  

Alien plant clearing 

The main seemingly sustainable small business generated through CAPE has been that of local contractors for 
alien plant clearing who collect a slightly higher stipend in exchange for recruiting teams and responding to 
clearing requests. Where work is consistent and reasonably funded, these small businesses are an opportunity 
for entrepreneurs to provide clearing services and, with training, their teams may be contracted for other 
services. Where work is sporadic and under-paid, however, small businesses are not much better off than their 
team members, with vehicle running costs and administrative tasks as significant outlays during down-times. 

Value added products 

The Eldorado of unsustainable clearing work, is that of value-addition for cleared materials to the point that 
clearing becomes an attractive business opportunity, rather than a massive financial burden. Potential for 
value-addition is variable, and substantial attention has been given to trying to draw on the value chain in 
strategies at both Western Cape and national level planning. In some cases cleared material is seen as having 
no commercial value, and is left and sometimes burnt on the land rather than being offered free as firewood. 
In contrast, other initiatives have donated use of a wood-chipper and attempted to enable small businesses 
to convert material into saleable products. 

ABI attempted a charcoal business from alien plant biomass in 2011 with a grant from Provincial Government. 
It failed when the entrepreneur ran out of working capital. Another attempt is being piloted for feasibility in 
production of wood pellets for heating, and UBCEG has loaned a woodchipper in an attempt (not their first 
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attempt) to establish a viable small business. GCBR persists in efforts to contribute to a value chain with alien 
plant biomass with chipping and woodcutting being the most effective to date. 

Should alien plant clearing become profitable, the major problems of consistent financing and maintenance 
are somewhat alleviated. Solutions to feasible business models and sufficient start-up capital are key, with 
potential for multiple plants processing harvested alien invasives over a wider area, subsidising or even largely 
replacing EPWP dependency.  

Research into innovative materials from alien plant clearing, alongside financial business models and realistic 
expectations, is a top priority for CAPE into the future. Technology and entrepreneurship which retains cleared 
material as carbon-based building materials or as fuel which replaces other fuel sources, offers carbon capture, 
biodiversity and local economic benefit. The CSIR and DEFF have been exploring options for years, but only 
after many years of effort are there signs that businesses based on biomass may be possible in future.  

Sustainable harvesting 

The Flower Valley Sustainable Harvesting Programme (SHP) with ABI and CapeNature supports 20 
independent harvesting small businesses who supply wild fynbos product into the local retail and the export 
market. Each of them employs around 5-6 harvesters, involving a total of 100 people. The SHP monitors social, 
labour and environmental compliance for sustainability. Although markets for fynbos have grown over the 
past 10 years, the viability of the harvesting operation is tenuous - despite a favourable exchange rate for 
exports, prices have not increased for wild-harvested flowers, with increasing competition from commercially 
grown fynbos. Nevertheless “this livelihood remains the only option for many communities in the southern 
Overberg, so support and better engagement with the market is a priority for us for the future”. (Legacy Project 
survey) 

Sustainable harvesting of wild fynbos does not prevent conversion of fynbos veld to commercialised 
cultivation of fynbos species and cultivars which outcompetes wild-harvested product in quality and profit. 
The cultivation industry also encourages fynbos ‘augmentation’ – the sowing of commercial fynbos seed into 
natural fynbos - distorting species and genetic biodiversity, something that has become a subversive practice 
as economic opportunities in flower harvesting are seen. The cut flower industry also contributes to loss of 
biodiversity through overharvesting and poaching of certain high value species.  

Economic benefit from sustainable flower harvesting can support flower-pickers and their families, but 
substantial biodiversity and socio-economic gains are beguiling in theory and not easily won. 

Community services 

Holistic interventions tend to expand to address broader social needs. In one example, a childcare and 
education centre for Flower Valley staff’s children with an emphasis on environmental education, now 
“supports approximately 25 independent early childhood development centres in the Overstrand (up from 5 
pre-2011). Each of them is a small business serving the local community. Each employs at least 2 people, some 
employ up to 10. The [Flower Valley] support provided aims to up-skill the teachers professionally and to 
provide business skills to ensure financial viability of each centre.” (Legacy Project survey) The programme has 
also expanded to include a home-based component for 70 children in the more rural areas of the Overstrand 
where access to centres is limited. 

Having grown to become a stand-alone project, this community legacy has substantial social value, although 
it does have potential to more consistently instil and support the environmental aspects of education now 
that the staff and leadership have expanded. As new teachers are employed, some from traditional ECD 
backgrounds, their approach is no longer as strongly embedded in ABI’s philosophy of education steeped in 
environmental awareness, and there is potential for continued inspiration, tools and inputs in the expanded 
programme. Nevertheless, good quality ECD is increasingly appreciated as one of the steps in breaking the 
poverty cycle, and in supporting options and resilience for the next generation, ECD is a sound environmental 
and social investment.  
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CIVIC SPACE FOR COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 

CAPE reported creating or strengthening 117 organizations in its 2007 report 10. Many of these were provincial 
government agencies or substantial NGOs. It is difficult to surmise the extent to which they were 
demographically representative and the proportion that worked at community level. The absence of 
representative local-level organisations in CAPE structures today, however, suggests that this investment had 
minimal legacy in terms of inclusive participation or transformation. CAPE seems to have missed a boat in this 
regard, since outside of CAPE, local organisations appear to be growing and local environmental activism is 
certainly visible in the media. The extent to which this new generation of social and environmental activism 
and action is CAPE connected, aligned or engaged seems to be limited.  

While agency, participation and ownership are achievable for landowners who have resources and sole 
responsibility for land management, achieving meaningful involvement or agency for less resourced residents, 
farm workers and community members is far more difficult. Finding consensus on land use that enables 
benefit for larger communities from smaller resource-bases, while resolving conflict, are all challenges in true 
participation. 

The experience in Baviaanskloof shows that land dwellers are reluctant to invest in land without legal tenure. 
Another challenge is that social norms, community dynamics and complex sources of power make 
participation by farm dwellers, community groups or communally-owned landholders complex 38.. The long 
acknowledged ‘tragedy of the commons’ is no less challenging in attempts at communal management and 
benefit today. Social context other than the simple arrangement of a single owner or entity responsible for 
land have not really been touched on by CAPE. 

REDEFINING SOCIO-ECONOMIC BENEFIT 

A major tension and source of concerns for conservation lies in the notion than benefit can only be found in 
utility value and financial gain, and that those working in conservation have a role to help distribute that value.  

“This is expecting too much from the conservation sector. Not only does it have to do the 
fundamentals of conservation, but also build a financial biodiversity-based economy. I think the 

challenge is to convince people of all ilks that nature confers huge benefits that aren't all reducible to 
dollars and cents, like insurance against the ravages of climate change and so on. The ‘use it or lose it’ 

argument is fallacious and should be rejected utterly. And so should the notion that natural 
ecosystems are a treasure trove of exploitable goodies be questioned.” (Interview respondent) 

While there is commendable and necessary work providing usufructuary and financial benefit for at least a 
few people, in certain instances, these might not be the pinnacle of the human-biodiversity relationship. The 
most successful and interesting development projects described below, are where leadership, ownership and 
intrinsic value become part of the relationship of people at the interfaces of caring for the environment. 

DEVELOPMENTAL INITIATIVES – SELECT EXAMPLES 

Transformational socio-economic benefit depends on context and place, and is underpinned by people’s 
experience of “feeling that they belong IN place”.  

“A social place-based practice should consider spatial and mobile divides between people, and how they link 
through ecological connectivity.” (Workshop participant) 

Place, opportunity and approaches to building this sense of ownership and belonging depend on context. 
Some of the examples of the contexts in the CFR in which CAPE (and in some cases many non-CAPE) partners 
have worked include:  

• Beneficiary projects and job creation under landscape-based coordination or public sector grants in 
rural areas. These are mentioned above. They are the most common interpretation of socio-economic 
benefit in CAPE. Some do confer value and benefit to their participants, although others do not. As an 
approach, however, this version of benefit is largely untransformed. 
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• Cooperatives - As described in the detailed case study below, we explored the Heiveld Cooperative as 
an example where agency, autonomy and governance are devolved. This depends on a rural context, 
with a substantial, harvestable resource, and with the consistent support of a strong NGO.  

• Agency – Urban division of access to land and resources is a context in which CAPE has relatively little 
involvement, but where the pressure on land is greatest. While Cape Flats Nature (described below) 
was once the leading edge of an approach which tried to reconcile intense pressure, social inclusion 
and biodiversity, this space is now occupied by many strongly inclusive non-CAPE initiatives (e.g. 
Ingcungcu (Sunbird) Project, Phillipi Horticultural, Communitree). They are innovative, and deeply 
immersed in grappling with the challenges of practice, governance and representation. These 
initiatives fall outside of current CAPE, but have a great deal to teach the collective. 

CAPE does not offer many examples of inclusive and transformed participatory land management, but two 
examples from the CAPE stable do give insights into how these challenges have been grappled with in the last 
20 years. We share brief overviews of the Heiveld Cooperative and the Cape Flats Nature programme.  

Case Study 1. Heiveld Cooperative 

Formed by dispersed rooibos harvesters and growers in the Neiwoudville area within the GCBC, the Heiveld 
Cooperative has sustained itself and grown in the 20 years since its creation 28, 44. It was established through 
an initiative of DoA; continued facilitation by two NGOS - the Environmental Monitoring Group (EMG) and 
INDIGO Development and Change; and a broad range of support by funding agencies. Membership grew 
relatively steadily over the years from 14 individuals in 1999 to 74 in 2016, of whom 4 are collective businesses 
owned by members and 30 are women 96, 97. CAPE involvement with the initiative included two CEPF projects 
between 2004 and 2006 for participatory action research and a climate change response respectively 98. In 
addition, EMG and INDIGO have at times regularly attended CIC meetings.  

 

Key elements of the process, and organisational highlights in the history of the cooperative include: 28 

● A partner-facilitated inception workshop at which the Suid Bokkeveld community identified its 
problems established the link between sustainable management and livelihoods. 

● Knowledge exchange visits were key, with the Wupperthal collective having made good progress in 
community-led sustainable harvesting and cultivation of rooibos in the early 2000s.  

● The decision to use a cooperative as the legal entity resulted in a constitution and democratic 
structure, which distributed benefit equitably; enabled a range of harvesting and production 
approaches to be used across a dispersed community; produced sufficient volumes for economies of 
scale; and created a central legal and financial structure for shared assets, such as a tea processing 
court.  

● A marketable, profitable niche product was essential to success. Certification of Heiveld rooibos as 
organic led to substantial volumes of sale at the highest price per kg in the industry, servicing high-
end overseas markets. This was a key step in enabling sufficient profit margins to sustain business re-
investment, a good wage for worker-members and community investment. 

● Value-addition industries were identified together and opportunities were shared, such as producing 
cotton bags. 

● In the absence of agricultural extension selected members of the cooperative received additional 
training and were appointed as “mentor farmers”, who provide advice on matters such as organic 
farming, resource mapping, soil conservation, pest control and other production issues.  

● Mentors and other members continuously enhance their networks and knowledge through forums, 
broader sustainable development debates, other farmer groups and NGOs 96. Following a severe 
drought in 2006, the collective instituted quarterly workshops on climate change, using participatory 
research, and enabling continuous peer-to-peer learning and problem solving. 

● As income and reserves grew, the cooperative become able to employ three permanent staff to 
manage packaging, export, and secretariat support. 
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● In 2016 Heiveld and German partners formed the Three Fountains Trust 97, with the purpose of raising 
funds to buy additional land into cooperative ownership, a portion of which could be converted to 
rooibos cultivation.  

● Heiveld purchased the 2750 ha Blomfontein farm, already a declared private nature reserve, of which 
130 ha were suitable for rooibos cultivation. In addition to cultivation of the arable portion, the Trust 
manages the nature reserve for land, water and biodiversity value, with prioritised access for non-
landowner members for sustainable wild harvesting.  

From its inception, Heiveld committed to the “triple bottom line” of ecological, economic and social 
sustainability 44 .Careful ecological stewardship of cultivated and wild resources; employment and fair prices 
to members; promotion of gender equity and inclusion of the poorest; and re-investment in the Suid 
Bokkeveld community have remained its hallmarks. People without access to their own land work as wild 
rooibos harvesters producing separately-marketed, premium product, and have prioritised access to 
purchased land for communal use. The co-operative reserves 30% of annual profits for a wide range of 
community investments, such as support to the disadvantaged; subsidy for members in times of need; 
donations to the local school and church; contribution to maintenance of village water supply systems; and 
educational scholarships for youth. 

Another important and innovative step, supported by a CAPE CEPF grant, was collaboration between members 
and UCT to establish sustainable harvesting levels through participatory action research, enabling iterative 
learning around issues of sustainable management and climate change 44. Participatory research has 
supported deep ownership of the findings, and commitment to harvesting levels and standards. Carefully 
avoiding being a ‘top down’, research was designed to be inclusive, even for members with limited formal 
education. The Heiveld / UCT research has also contributed to evidenced sustainable harvesting of wild 
rooibos in other areas.  

The institutional structure of the Trust includes trustees selected by members, along with long-standing 
partners from UCT and EMG, enabling both external and internal accountability, support and advice 97. 
Democratic, transparent and supported governance structures, with strong and meaningful participation by 
members, become additional vehicles for education and training; distribution of profits to collective projects; 
promotion of sustainable land-use, including self-employment, value-addition and eco-tourism; and systems 
for increasing membership and enabling access.  

Heiveld has thus far thrived, and has a great deal to teach CFR conservation. This seems to have depended on 
enablers such as a productive, a high value natural resource (ideally alien plants have similar potential); a 
relatively cohesive, engaged and committed community of users; strong and sustained academic and NGO 
mentorship which is present but not overbearing; substantial and sustained start-up capital. Action research 
and a spirit of experimentation, innovation and perseverance also seem to be key parts of a successful 
approach. 

Case Study 2. Cape Flats Nature 

The other well-documented example of an approach that prioritised agency, participation and responsibility 
for biodiversity and livelihoods with under-resourced communities, was closed down in 2010. In the eight 
years prior Cape Flats Nature (CFN) offered a rare example of success in structured engagement of 
communities in ways that simultaneously promoted conservation and conservation values, while also 
delivering direct cultural and social benefit and even limited economic opportunities through procurement of 
local service providers at events and enabling local people’s access to EPWP work. The venture was supported 
by the CAPE community, and by funding from TMF, SANBI and the City of Cape Town, along with a CEPF grant31. 

CFN was founded in 2002 through the Cape Flats Floral Project, aiming to explore and establish approaches to 
urban conservation “in a people-centred way, that develops local leadership for conservation action and 
benefits the surrounding communities, particularly townships where incomes are low and living conditions are 
poor” 99. CFN was based on the principles of transforming thinking around conservation, while enabling spaces 
to sustain a far greater diversity of life. This was underpinned by an understanding of the inextricable link 
between ecological and social systems, and the need for “members of communities to be actively engaged in 
the management of both the social and the ecological systems in which they live”. This requires the 
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enhancement of both effective communities, and practical and tangible interventions, benefits and collective 
experiences. These in turn depend on social capital, consisting of deeply entrenched relationships of trust and 
openness, alongside leadership and vision. The iterative process of leading while building trust and enabling 
structured and engaged community participation in reserve-management through, amongst other initiatives, 
the Champions’ Fora, and broadening leadership and management as community grew, was the art behind 
the CFN approach. 

Ensuring tangible and practical engagement in actual reserve-like spaces, four sites with legal protection status 
or potential to be legally protected were identified as priorities by the Core Floral Sites Project 100. CFN’s work 
revolved around the processes of engagement, involvement and participation in relation to the protection, 
conservation and conservation-status of these sites. While focused on conservation and building an ethos for 
conservation, they were simultaneously “springboards for community development, not in the narrow sense 
of creating an income, but in the broader sense of empowering people with the skills, vision and a network of 
relationships that will enable them to participate in shaping a sustainable future.” 99.   

Community engagement was not only an ethical imperative for social benefit and inclusive governance, but in 
dense urban settings where “no fence is high enough to withstand the vandalism and neglect of a hostile or 
indifferent community, nor the developers’ bulldozers” – it was critical to successful conservation.  

“The site has no future if local communities do not recognise that they have a stake in that future.” 99. 

“You cannot love something you don’t know. If you love it you will protect it.”( Xola Mkefe, Park 
Manager, SANParks)  99. 

Biodiversity is served far more effectively through communities ‘becoming the fence’ and defending special 
sites from efforts to degrade or convert them.  

“There has been a tendency for experts to decide how these sites should be managed, and then 
inform communities after the fact. … This has often led to a breakdown in trust and alienated 

communities.” 99. 

“Our aim is not to ‘sell’ the site and convince the community of its worth. Rather, it is to stress that 
the site has the potential to be the beating heart of the community. … The conservation team and the 

community need to decide how the site can be made most valuable.” 99. 

Maintaining the delicate balancing between servicing the needs of the community, as well as the needs of 
nature conservation, requires that these needs are understood and addressed through extensive stakeholder 
engagement within and between these interests, as well as securing broad input from different knowledge 
systems and perspectives. 

A starting point may emerge in different ways, from within community leadership or interest, or initiated by 
‘outsiders’. The importance of rapidly bringing the process IN and allowing the time and unpredictability of 
collective engagement to take its course was the innovation behind CFN. Unlike rural examples such as Heiveld 
where an entire community can share an interest, in dense urban settings representatives or members of 
surrounding communities need to be identified as leaders and conveners. Having linked these first strands, 
drawing in others becomes the work of an expanding collective. 

Essential steps for each site included, in a non-linear and iterative process 99: 

● Building stakeholder collectives, which may have involved members of all surrounding communities 
through volunteer associations with an interest in conservation. The stakeholder list was likely to 
include schools, civic groups, religious groups, ward councillors, development forums, local business 
forums and community policing forums; members of relevant CBOs and NGOs; various government 
bodies, such as conservation management, law enforcement, transport, water affairs, fire 
departments, housing, clinics and schools; conservation agencies such as the Working for Water, 
Working for Wetlands, SANBI, CapeNature, SANParks; academics and interested experts in 
conservation and ecology.  

● Formulating a vision for the site and the surrounding communities, involving workshops, visioning, 
sharing of personal needs, experiences and interests in relation to nature, and more broadly. However 
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time-consuming, reaching consensus across a range of interest groups is key to a vision which has 
potential in reality. Being deeply involved in vision building is foundational to a stakeholder becoming 
a manager, and to community members’ commitment to the site, providing the consciousness, 
knowledge and skills relevant to the site, the community and the conservation opportunity. 

● The staff and management of the sites emerged from among interested community members, and 
were formally employed by the City of Cape Town.  

● A core team of collaborative managers from local-level stakeholders were invited to become actively 
involved in managing the site, and in community projects launched from the site.  

● Ongoing, unbiased, inclusive consultation and regular communication are key to creating a strong, 
resilient web of partners and collaborative managers to conserve the site, while ensuring that 
surrounding communities gain the maximum benefit from it. Continuous engagement enriches both 
management understanding, and stakeholders’ connection with the nuances of the site, and the value 
it can offer.   

● Research is the first (and also ongoing) concrete task, with responsibility shared among stakeholders, 
using existing and new resource material on natural systems, socio-economics, legal and political 
status, and the present and planned built environment. Inclusive, transparent and participatory 
research provides not only management information, but also a strong collective understanding of 
site specifics and dynamics.  

● Collaborative work on specific projects is then the most natural and organic way to grow partnerships. 
Projects and relationships may be short-term and simple, or complex and ongoing. Projects become 
the inventions, interventions and achievements of fluid social collectives around the management 
team.   

Despite its relatively short lifespan (this alone, for more than one contributor, being cause for questioning of 
CAPE’s commitment to transformation), CFN offers a legacy that goes beyond traditional environmental 
education, with an emphasis on site-based community approaches to conservation. TMF has contributed to 
keeping this legacy alive, having provided small grants into these communities for six years (since 2014), and 
committing to a larger grants for previous small grant recipients over the next three years. The work has been 
continued by community members who have remained committed to its tenets, in elements of the approach.  

Three of the staff recruited by the City of Cape Town to work in the CFN are still employed in the City and carry 
the approach into their work. The CFN publication – “Growing Together: Thinking and Practice of Urban Nature 
Conservators”, which articulates the practice that developed in the CFN partnership is the basis for an annual 
City of Cape Town training course for interns and staff, and has also been used with Natural Resource 
Management staff across the country. 

TAKING GENUINE SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT INTO THE FUTURE 

Examples of genuine participation, rather than top-down commissioning of local people, are few. The subtle 
distinctions between meaningful involvement and permitted access are also not often debated in CAPE, and 
the lessons emerging from these case studies are useful demonstrations for CAPE’s future. If citizens are to be 
engaged meaningfully in conservation, the way in which conservation seeks to engage and serve people will 
have to be developed further.  

It is likely that spaces such as agriculture or cooperatives are more organised at community level than 
traditional reserve-based conservation efforts, and this avenue could be usefully explored under CAPE. Indeed, 
partnership such as Philippi Farmers Association, which might lead small-scale conservation agriculture and 
water source protection in other collectives, seem to have had minimal association with CAPE or CAPE 
partners. Involvement of representative community organisations in small-scale farming, small natural 
resource-based businesses, water quality and use groups, climate activists, as mapped in each landscape might 
be a starting point. While respectful, sustainable and reasonably profitable small business opportunities can 
and should be financially supported more consistently under CAPE, there is an opportunity to learn to do this 
in a manner that confers ownership and leadership.  

Decisions on landscape-level management should involve leaders from community organisations in a 
sustained and inclusive manner, to a far greater extent than CAPE more broadly has been able to achieve. This 
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is not easy. There are massive inequities and differences in priorities between the ‘haves’ who tend to take 
the lead, fill the space and enjoy what others see as the luxury of long-term planning and conservation 
priorities; government and municipalities who are expected to address social problems; and the ‘have-nots’ 
who may focus on greater equity, or at least basic rights, around their many frustrations with respect to access 
to water, land, livelihoods and resources. These tensions can become overwhelming for those with the primary 
goal of biodiversity conservation, and finding compromises and solutions is a difficult, but critical area of work.   

Lessons drawn from CFN and Heiveld include: 

● Have a principled approach that is methodologically grounded: conservation and development do not 
just ‘happen’, but need to be carefully planned and facilitated. 28  

● A principled approach means sincere commitment and investment in being people-centred. 
Meaningfully engaging communities goes beyond ‘persuading’ them that nature conservation is 
important, or purveying a purely biodiversity agenda in the guise of development. Nature 
conservation sites need to offer “tangible value to local communities, through ecosystem services, 
economic benefits, employment, capacity building, recreational opportunities, environmental 
awareness, or by providing a catalyst for social development” 99.  Moderating this interpretation of 
‘benefit’ that with the caution that the environment is not a ‘treasure trove of exploitable goodies’ the 
spiritual, social and existence value of nature is perhaps primary, where many unsustainable land uses 
may offer higher short term benefit.  

● Don’t move ahead of where the community is and push your own agenda or process faster or harder 
than is appropriate: trust and understanding are delicate and if damaged can take enormous effort to 
re-establish 97. This requires, “like nature conservation, a careful and restrained hand, a light tread and 
an instinct for knowing when to intervene and when to step back.”  99.  

● Support development of governance structures with years of relevant collective experience around 
all facets of the initiative, which includes both internal and external stakeholders..  

● Social and economic sustainability require people to be conscious of the global context, and confident 
and competent to solve their own problems in locally appropriate ways. Sustainable development 
projects must act ethically and not subject communities to projects with unrealistic expectations, 
budgets or time frames. 28 

● Don’t (as an outsider) try to solve other people’s problems: even if you succeed in the short term, in 
the long term the problem will re- surface, and this is a sure way to kill local initiative. Wherever 
possible, encourage local institutions to take responsibility.  28 

● Help people to learn from the inevitable mistakes, and to develop their capacities and wisdom in 
response to difficulties. A learning approach enables leaders and managers to effectively manage 
increasingly complex programming.  

● Build sound relations with local government. This may take time but is necessary and worthwhile.  
● Start-ups and long term sustainability do require technical input, information, facilitation and financial 

support 44. 
● While donor funding is invaluable, avoid undertaking unrealistic projects or throwing money at 

problems. Avoid being caught up in donor expectations, and reporting burdens. 28 
● Potentially at odds with donor funding, strategies need to be fluid, extremely creative and adaptable 

to different situations. The art is as varied, responsive, organic, innovative and open-ended as nature 
itself 99. 

● Participatory peer-to-peer learning networks were invaluable both to and from Heiveld and CFN and 
have potential to be replicated in communities across the globe with relatively little expense, 
particularly when catalysed by active government, university or NGOs committed to a conservation 
practice that enables structured participation and engagement 44. 

● Sustainability challenges: Reliance on salaries being funded through an outside agency was 
unavoidable in CFN where financial income could not begin to provide both community benefit and 
staffing. This reliance proved the downfall of CFN. Heiveld’s model focuses on land-based production 
which has been able to support its own management costs with far more sustainability. To the extent 
that social enterprise and marketable production can be found through an initiative, autonomy and 
sustainability are more clearly assured. Connecting sites across a varied social and spatial landscape, 
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to include broader production elements such as agriculture, value-addition to conservation by-
products, and small industry allow for more holistic, integrated systems, which are more resilient. 
Production-based initiatives remain vulnerable to single-product dependency, market vagaries, and 
environmental crises such as drought, climate change, pests, etc 44. 

 

SO 8.  Developing innovative approaches through research and knowledge networks 

 

LEARNING IN CAPE  

CAPE was founded in an intensive reflection, learning and analysis experience under Fynbos Forum. This spirit 
of deep analysis based on good data was hoped to remain as a cornerstone of CAPE, but rapidly diffused within 
a few years of the first strategy. Since then, although CAPE has provided platforms for the sharing of 
implementation experiences and techniques, this has been limited in terms of translation to organisational 
learning, unsupported by formal research and has not resulted in adaptive responsiveness. 

“The co-ordinating body was goal rather than process driven, efficient but unimaginative and 
research-averse, resulting in little evidence-based learning.” (Interview respondent) 

The first ten years of CAPE also included substantial sharing events, which continue to inform widespread 
insight into concepts of bioregional, collaborative, holistic approaches. After a few publications during the 
design phase, most writing took the form of multiple operational documents, funder reports, minutes and 
newsletters in circulation up until 2011. While biophysical research in the CFR has always been a strong focus, 
and the 40 years of the Fynbos Forum have continued to engage scientists, the question remains whether 
research has been stimulated by CAPE, and can be claimed as CAPE legacy. Funding for research was excluded 
in the first ten years, and even implementation monitoring was under-resourced. The scientific publication 
record specific to coordination, CAPE-processes and lessons learning on conservation practice is virtually non-
existent, particularly in the last ten years. 

Annual Landscape Initiative Knowledge Exchanges (LIKEs) have been the strongest recent achievement under 
this objective, providing useful learning spaces. Linking to achievements around landscape initiatives and 
place-based coordination, they have potential to be designed for even greater value to action and learning in 
the next phase. Since about 2010, other forms of participation in knowledge networks have been minimal. 
The regular CIC meetings allow exchange of information and networking but there is no real measure as to 
whether they galvanise specific action.  

INNOVATION AND RESEARCH 

“The challenges and difficulties to reach the CAPE goal were caused by [difficulties in] the control of alien 
invasive plants and fire, and failure to measure the impact.” (Legacy Project launch contributor) 

Virtually all of CAPE’s considerable achievements have been a product of innovation, as is the very idea of 
CAPE itself, yoking agriculture, planning, enterprise and even regional identity (the very idea of “Fynbos-
Fynmense”) into service of fynbos conservation. Indeed, biodiversity and social outcomes can only be achieved 
though innovation in a context where decades of attempts have failed to stem the tide of extinction and 
habitat loss. CAPE has shown exceptional sensitivity to the need to do things differently, in the hopes of 
different outcomes. 

At its inception, CAPE’s essential underpinning was innovative - bioregional approaches to conservation 
through landscape-oriented, integrated models 59. The achievements under some of the Strategic Objectives 
above are considerable, and emerge from thoughtful, fresh thinking. Specifically, and certainly not exhaustive: 
advocacy for biodiversity legislation and planning systems; landscape-level planning and coordination; 
stewardship; integration of productive land with biodiversity conservation through landowners participation 
and ownership; and fine-scale mapping and prioritisation using CBAs. 
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While the first ten years of CAPE were certainly ground-breaking; without strategic research and M&E, 
learning and innovation tailed off. It has been argued that the last ten have been far less innovative.  

“It never had effective M&E - feedback on what was working in terms of social process – so we don’t 
know why things succeeded or not. If CAPE had taken an early approach that sees it as opportunity to 

reinvigorate conservation science by seeing that implementation is a social process about changing 
behaviours, and done that rigorously, using academics and experts, we would have a lot of peer 

reviewed publications on this.” (Informant interview)  

This was not simply a problem of the deprioritisation of funding for research, but also one of vision.  

“We didn’t need funding to keep that momentum going. You could get people on board with passion 
– the GEF never funded research – you could get research by inviting people from all over the world 

because CAPE was such an exciting project, the darling of the conservation world at the time.” 
(Informant interview) 

One of CAPE’s most tragic mis-steps was a rift between coordinators and researchers early on, a divide that 
remains as a painful legacy for many. As a result of exclusion of research voices, with or without funding, CAPE 
does not seem to have kept pace with the rapid changes in context, particularly around shifts in climate change 
responses and socio-economic engagement 58. While fresh stimulus in the context is abundant, CAPE to a large 
extent remains very much in the context of a decade ago.  

KNOWLEDGE NETWORKS 

Planning, approaches, strategy and objectives developed during CAPE’s early years emanated from discussion 
platforms, the participants of which remain CAPE stalwarts 20 years later 5, 101. The energy and originality 
clearly present in CAPE’s inception constituted the first and strongest exchange of ideas, and created an 
inspired and ambitious approach. Its legacy has permeated conservation in the CFR, and beyond. The 2004 
CAPE Partners’ Conference brought implementing partners together to review the 2000 to 2004 period and 
was one of the key learning events 51. During early CAPE, a Learning Network Task Team led facilitation of 
learning events such as the annual Project Developers’ Forum, and the Protected Areas Forum also met every 
year. In the first ten years of CAPE, knowledge was also shared through community learning exchange visits, 
case studies and other implementation research. 

One of the most sustained knowledge exchanges, and a platform in which the early CAPE concepts were 
debated and developed, is the 40 year strong annual scientific meeting, the Fynbos Forum. It continues to 
meet, and enjoys a substantial and committed following. In terms of content, the Forum has evolved over the 
years, and currently provides a valuable platform where young (and not so young) scientists are able to share 
a wide range of research themes, largely from their work in academia. The original intention that the Forum 
should provide a meeting place for practitioners, implementers and scientists has diminished, however, and 
the value of the meeting is now largely for academic exchange on biophysical ecology, rather than informing, 
debating or resolving implementation challenges, or developing approaches to management practice.  

“Essentially conservation is a social process but the integrated social approach is not there – it is very 
biological, and there is a dropped ball.” (Informant interview)     

Other examples of platforms which continue to provide relevant and valuable knowledge exchange include 
the Stewardship Reference Groups, the Wetlands Forum and the National Biodiversity Planning Forum. 
Thematic knowledge exchange, an idea initially spearheaded under a range of CAPE thematic Task Teams, has 
grown to be accepted practice, and can be considered a valuable CAPE legacy. 

Landscape level knowledge exchange 

Following on from the Protected Areas Forum of the first ten years, LIKEs have been the primary platform for 
knowledge exchange in the last ten years. They offer strong relevance to practitioners from CAPE landscape 
initiatives, and a link between provincial government and practitioners on the ground 9, 101. LIKEs provide for 
practical and meaningful knowledge exchange at landscape level, where local collectives resolve concerns and 
attempt to innovate from experience.  
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“LIKEs have been helpful as a trusted space for honest reflection and sharing.” (Legacy Project survey) 

Respondents value the LIKE platform, and feel that it could be far more intensively concerned with sharing of 
practice and problem solving going forward.  

CAPE Implementation Committee meetings 

Some members of the collective have met quarterly at CIC meetings (Indicator 1.02), although this attendance 
has tailed off over time, and the meetings are not felt to contribute genuine fresh thinking, knowledge 
exchange or innovation. Instead they offer a useful opportunity to network, and a sense of accountability as 
programmes report activities to each other. 

KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE AS LEGACY  

While inspired, collective thinking was powerful at CAPE’s inception, we might question whether energy for 
knowledge and learning that stimulates innovation and cutting-edge practice remains in CAPE. The 
observation is that individuals and local collectives continue to problem-solve together at landscape level, but 
largely without substantial input from either provincial level structures or other landscapes.  

There are multiple emerging challenges in an unfolding context which need original thinking and continuous 
innovation, most starkly - climate change adaptation and mitigation, and the increasing social divide in South 
Africa and its relationship with conservation. The potential for testing and developing an overarching approach 
to conservation planning and practice is as yet wholly untapped. 

There are opportunities for re-energising knowledge exchange through LIKEs, where the purpose is more 
clearly and purposefully designed to share practices, take and test new ideas and share results, while 
attempting to resolve problems in the more intransigent CAPE objectives. These may well be the place from 
where a new, grounded approach can be pioneered. 

A FUTURE BASED IN LEARNING, KNOWLEDGE AND ADAPTATION 

The next frontier, in order to be relevant, effective and adaptive, would require that the collective :  

• Embraces learning and measurement; 
• Uses planned, targeted, practice-based, operational research to generate relevant evidence, while 

not falling prey to the enthusiasm of just any academic pursuit in the region, but focusing on research 
into the outcomes of practice; 

• Develops adaptive strategic learning spaces, habits and leadership for relevant and responsive 
conservation going forward; 

• Becomes a model for the learning organization; 
• Uses knowledge to grow where innovation and leadership are needed, such as engaging with 

structural economics, including alliances with business, finding innovative solutions to law and policy 
enforcement, practical catchment and landscape approaches. 

 

“The life of this partnership depends on its capacity to shift from what to how”. (Interpretive 
Workshop) 

 

3.6 Selected case studies as lenses on all eight strategic objectives 

A few examples of practice bring together the eight objectives described above, and provide lessons in holistic 
approaches on the ground as examples of integrated achievements, rather than those specific to each SO. 
UBCEG, ABI, Gouritz and the FPAs are presented in this way. 
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3.6.1 Upper Breede Collaborative Extension Group (UBCEG)  

Although mentioned as a CAPE case study, the UBCEG notes that the initiative has not received CAPE funding 
at any point. With closely connected leadership and regular attendance of meetings and learning exchanges, 
UBCEG has been able to share valuable practice with the CAPE community, and has been closely involved in 
the unfolding concepts on conversations since inception, with mutual benefit in knowledge sharing.  

SO1. Institutions: 

The UBCEG was formed in 2006. The 
management committee includes a wide 
range of government departments from 
national to local level, landowners and 

NGOs, with a range of membership and regular 
attendance contributing to its strength. LandCare 
supports convening to the present day, and the 
group meets regularly, makes practical decisions and 
implements them with follow-up between meetings.  

“The broad membership base of the UBCEG 
gives its resolutions weight and has 

facilitated action. This group has certainly 
demonstrated the tremendous potential for 

locally focused co-operative governance 
between different organizations sharing a 

common goal.”  

SO2. Landscape level: 

UBCEG brings partners from a range of 
functions in a specified section of the 
Breede River catchment. 

 

Representation could expand to include 
municipalities, community organisations (if these 
exist) and landowner collectives. 

LandCare is considering handing over or rotating the 
convening function. This constitutes a time of risk, 
although the strong commitment from all 
stakeholders is likely to survive a change in 
coordination systems. 

While plans are detailed and evidence-based, 
invariably funding and other resources to implement 
are challenging. 

SO3. Mapping and planning: 

“If you can’t show it on a map, it 
doesn’t count.”  

Ideas that can be implemented on the 
ground are encouraged. Partners will be 

working towards better mapping in the near future, 
to enable all involved to see where work has been 
done, is being done, is planned and where there are 
gaps in the area. 

The original fine-scale maps were prepared by a 
collective. Grasp and ownership of the priorities and 
geographies of the area are strong, and lend support 
and commitment. 

SO4. Stewardship: 

Many of the landowners involved as 
partners hold stewardship agreements 
with CapeNature.  

“Through the collective approach to alien 
clearing, landowners are taking full 

ownership of follow-up alien clearing along 
the Breede River at their own cost and also 
contribute financially to active restoration.” 

(email correspondence) 
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SO5. Sustainable production: 

UBCEG emerged from a need for 
environmentally sound agricultural 
production in the valley, where a high 
rate of controversial applications for 

agricultural expansion were becoming time-
consuming and difficult to coordinate. The area has 
continued to use proactive, participatory, fine-scale, 
area-wide planning, initiated in 2004-2005 with 
CEPF support. This, and the broader work of 
partners, provided data and consultation to rapidly 
identify conservation priority areas and optimise 
agricultural planning. 

Strong involvement of LandCare and DoA means 
that land-owning partners are involved, and are 
advised and encouraged to practice conservation 
appropriate methods in the land and water use. 

SO6. Catchment and climate: 

This is one of the few examples of 
defining an area around a part-
catchment, and prioritising activities 
that support water flow and quality in 

the Breede River valley. Systematically alien plant 
clearing and maintenance along watercourses 
through the catchment, have enabled 
improvements in water and wetland quality, and the 
gradual reductions in alien plant cover. Clearing is 
mapped in detail and water quality is monitored by 
BGCMA, DEA&DP and DWS. 

Even better coordination of clearing would be 
achieved through an updated round of mapping, 
particularly where the collective includes current 
and intended clearing plans. This has been mooted 
by the group. Some duplication and fragmentation 
can occur when multiple agencies have clearing 
plans in the same areas, and better coordination is 
being planned by the group. 

Landowners are partners in terms of being invited to 
participate in activities, but do not have strong 
representation in decision-making bodies. 

SO7. Socio-economic benefit: 

As an exceptional example of ensuring 
genuine benefit, jobs under UBCEG are 
supported beyond the EPWP conditions. 
Minimum wage is subsidised and a 

conscious effort is made to maintain work beyond 
the short-term. Small businesses are involved as 
contractors, and are supported with the loan or hire 
of equipment for value addition, such as wood-chip 
production. 

SO8. Innovation and knowledge: 

LandCare, catchment mapping and 
cooperation among government from 
local to provincial levels, and across 
multiple departments have been 

innovative, and permit local level knowledge and 
information exchange. UBCEG would be willing to 
share knowledge and ideas in a focused LIKE, and 
has already attempted to disseminate experience 
for the Berg River collective.   

Local municipality and informal residents on 
municipal land along the river are not involved, 
excluding these communities and areas from 
catchment mapping and planning. 

 

Sources: Site visit and 102, 76. 
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3.6.2 Agulhas Biodiversity Initiative (ABI)  

SO1. Institutions 

The great majority of biodiversity in the 
Agulhas plain is found on private land. 
The area’s 35 vegetation types are 
habitat to high numbers of endemics.  

ABI was registered as a Voluntary Association at the 
end of the GEF-funded era in 2010. The ABI 
Committee provides oversight and Theme Leaders 
provide leadership under four thematic areas. 
Coordination and secretariat functions have been 
outsourced to one of the ABI partners (Flower Valley 
Conservation Trust) in the past, recently evolving to 
a separate secretariat. ABI has 50 members – mainly 
organisations but also some individual landowners 
and others.  

Coordinating structures such as the Nuwejaars 
Wetland Special Management Area, the Greater 
Overberg FPA, and Walker Bay Fynbos Conservancy 
are ABI spin-offs, members and implementing 
partners, adding to institutional assets in the area. 

SO2. Landscape level 

ABI brings together partners across the 
Agulhas Plain and, increasingly, across 
the whole Overberg. ABI has pursued 
four themes in the last ten years: 

integrated land use planning; the green economy; 
responsible tourism; and environmental education. 
These are achieved through its ‘five C’s framework 
of: Convening, Communicating, Conceptualising, 
Collating and sharing data, and securing Capital for 
programmes. 

 

 

More ecologically or politically coherent boundaries, 
might allow planning and prioritisation beyond the 
opportunistic, and into a more strategic approach. 

ABI relies fairly heavily on a champion and the 
structure of one of its partners (Flower Valley) for its 
secretariat and co-ordination function. Brand 
confusion can occur. This will be addressed in the 
upcoming planning phase for the next 10 years. 

SO3. Mapping and planning 

Activities are emergent and 
spontaneous, depending on landowner 
or partner interest and funding. In a 
major achievement, financing has been 

granted for a new landscape-wide strategy, updated 
maps and strategic planning. ABI has an opportunity 
now in 2020 to review its goals, objectives, structure 
and mandate. This will be a valuable source of 
revitalisation and reprioritisation for the partnership 

SO4. Stewardship 

37% of the Agulhas plain area and 25 
landowners are involved in legally 
binding, restrictive agreements through 
CapeNature or SANParks. From 4% of the 

area under some form of protection in 2000, the 
addition of the Agulhas National Park and multiple 
stewardship agreements now protect 22% of the 
plain. 

A catchment-based approach, incorporating 
Kogelberg, and taking district boundaries into 
account will be an exciting asset into the future. 

Some landowners in these relationships are 
dissatisfied, particularly with the halting 
performance of registration of the Nuwejaars 
Wetland Special Management area as a Protected 
Environment through SANParks and DEFF. Many are 
also dissatisfied by the non-functionality of 
CapeNature in the area. Landowners experience 
being more burdened than supported by these 
partner agencies for conservation work on their 
land. Mutual expectations are not clear, and 
fulfilment of agreements does seem to be weak on 
the part of state entities. 
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SO5. Sustainable production 

In a valuable investment, research was 
undertaken to determine sustainable 
wild flower harvesting rates. Learning 
from the Sustainable Harvesting 

Programme is being shared for other commodities 
such as honeybush. Although income is low, highly 
seasonal, and only reaches a few, the benefits 
derived from sustainable harvesting continue to be 
valued by harvesters and their families. 

Game has been introduced on some farms, and 
conservation tillage has been adopted by some 
farmers.  

ABI has strongly emphasised nature-based tourism, 
and the area offers a range of tourist activities 
intended to generate income and employment. 

SO6. Catchment and climate 

Alien plant clearing has been a major 
thrust of the ABI venture, with over 
45,000 hectares on private land cleared 
since 2013. Wetlands have been 

rehabilitated both by ABI projects and private 
landowners. Stewardship holders and conservancies 
invest significant amounts of energy and attention 
into alien plant clearing, arguably the most severe 
conservation problem in the area. 

Nuwejaars Wetland Special Management Area leads 
25 landowner members and the town of Elim, 
working on over 46,000 ha to protect water systems, 
and surrounding biodiversity 103. 

Wild harvested flowers have proven to be a difficult 
business in competition with the biodiversity-
unfriendly, burgeoning commercial fynbos flower 
industry. Yields are low, income and employment 
are valued but restricted to few pickers, and quality 
and scale are challenges that reduce marketability.  

Funding flows have been too inconsistent to allow 
for timeous maintenance and some (percentage 
unknown) of the cleared area has returned to pre-
clearing levels or worse. 

SO7. Socio-economic benefit 

Local contractors assemble teams for 
clearing work, and are also encouraged 
to quote for a range of other contracts.  

A small-grant facility for local conservation action 
funded by TMF for the last six years and run by three 
local NGOs made funding available for small 
community-based initiatives. 

The  early childhood development programme 
under Flower Valley has expanded to a range of ECD 
centres and a home-based model, where 
conservation concepts are shared with young 
children.  

SO8. Innovation and knowledge 

Research into integrated conservation, 
harvesting and production in the Agulhas 
Plain goes back to 2000, and continues to 
be rich and varied 104. 

Having hosted LIKEs and the Fynbos Forum twice, 
the area is an active and committed contributor to 
CAPE knowledge exchange.   

ABI led the concept of an integrated service centre, 
where decision-making agencies gathered to offer a 
single point for the public and authorities to discuss 
issues of common concern.   

Most jobs are short-term, paying less than the 
minimum wage, and have not contributed to 
livelihoods, even for contractors. Value-addition has 
been limited, and innovative use of cleared 
materials would be a major step forward.  

At the end of 2010 when the structure of ABI 
changed and SANParks gave up its co-ordination 
role, this centre sadly was not sustained. 

Sources: Site visit, 28, 105  
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3.6.3 Gouritz Mega-Reserve Project / Gouritz Cluster Biosphere Reserve 

SO1. Institutions: 

The Gouritz Cluster Biosphere Reserve 
(GCBR) is a non-profit company 
established to manage the Biosphere 
Reserve in terms of the requirements 

of UNESCO’s Man and the Biosphere Programme.  

As a membership organisation, GCBR is governed 
by an elected non-executive board of directors. A 
lean management team is responsible for 
direction, strategy implementation and day-to-
day operations. Project leaders are appointed on 
a project-by-project basis, coupled with 
partnerships as a preferred way of delivering on 
the ground. 

It operates as “a convenor and facilitator of multi-
stakeholder processes in our domain.” (Legacy 
Project survey) 

SO2. Landscape level: 

GCBR is unique: the only area in the world 
where three global biodiversity hotspots 
converge: the Fynbos, Succulent Karoo and 
Maputoland-Tongoland-Albany hotspots. It 

covers the whole Gouritz Catchment, comprising 25% 
of the Western Cape Province. Work at building a social 
compact involves engagement with landowners around 
mutually beneficial conservation-related activities 
(largely alien clearing and eco-tourism) with continued 
participation in the Gouritz Initiative quarterly 
meetings.  

GCBR relies heavily on external funding and seeks 
to use that over 10 years to establish a self-
supporting organisation and sustainable 
initiatives at Biosphere and local levels. 

SO3. Mapping and planning: 

Careful mapping and planning has 
been undertaken, especially for the 
Ecological Corridor Project and 
extensive investments in social and 

ecological monitoring for impacts of work in this 
project. Monitoring tools offer a useful model for 
other biospheres and initiatives.  

SO4. Stewardship: 

The GCBR has a clear understanding of the 
need to engage private landowners and its 
projects promote collaborative 
management and information sharing. 

Stewardship and community engagement are key parts 
of the GCBR strategy, including engaging with 
landowners in the region. 

Relationships between landowners and government 
initiatives are mistrustful as a result of negative 
experiences, and owners have developed a reluctance 
to engage with these initiatives. 
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SO5. Sustainable production: 

There have been modest but 
interesting initiatives in spekboom 
with the intention of promoting a 
market for spekboom restoration. 

Ecotourism, especially through game farming as 
‘an egg that can be laid many times’, is being 
explored as a potentially sustainable use of farm 
land rendered unproductive as a result of climate 
change and drought. 

SO6. Catchment and climate: 

Alien plant clearing is a major thrust of the 
GCBR’s work and many hectares on private 
land have been cleared and wetlands 
rehabilitated.  

Landowners have shown commitment to investing in 
alien clearing, especially when coordinated under 
GCBR. Particular effort is being made to return to 
cleared areas to prevent regrowth and this is enabled 
by GCBR’s ability for rapid turnaround in contracting.  

Seeing the Karoo as ‘ahead of the curve’ in terms of 
climate change, attempts are being made to pioneer 
both eco-tourism and restoration using spekboom. 

Sustainability of restoration through the 
spekboom initiative depends on creation of 
market appetite, and biodiversity-based 
businesses or production initiatives have not yet 
taken off: “This is a strategic priority for us but to 
date we have not progressed, largely due to skills 
sets limitations in business development, coupled 
with perennial lack of time.” (Legacy Project 
survey) 

As a potential local economic development 
strategy for the region, conversion of previous 
farming land to ecotourism requires broader 
intervention, including securing buy-in from 
conservationists and business support from local 
and provincial government. 

All of this work is resource-intensive, currently funded 
by external donations, making much possible, but with 
risks to sustainability should funding dry up.  

SO7. Socio-economic benefit: 

Consistent work for 48 people 
working for four small businesses 
offering alien clearing services, eight 
people working at chipping for mulch 

and compost and ten wood choppers (66 total). 
These are then able to pitch for work from other 
sources. 

This work offers a degree of security thanks to the 
project’s ability to turn around contracts at pace, 
to ensure continuity in allocation of work and to 
pay a reasonable rate. 

The Vanwyksdorp development Institute has 
potential to train young people for work in 
conservation friendly sectors. 

SO8. Innovation and knowledge: 

GCBR is an active contributor to the CAPE 
CIC and the LIKE. 

 

Funding for this work is donor dependent. If 
efforts to stimulate a market for black wattle and 
an appetite for spekboom restoration pay off, 
then there is more chance this work can become 
economically sustainable even without big 
funding. 

GCBC’s experience is relevant to other similarly funded 
projects. It also has much to offer around seeking, 
retaining and using funding for innovative conservation 
work.  

Source: Site visit 
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3.6.4 Fire Protection Associations (FPA)  

SO1. Institutions: 

National Veld and Forest Fire Act 101 of 
1998, places responsibility for veld fire 
management with land users, and 
provides the legal basis for the formation 

of FPAs of public and private landholder. FPA's are a 
platform for collaboration and collective landscape 
management for fire prevention and management. 

SO2. Landscape level: 

The FPAs are described by interview 
respondents as ‘a forum with 
landowners, to work collectively’. Being 
closely aligned to landscape initiative 

processes, FPAs may work very closely with these 
structures, preventing duplication, and essentially 
integrating fire, water and landscape level 
management into a single process.  

“To avoid parallel structures, there must be one plan 
for water, alien, fire, job, livelihood through an 
inclusive process built from a series of participative 
workshops.” (Interview) 

While FPAs are established throughout the Western 
Cape, they tend to lack capacity, funding or strategic 
impetus to proactively address fire risk to reduce 
biodiversity and economic losses through fire. 
Greater capacity and resourcing, and the expansion 
of FireWise communities offer potential for this 
initiative to achieve greater impact. Policy advocacy 
against the release of funds only after a fire 
emergency has begun, or alternative financing of 
prevention work, might help to get ahead of the 
problem, rather than perpetually, literally fighting 
fires. 

As is not uncommon, unreasonable expectations, 
and woefully inadequate budgets mean that the FPA  
finds itself carrying the burden for integration, 
without the capacity to deliver.  

“The Fire Protection Agency (FPA) budget must 
protect life, infrastructure, fynbos, jobs, tourist 
areas, economy, and clear aliens.” (Interview) 

SO3. Mapping and planning: 

FPAs can provide a point for 
coordination at which various actions in 
the landscape can be mapped, and gaps 
identified. 

SO4. Stewardship: 

Members of the FPAs may well also hold  
stewardship agreements, which include 
support for fire prevention in their plans. 

SO5. Sustainable production: 

Many FPA members are farmers, and 
actively participate in fire prevention 
and management to protect crops and 
fynbos on their land. 

SO6. Catchment and climate: 

Fire management projects are linked 
with water management across districts. 

SO7. Socio-economic benefit: 

FPAs are funded to recruit interns, and 
provide skills development in the 
process. FireWise communities are 
particularly focused on socio-economic 

benefit, through protection of property, collective 
action and community cohesion in response to fire. 

SO8. Innovation and knowledge: 

The Fynbos Fire Project offers multiple 
innovations, with involvement through 
FireWise communities being particularly 
interesting.  

The collective actively develops knowledge on fire 
practices. 

Piloted in four communities, the FireWise 
community concept could be usefully rolled out 
elsewhere, particularly in most acutely fire-affected 
areas.  

 

Source: Interview, FPA website 
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3.7 Organisational self-assessment – The CAPE community reflecting on processes, relationships and the 
centrality of partnership  

3.7.1 Institutional design - the institutional means by which CAPE has run itself over the years 

CAPE throughout its life has enabled its 2011 goal aspiration for ‘the cooperation of capable institutions’. 
Indeed, so much so that as the years went by, so ability to cooperate became part of what constituted 
‘capable’ and, as with so much else, CAPE’s early visions became the norm in how conservation was 
undertaken. However, while CAPE’s early institutional design – actively seeking to pursue the vision for inter-
institutional partnership and collaboration - made coordination and collaboration across institutions, sectors, 
landscapes and even provinces possible, as it proceeded so this partnership approach to pursuing conservation 
became the norm and then, perhaps simply, the habit, a ‘form’ which possibly lost sight of its function. This is 
particularly so in a context of weakened institutions which are arguably less capable than they were in the 
past of driving the work emerging out of partnership learning and association 

What has CAPE offered: 

“Being a member of ABI and of CAPE has provided the broader context in which we operate. It has 
helped us to raise funds, educate and raise awareness of the incredibly unique CFR and of the work 

we do. It has also given us the opportunity to work in partnerships and with networks that have 
proved to be invaluable in pursuing our objectives.” (Legacy Project survey) 

With frustration felt by some, however, CAPE’s offering has dissipated in the last ten years, and is now reduced 
to supporting communication, hosting meetings and sharing occasional information.  

“Sharing information is important but it is not where things should end. To continue effectively, CAPE 
needs to get back to its original mission and champion innovation and applied and other research. It 
needs to be supportive of biodiversity-based business. It needs to be identifying priorities and finding 
the resources for collective action. In reality the need is even greater for all these things that it was in 

the 1990s when the GEF funding was first sought, given the impacts of climate change, and the 
increased competition for land and resources. One has to ask ‘Who is going to do this if the CAPE 

community doesn't? How do we pool our knowledge, passion and wisdom to bring about change and 
secure a brighter future?’ The CAPE community needs to step up to the plate and take up this role.” 

(Legacy Project survey) 

While these urgings are valid, the reality would seem that the energy of CAPE-central will not be galvanised 
by the existence of such a need, however compelling, and that these important functions need to take place 
where the energy already exists: that is to say, largely in the landscapes and, out of that, in thematic and 
programme areas where they emerge from grounded experience in place.  

3.7.2 Institution going forward 

“It's not just landowners that don't have biodiversity as their primary activity and that need extension 
support. It's also municipalities, politicians and other stakeholders. In our future plans well-resourced 

strategies to engage with them are going to be key.” (CIC June 2020) 

COORDINATION  

The principle of partnership and collaboration underpins CAPE and is upheld as essential to effective practice. 
At any level, however, the efforts and resources of diverse organisations need to be co-ordinated. 
Coordination across organisations is not generally in the budget, staffing or purpose of most member 
organisations. Without this, however, the collective has no centre.  

“Co-ordination has to be made someone's day-job.” (Legacy Project survey) 

Successful coordination is not necessarily easy: 

“Managing and facilitating (often conflicting) relationships between landowners and (state) 
institutions requires critical skills and competencies which we need to develop in our team”. (Legacy 

Project survey) 
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Another challenge is that coordination often becomes the responsibility of one of the members, whether an 
NGO or government contributor. Left unchecked, an active landscape initiative can swamp the original 
purpose of the host organisation.  

WHAT COORDINATION ISN’T 

The CIC and some of the landscape initiatives have tended towards using valuable time together to “report 
back ad hoc on some of its own activities, while we are trying to change to focusing on specific objectives, 
what they can contribute to those objectives, and then report back on what they have achieved.” (Legacy 
Project survey) 

The legacy of CAPE lives strongly and tangibly in those structures that use the CAPE strategic objectives and 
goal to organise their thinking and reporting, keeping on the agenda priorities and approaches that might 
otherwise have long ago receded. However, this is only really meaningful where the categories of the 
objectives do reflect actual strategic priorities that are being pursued on the ground. Otherwise the apparent 
action of a group of people acting independently, while sharing conversation, is a far cry from a coherent 
strategy with shared roles in implementation, and a strategy that is being continuously replenished and 
adjusted in response to feedback and changing context.  

CAPE partners have considerable experience of coordination at landscape level, and repeated observation 
throughout the Legacy Project was that in practice, coordination emerges naturally from ongoing projects on 
the ground. This  places less formal or structural tension on the coordination role. Coordination at this level is 
tangible, practical and has major and immediate value, and is far easier to conceptualize than provincial or 
biome level coordination.  

Committees are part of coordinating structures. They include stakeholders and project participants, including 
civil society, landowners and relevant government agencies from conservation and agriculture sectors (at 
least), including municipalities. Most do not include private sector interests, and this is seen as an essential 
area for improvement in any CAPE-like approach going forward. 

Implementation teams are essential. Committees alone cannot take action without dedicated responsibility 
to project implementation. Implementation teams report to steering committees and are held accountability 
for commitments to action. 

Secretariat roles include communication and coordination, contact centre management and reporting. These 
can be onerous or relatively light, and systems for financing or rotating this function are essential. A well-
funded secretariat can provide further functions, beyond basic member communication. They might also 
coordinate funding proposals, host learning events and provide communication functions.  

SERVING THE LANDSCAPES – PROVINCIAL STRUCTURES 

Past achievements in provincial structures have been substantial (SO 1), and mechanisms are now established 
and entrenched, such that a clear language and practice from province to district is in place. It is a sign of 
success that provincial coordination has become less relevant, and more mainstreamed, and that the focus of 
energy has moved closer to the ground. However, and from provincial perspective, there is little justification 
to only focus on CFR, rather focusing on biodiversity conservation and the biodiversity economy at a provincial 
level. 

In terms of CFR focused coordination, coordination at provincial level was described as a ‘nice to have’, but 
only valuable if it is driven from within the landscape initiative community, where CFR-identity 
implementation, energy and action are now seen and, essentially, needed to continue as essential 
contributors to conservation efforts.  

The models tested to date for CAPE are the independent co-ordination model with its own funds (GEF 2003-
2010) and without funds (SANBI 2011-2019). There could also be an NGO model, for example, the Western 
Cape Biosphere Forum. All three options could be carefully examined.   

That said, one doesn’t see government being able to perform this co-ordination function effectively into the 
future, lacking funds and, even when funds are available, being mired in red tape and bureaucracy and thus 
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greatly slowing down any project or process. While a case can be made for lobbying government to align its 
spending across departments and directorates and in this way to continue working towards a common vision, 
it is unlikely that it can be relied upon or expected to perform or host the coordination function. Furthermore, 
relying on government sadly may risk putting the business sector off becoming involved in CAPE, something 
CAPE can ill afford. 

Ideas shared include (Legacy Project survey):   

● The GEF 2003-2010 model provided an independent, dedicated coordinating body which was funded 
to provide this service. This is high cost, especially for a ‘nice to have’, but highly effective. 

● Since 2010 coordination has been within the mandate of a parastatal-funded and housed secretariat 
at SANBI. While this might have potential in another funded entity, CAPE has not seen the internal 
support, financing or human resources, with CFR coordination insufficiently linked to its core function 
as a national research agency. Another major problem has been the bureaucracy of government 
processes, which essentially hamstring functionality and workflow, making these organisations 
potentially suitable for communication, but not suited to functioning as a funding conduit. Even minor 
funding of catering for meetings can be beyond public sector systems. 

● Expanding the Western Cape Biosphere Reserves Forum which is a registered NPO, is already 
immersed in co-ordination, and has access to funds for its work. Expansion to include non-BR 
landscape initiatives might be an option.  This would require negotiation, since their own mandate is 
defined within the global Man and Biosphere programme. 

● A very lean secretariat in any of these spaces could be funded with TMF financing. Furthermore TMF 
has funding conduit functionality in place, and could share functions between a communication and 
meeting coordination hub, and a financial management function.   

FINANCING FUTURE CAPE 

Going forward funding needs to cover three key elements: i) coordination function at landscape and provincial 
or biome levels; and ii) priority projects iii) annual learning event. These inputs have been drawn from diverse 
funding sources in the last ten years, although never to the extent of the initial investment, and will continue 
to function as funding opportunities arise. 

The dream of another big biome project for the CFR remains, and is one of the incentives for continued 
participation in CAPE structures. The collective has not, up to now, taken the step of uniting around a major 
funding opportunity, and most people remain deeply occupied in the institutions and programmes that 
continue as CAPE legacy. 

TMF roles in future CAPE 

Despite mutual membership in the governance structures between CAPE and TMF, there is some concern that 
TMF might be drifting away from its CAPE origins and allegiance and even explicit alignment in its strategy, 
where CAPE is no longer foregrounded. While the TMF Board has delegated authority to the TMF Conservation 
Committee to ensure alignment with the CAPE strategy, it poses challenges for TMF if CAPE is less and less 
providing the common vision for conserving biodiversity – a vision that TMF is beholden to follow. This sense 
of something having been lost, or missed, is important, and important to work with when imagining how best 
CFR conservation might be organised and resourced going forward.  

Some feel that TMF transparency around opportunities and financing decisions could increase, and that input 
from CAPE structures to decisions on prioritisation might be received. While appropriate, the fund would need 
to carefully manage conflict of interest and remain independently governed, while increasing transparency in 
relation to CAPE implementers.  

Other sources of sustainability 

The groundwork of early CAPE placed co-funding and contribution by government departments and Treasury 
as a core element of biodiversity resourcing. Contributions were made, and the principle of funding integrated, 
landscape-level, socially conscious conservation remains accepted.  
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Other possible ideas for fund raising for coordination, besides TMF, include: membership fees from member 
organization (substantial administration for possibly low income, and subtracts from their budgets from local 
level implementation); provincial government agencies shared contributions (appealing, but questionable in 
the light of their budgeting and approval mechanisms);  the Western Cape Biosphere programme (if they are 
so inclined).    

Funding of priority programmes in addition to those funded by TMF are more likely to be attractive to a wide 
range of partners, if the necessary coherence, strategy and national agendas are reflected. In light of reduced 
conservation resources in government, and notwithstanding the recognised risks of donor dependence, some 
options include philanthropic organisations; government agencies, despite their difficult and unreliable 
systems; corporates along the lines of The Nature Conservancy’s (TNC) Water Fund model where users pay; 
national and international NGOs such as WWF, TNC, IUCN. Furthermore, donor funded programmes can be 
usefully leveraged to provide co-finance to start-ups that tap into local private sector resources and initiatives, 
for example, ecotourism, sustainable agriculture, and infrastructure projects that offer social and economic 
benefits to poor local communities.   

Existing programmes funded by government should be routinely aligned with CAPE and landscape level 
partners’ processes, or vice versa, such as DEA’s ‘Working For’ programmes and its SA strategy for UNDP and 
GEF. Expecting a national programme to align to local level CAPE work might be less realistic than CAPE 
partners ensuring that they partner with national programmes and adjust their own strategies to optimize 
these opportunities in their areas.  

Funding strategically  

It should be noted that while some investments continue to bear fruit today, many of the small projects of the 
first ten years have not left a trace. Careful choices of investments which require or enable collaboration, 
landscape and catchment approaches and planning remain within the grasp of the CAPE community thanks to 
the foresight of GEF and TMF in supporting a trust fund. 

A point made concerning provincial versus landscape level weight in CAPE lies in the far greater credibility of 
biome or provincial programming for large scale funding, and the relative scarcity of funds for more 
fragmented landscape level projects. While often unwieldy, consortia of landscape initiatives will have a 
funding advantage over small projects, and the annual LIKE may aim to produce a substantial funding 
application with participation across the biome, unless a larger coordinating structure begins to take this role. 

4 REFLECTING ON THE CAPE LEGACY PROJECT AND ITS FINDINGS - 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DECISIONS GOING 
FORWARD 

4.1 CAPE’s achievement - Formative in creating contemporary common sense for conservation 

It is hard to think about conservation practice in the CFR, in South Africa and even regionally and 
internationally, without encountering features that were influenced, if not created by the founding vision of 
CAPE.  

“The new global biodiversity framework post 2020 says many things that CAPE was saying. CAPE was 
a forerunner in terms of embedding biodiversity into sustainability, and provides arguments for 

institutional partnerships, mainstreaming and fine-scale planning, for example. These ideas are still in 
daily use, and are articulated in the international discourse by South African negotiators in an 

international setting.” (Interpretive workshop participant) 

These include partnership, collaboration, cooperation and stewardship across institutions, with citizens and 
with landowners; a breadth of perspective that sees conservation as happening across whole landscapes and 
also inside of socio-economic processes that are not directly conservation.  

Bioregional approaches to conservation were a profoundly innovative founding principle, in a global and 
national movement towards greater landscape-oriented, integrated models. At its inception, CAPE recognised 
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that as it “emerges from 15 years of identifying spatial priorities - ever more sophisticated and elegant 
approaches and techniques are being hatched.” 106. In another peer-reviewed analysis, CAPE is described as 
one of the more advanced initiatives in “the recent trend in biodiversity conservation to undertake 
conservation planning at regional scale, which attempts to protect a representative sample of all habitat types 
in an entire ecological region” 107.  

“Flower Valley as an organisation was established in 1999 at the time of the conceptualisation of ABI 
and CAPE. The same minds, organisations and drive brought about both organisations. Through the 
CAPE partnership both have grown and contributed to the overall mission of CAPE. CAPE as an idea 

with all its goals and collaboration created the environment in which both Flower Valley and ABI 
could thrive.” (Legacy Project survey) 

“Even if funds were not allocated from GEF for every project, there was common thinking and 
common goals and objectives.” The uniting objectives were critical to the spirit behind CAPE – they 

are recalled as essentially being to “do things at scale and in partnership across sectors, and 
developing tools and support.” (Legacy Project survey) 

CAPE has long been an idea and approach and an organisational form. In its early days CAPE-as-organisation 
was strongly resourced and able to drive and shape initiatives. In recent years, it has performed the simplest 
of coordination functions on a shoestring. Yet the organisational aspect has always been in service of 
philosophy - a greater idea and approach, a dual identity that has been at the heart of CAPE all along. This has 
posed challenges when it comes to making claims about CAPE’s reach of identity and impact - “It is interesting 
to think about the funding and how that resulted in people relating to CAPE as ‘institution’. It comes through 
in the language – ‘they’ – when in fact CAPE was us. All efforts in the CFR were to be counted, not just the 
funded intervention.” 

“Is only CIC CAPE? Or is it everything everyone does as CAPE members? There has been a process of 
national and provincial platforms picking up on, for example, the Biodiversity Planning Forum, 

Stewardship Peer Learning. These have networked CAPE partners but have not been offered as CAPE 
platforms. Is this a function of the mainstreaming? Is everything that CAPE partners do counted as 

contributing to CAPE, or only things that are offered through the CIC banner?” 

Even where CAPE has not managed to pursue its vision as effectively as it might have wished – even where 
work remains to be done in integrating the vision for biodiversity conservation into land-use planning and 
environmental management on the one hand, and human and social benefit on the other - it has articulated 
these aspirations in ways that make it clear what needs to be done by any initiative seeking to undertake 
effective conservation work.  

This transformation of conservation thinking and its accompanying potential for strategy and practice is surely 
CAPE’s greatest legacy, and one that persists into the future.  

 

In summing up: the ‘nuanced’ accomplishment that is CAPE’s legacy has emerged - a perspective on its 
achievements, tempered with insight into what it left undone or under-accomplished. These distilled claims 
offer a basis for future-oriented thinking and visioning, laying out the challenges and demands to be taken 
into account for any initiative or community organised around CFR conservation. These include:   

• CAPE changed the way we see conservation: that it should be holistic, integrated, cooperative and 
collaborative; should occur on private and public land; and be undertaken through a landscape level 
lens. 

• It strengthened government institutions, legislation and planning systems, and built a cadre of 
connected, aligned and related NGOs, with several strong government partnerships. 

• It was instrumental in helping centres of excellence at landscape level to inspire and structure place-
based cooperation, with opportunities for learning from each other, and with substantial energy and 
commitment on the ground. 

BUT 
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• It remained focused on pursuing implementation of a set strategy, instead of continuously reinventing 
itself as the context changed, losing opportunities to maintain its relevance outside of a narrow 
regional conservation focus.  

• In not supporting the development of an alternative research agenda, it failed to learn from practice 
or reflect on or measure its own effectiveness and practice choices, losing opportunities to adapt 
strategically in response to changing priorities and realities, including strategising how best to address 
aspects of the strategy which were failing.  

• It failed to ‘transform’ conservation practice in the CFR, including understanding of what is considered 
conservation-worthy, who undertakes that, and how (who it involves and the way this is done).  

“If people don't feel like empowered citizens, then government (and CAPE?) is not doing a good job.” 
(Interpretive workshop participant) 

These qualifications to the statement of CAPE’s legacy are significant in that they also offer guidance on 
priorities for any future initiative, especially in light of the contextual realities confronting conservation in the 
future. These are elaborated on in the section that follows.  

4.2 Looking ahead - Strategic challenges and opportunities 

A ‘VUCA’ world 

“Globally we are at a break point. Everything we think works (e.g. the economy), actually doesn’t. We are in a 
ground-based revolution, with growing awareness that people will survive if nature survives.” (Interpretative 
workshop)  

We are working in a world of ‘volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity’ (VUCA) ix. In our VUCA world, 
the opportunity has seldom been clearer – rapid and unpredictable changes in government and its systems 
and institutions, social contexts and the economy continuously create new challenges for the environmental 
movement, and that strategies and plans risk rapidly becoming redundant unless they are in touch with 
changes, and agile in their responses. 

Is the CFR still the most relevant lens? The intersection of political and ecological boundaries 

The CFR spans political jurisdictions across three provinces, and it is also not the totality of the biodiversity in 
these provinces. This makes it challenging to make policy and implement it in a consistent manner. While 
provincial boundaries and constrained government resources make advocacy for biome-based conservation 
targets difficult, the CFR remains a globally recognized high value biodiversity asset, it is still a recognized 
spatial priority, gives a geographical context to this community, and promotes CFR conservation as an 
international funding priority.  

“The CFR remains part of South Africa’s response to global commitments under GEF, and we are 
supported by the international community as the custodian of international biodiversity. … We still 

get vast global support, and the CFR is still an important lens.” (Interpretive Workshop 1) 

Any vision for the CFR must encapsulate and embrace the challenges of natural resource-based identity, 
management, utilization and conservation and link to global and national discourse and priorities, framing 
coherent and pragmatic strategies out of this. 

The CAPE/CFR conservation community has a role to play in organising for conservation of the CFR, including 
holding government to account for its continued responsibility for this lens. 

Increasing intensity of challenges in the natural and ecological environment 

“We need to move from disaster response and fire suppression to disaster risk response.” (2019 LIKE) 

 
ix Towards the end of Legacy Project consultations, in the height of Covid-19, the irony of discussing how to vision for a fragile and 
vulnerable floral kingdom all in context of a VUCA world was not lost on participants, given that discussion happened through a virtual 
platform in the midst of lockdown, an occurrence that could certainly not have been predicted even at the start of 2020, and the 
consequences of which for conservation were as yet unreadable. 
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While conservation has long dealt with and developed expertise in managing the related challenges of fire, 
drought, water and water-use and alien invasive plants, in the current context all of these challenges are 
manifesting with a greater intensity, reach and frequency, in ways that existing management expertise, even 
where it is available, is no longer sufficient for the task. 

 

Environment as integral to broader socio-economic trends 

As with many development concerns (e.g. crime, violence, health, poverty, youth engagement), 
environmental trends are largely dictated by forces outside of the environmental sector, and often well 
beyond the control or influence of conservation or social development practitioners.  

“We tend to be hard on ourselves and focus on failures. Things can be tough in the public sector – and 
we take on responsibility beyond our mandate. We are measured against things we have no control 

over.” (2019 LIKE) 

Staying ‘within our mandate’, however, has little prospect of success, since driving forces are beyond that 
mandate. This conundrum can lead to a sense of despair, failure and resignation. The assumption of forces 
being beyond control can also lead to complacency, and a determined, and perhaps unreflective, holding of a 
line which may not necessarily be the only alternative. 

It is important to look at the unintended consequences of certain strategies; to heed the reality that 
environment is still perceived as being elitist, and that being considered ‘green’ lacks credibility regardless of 
the fact that natural resources are indeed the cornerstone of the economy and resilience of communities in 
the CFR . We also need to face up to the hard institutional realities of governance in SA, especially as they 
relate to accessing resources and working in partnership. Even strong landscape initiatives are pragmatic, 
follow resources and land-ownership, and focus on people already in conservation and the economy. 

“This is a real challenge for conservation. How do we mainstream what was conservation into 
transformation?” (2019 LIKE) 

Escalating anarchy – the intersection of the social, conservation and governance 

To the extent that conservation depends on legal compliance, the increasing culture of lawlessness and 
impunity under the law has a profound impact on CAPE priorities. Poaching, land use conversion, illegal 
ploughing of virgin veld, and housing and industrial expansion, among others, threaten to overwhelm 
conservation efforts. 

“More illegal things are happening than ever before – farmers have to keep working and expanding – 
they see just a bunch of different laws from different spaces – there is no central story for the CFR 

binding us together.” (2019 LIKE) 

Under-resourced enforcement and lack of extension and monitoring services reduce the effectiveness of the 
law as a tool for conservation. Other approaches, through social norms and socio-economic interest, must 
support the values that the law tries to uphold.  

In this context, working in partnership – with citizens and across government functions, levels and 
departments – becomes essential. 

“You can’t manage your property independent of those around you [in relation to fire risk 
management] … the community must organise around protection and liability, preventing alien 

regrowth.” (2019 LIKE) 

Information management as a governance function 

Governance is also under pressure in relation to information management. While “CAPE was founded on 
mapping and fine-scale planning”, there is a sense that this has not been taken to scale or maintained as a 
cornerstone for planning and self-assessment. 

Use of reliable information in decision-making is another concern, especially when complex and inter-
connected issues are being tackled. For example, how can long term water flow projections be used effectively 
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in policy advocacy and other engagements with government, farmers and conservation planners? And how 
best to pursue integration of biodiversity concerns into land use planning at all levels?   

CAPE’s history, experience and identity in advocacy is at best weak. Strongly led from within government, and 
with little appetite for confrontation, CAPE as an entity has not held an advocacy positions on matters such as 
funding cuts to major agencies, municipal failure to implement agreed protective measures, the loss of Cape 
Flats Nature. For CAPE to act in advocacy, would require a shift in role, identity and relationship with 
government. 

“CAPE should have been screaming blue murder about these and other [budget] cuts which end up 
compromising biodiversity and its associated ecosystem services. I don't recall a murmur.” (Interview 

respondent) 

Conservation and commercial trends 

Greater integration of private sector initiatives, and active exploration of opportunities for sustainable 
production and benefit, are key to successful conservation. For example, regarded as a conservation friendly 
strategy with economic benefit, the game industry is promoting the introduction of game into fynbos areas 
although there are key concerns regarding carrying capacity, ethics and genuine conservation contribution. 
Alien clearing and alien management have spear-headed CAPE implementation, and have a clear link to Green 
Enterprise and fire risk reduction, with potential to generate economic and ecological benefit. The role of the 
Biodiversity Economy in the CFR will increase within the next five years, with the focus for such being driven 
strongly by the national and provincial governments 

Nurturing resilience 

“Our ability to be resilient while swimming upstream is critical. If we lose resilience, the whole 
movement is in jeopardy.” (2019 LIKE) 

Government and parastatals are being essentially immobilised by procurement policies, resourcing decisions, 
bureaucracy, power-play and politics.  

Civil society also has challenges in resilience, with eternal struggles with financial liquidity, membership and 
support, and dependency. While civil society’s ability to expand and contract can lend a high level of resilience, 
there is a risk of contracting to a scale so small that its efforts are swamped.  

Institutional arrangements into the future 

Questions were raised throughout the Legacy Project on the continued relevance of CIC meetings, the Exco 
and the Secretariat in their current forms. The questions facing CAPE at this time are: where and how to better 
come together; how best to use the energy; where does learning and uptake of sharing best take place? What 
is the potential for reducing CAPE interactions to a single, rotating, landscape-led LIKE a year, to which the 
members of the CIC are invited?  

Financing CAPE 

In its current mature form CAPE members support coordination, advocating to put both people and some 
budget towards alignment of platforms. Even a single annual meeting is not necessarily funded. Moving 
forward, CAPE has an opportunity to approach TMF for standing items in annual budgets to include 
contribution to CAPE’s core functioning, provided these can be demonstrated to have high value. 

4.3 Looking ahead for conservation of the CFR – three related areas of vision, practice and form 

4.3.1 Formulating a vision for CFR conservation while facing unpredictability, complexity and weakened 
institutions 

CAPE is an impetus to uphold a set of principles. It asks conservation, development and agriculture in the CFR 
to be open to opportunities across a range of carefully defined and intersecting objectives. The CAPE idea has 
carried through for 20 years in the work, hearts and minds of its adherents, and has become more of a guiding 
philosophy than a strategy. This has been its value in the last ten years, following the detailed planning and 
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implementation of the first ten. Can these principles now be turned to anticipate the future and read what is 
asked of CFR conservation going forward? The need that gave rise to CAPE remains as relevant today as ever.  

 “While CAPE had valuable impact in many respects, conservation in the biome is not yet sufficient for 
the protection of biodiversity, and redoubled and strategic efforts remain a priority.” (CAPE Exco) 

While the specifics of a future vision will, and must differ from CAPE’s past, the point is made that “financing 
future CAPE [means] aligning around a common vision: To reach this point a common vision will need to be 
defined. All signatories will need to agree to work towards the same strategy. This was where the magic of 
CAPE lay.”  (CAPE Exco) 

It is unclear however at what level such vision might best be phrased. While some do continue to dream of 
another big biome project, others are more cautious: “There may be a dream - for some it was the most 
successful framework we had operated in and therefore it’s all we can imagine. For some sectors however (e.g. 
stewardship or fine-scale planning), there are very successful communities of practise now, and no (or very 
little) need to operate at a biome level again.” (CAPE Exco) 

Another angle on scope concerns the geographic reach of a future vision. Based on the CFR, CAPE’s vision has 
extended across three provinces, although in reality it has found best expression only in the Western Cape 
(including through provincial policy being aligned with its strategic objectives).  

Pragmatically speaking, it is increasingly difficult for government to work across its own geographic 
boundaries, be it at provincial or municipal levels. The same principle applies at municipal levels, raising 
challenges for working in catchments or parts of catchments. While catchments have biophysical integrity, 
with municipalities being the units of planning and budgeting, are these boundaries more pragmatic, despite 
the drawbacks of inter-catchment contamination?  

WHERE IS THE ENERGY AND ACTION IN CAPE? 

CAPE has inspired place-based coordination, such as in the current landscape initiatives. If CAPE were to follow 
the energy as it now exists - coordination, implementation and communication are flourishing in initiatives 
broadly organised at landscape level, with people, structures, action, passion, resources and focus on the 
ground.  

The potential of landscape-based initiatives is unparalleled - of doing things at scale, in a co-ordinated, 
impactful and sustained way, working closely with those in whose hands the actual decisions lie around land-
use, development and conservation. They are inclusive of people; have potential to make relevant and 
meaningful responses to conservation and socio-economic challenges; are modest; multi-sectorally 
associative; and harness voluntary energy. 

CAPE, or a future endeavour of the CFR conservation community, might therefore consider:  

• Focusing attention, identity, financial and institutional support in the landscape-based initiatives 
(current and future). 

• Actively seeking to create landscape-based partnerships and practices - multi-stakeholder, multi-
sectoral, mapping, catchment/part-based, monitored, connected to district and local government. 

• Creating opportunities for active demonstrations, peer-support and adopting of lessons from each 
other. 

• Over time and through critical learning and reflection, seek to include a far wider range of relevant 
sectors, relevant to each particular context, and focused even more firmly on growing and innovating 
their initiative. 

Furthermore, such a vital learning community would offer a legitimate base of experience and practice, from 
which further organising and lobbying might occur, supported by rigorous grounded action research.. This 
could focus on monitoring of and advocacy for improved effectiveness in the policy, planning and governance 
of conservation of the CFR.  

Such a vision would shift the focus of a future CAPE-like initiative from setting and pursuing conservation 
objectives as primary purpose, to organising the conservation community to associate, learn and act towards 
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sustaining the gains already achieved, extending these gains in ways that are appropriate to local contexts, 
while also contributing to regional, national and global learning, policy and discourse.   

However, in order for such a community to be relevant it would need to engage those areas not accomplished, 
or neglected, in the CAPE legacy, and seek to offer contemporary responses to the challenges that remain.  

4.4 Operationalising the vision in practice - The intersection of socio-economic transformation, leadership 
and learning, adaptation and transformation of practice  

CAPE has done well at transforming conservation policy and practice, especially in relation to planning and 
private landowner engagement. However, implementation of policy and plans has always been weak and is 
now imperilled further by weakened institutions.  

Furthermore, with a few exceptions, transformation has not been achieved in delivering significant social and 
economic benefit to non-landowners, nor in transformation of leadership of CFR conservation. These gaps in 
accomplishment speak to a need for a future CAPE-like initiative that is more in touch with the effects of its 
efforts, more responsive to these outcomes (and non-outcomes) and more agile in adapting to changes in 
context and to outcomes of its own efforts. An initiative that places learning at its centre.  

4.4.1 ‘Transformation’ 

CAPE’s original intentions sought to ‘transform’ conservation institutions, including actively pursuing a 
conservation agenda that embraced and included people in nature and supported the emergence of black 
professionals in conservation management and practice. It might now be asked, to what extent CAPE has 
indeed supported the transformation of conservation management, representation and practice as a whole? 
To what extent does the CFR conservation community see itself as part of the social, economic and ecological 
processes in which its work is embedded? How well is it able to respond in a context in which racial and gender 
equity are fundamental to South Africa’s development path and social development an ever more pressing 
concern?  

In summary, how might (and has) CAPE adapted its identity and vision for conservation, to South Africa’s socio-
economic and demographic context? For all of the profound changes that have occurred under the banner of 
CAPE, this question remains relevant for the future.  

While transformation among CAPE partners, and beyond, might be contested; a lack of transformation in 
CAPE’s leadership and membership representation is clear. The reasons for this are less clear.  

“The CAPE institutions and national government have been largely transformed in 20 years but this is 
not reflected in the membership of the CIC. It points to the question that perhaps CAPE is not really 

viewed as that important anymore?” (CAPE Exco) 

“Who is CAPE? Only the CIC or the partner organisations? Change has probably been most marked in 
CapeNature and SANParks.”  

Certainly there is acknowledgement of transformation in the whole sector “because of professional 
development programmes by CAPE partners, WWF’s ongoing one and the Groen Sebenza programme to 
mention just two.” This has not (yet) made its way into the ranks of leadership, or at least not leadership within 
CAPE.  

“I have seen a massive transformation in terms of gender and substantial also in terms of race. There 
remains a need to reduce barriers for black people to get into conservation This is a new, exciting, 

uncharted, unprecedented discipline.” (Informant interview) 

While not achieving demographic change, CAPE’s momentum has depended on individuals with drive and 
commitment to the CAPE vision, often in government employment, and generally also white, with long 
experience in the sector and institutional memory. These individuals offer tremendous stability and continuity 
while in place, but leave CAPE vulnerable to a lack of second-generation leadership should they move on. 

If less dependence on government coordination is pursued in the future, there will need to be strong 
‘voluntary’ champions, some of whom may have the same characteristics as the individuals mentioned above. 
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Alternatively, the very nature of community driven initiatives, with their strong voluntarism, incentivises 
sharing of the load in ways that more formal arrangements might not, mitigating the tendency for dependence 
on individuals. 

Finally, there is the kind of practice that is being led. One point of view suggested that transformation of 
conservation could not always be measured in blunt demographics, and that the relationships are more 
complex than assumptions (and possible tensions) might suggest. 

“There is a misperception that the state puts money into white/privileged farmers hands through 
stewardship, when apparently the opposite is true – it generates much more through in-kind 
contributions by landowners to conservation than the limited state investment.” (CAPE Exco) 

“There is also the land reform and biodiversity stewardship work, inspired by SKEP and grasslands 
[more] than CAPE, building on the groundwork done in CAPE.” (CAPE Exco) 

A related angle on the kind of conservation practice being pursued concerns the vision for how conservation 
sees the intersection of people and nature and the way in which conservation practice engages with people – 
and especially poor people. In this regard the Legacy Project found few examples of genuine agency and 
community participation, involvement and decision-making in CAPE’s work. Given the anticipated widening of 
the people and nature polarity into the future and corresponding urgency to address it in non-elitist ways, 
given increasing inequality, climate change impacts and life in the Covid-world, this challenge might be core 
to any future CAPE-like initiative. Such an initiative would of necessity have to incorporate the far-reaching 
changes this implies for conservation strategy, management and practice into a future vision. For any of this 
to come into being, both vision and the champions to drive that vision and galvanise the human and financial 
resources in support of it, are needed.   

Transformation as a set of scenarios 

Given the inherent difficulty in engaging in conversation about ‘transformation’, and in keeping the breadth 
of its scope open conceptually in such discussions, a set of transformation scenarios were sketched to support 
discussion about how transformation might best be conceived and pursued by the CFR conservation 
community going forward (Figure 3). 

While the fourth quadrant, ‘Transformed – inside and out’, offers the most comprehensive vision for 
transformation, and is the ideal and ‘obvious’ common-sense scenario to commit to, it entails letting go of 
aspects of the current conservation status quo, striving for internal and external changes in current policy, 
practice and resource allocation. Nevertheless, were a future CFR community to associate around pursuit of 
this scenario, it might open opportunities for applied, and potentially fundable efforts to innovate and apply 
a transformation lens.  

Alongside the imperative to actively embrace being a vital, learning-focused community (as distinct from 
implementation focused), this ideal-scenario for transformation of and in the CFR conservation community 
offers a galvanising vision around which the efficacy of practices – for people and for nature – can be well-
tracked, adapted and show-cased into the future.  
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Figure 3. Transformation scenarios and their advantages (P) and limitations (O) 
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BE OUR CURRENT BEST 
THE BENIGN KNOWLEDGABLE GREEN 

Respectful employment, following good practice 
seen in some CAPE projects. Innocuous, but helpful. 

• Keep current member demographic and focus 
• Actively employ local people at a decent living 

wage 
• Actively inspire and support local value-add 

business 
• Lobby for sustainable usufructuary rights inside 

and outside reserves 
• Work well with landowners in rural areas 

ü Small-scale funding 
ü Some biodiversity and water quality gains 
ü Good local relationships and cooperative 

ventures among other green NGOs and some 
landowners 

ü Be the ‘green’, approaching business, NGO and 
private sector partners to work cooperatively 

û Large-scale funding 
û Substantial change in current implementation 

levels or impact 
û Credibility and relationship with business, 

municipalities or local communities 

TRANSFORM INTERNALLY 
RAINBOW LEADERSHIP 
Credibility, reach and influence gained with more 
inclusive membership, leadership and 
representation. Serious, but still disconnected 

• Everything under BE OUR BEST 
• Actively work towards engaging with 

organisations, leaders and influencers of colour; 
who are networked; as allies and partners; with 
openness to sharing and ceding leadership 

• Not ‘come join us’ … rather ‘may we join you? 

ü Larger-scale funding 
ü Credibility and belonging in relationship with 

business, municipalities or local communities, 
including partners in the core, rather than 
approaching ‘them’ as separate from ‘us’. 

ü Biodiversity and water quality gains through 
more substantial partnership 

û Socio-economic benefit or improved 
relationships with the environment  

û Sustainable, local communities where 
environmentally friendly land-use is prioritized, 
and pressure is reduced 

û Long-term biodiversity conservation  

TRANSFORM ON THE GROUND 
IN AND OF COMMUNITY 

Real agency in local level participation, inclusion and 
benefit. Sincere, although challenging. Non-
negotiable in high pressure areas 

• Everything under BE OUR BEST 
• And actively engage local organisations, leaders 

and influencers in surrounding areas as allies 
and partners; sharing real decision-making 
influence; agency over rights, care and access to 
resources; in their diversity. 

• Time consuming, complex and difficult 

ü Small-scale funding 
ü Socio-economic benefit and positive attitudes to 

the environment, leading to more sustainable, 
local communities which prioritize 
environmentally friendly land-use, and pressure 
is reduced 

ü Longer-term biodiversity and water quality gains 
ü Any chance of conservation in high pressure 

areas 

û Long-term biodiversity conservation 
û Large-scale funding 
û Credibility and relationship with business, 

municipalities and local communities 

TRANSFORMED 
INSIDE AND OUT 

Both serious and sincere, high-powered and well-
backed. Potential lasting impact 

• Everything under ALL 3 SCENARIOS 
• Both transformed conservationists (whole-

hearted inclusion of sectors and individuals 
across national demographics); and 

• transformed conservation practice on the 
ground (inclusive, meaningfully involved, just, 
inspiring, informed) 

ü Large-scale funding 
ü Socio-economic benefit engendering positive 

relationships with the environment 
ü Credibility and relationship with business, 

municipalities and local communities, providing 
leverage for interventions at scale. 

ü Longest term biodiversity and water quality 
gains, including resilience to shocks 

ü A chance of conservation in high pressure areas 

û A water-tight solution to ever-increasing 
pressure on land-use for housing, economic 
expansion and livelihoods 

û Immunity to the shocks of a VUCA world 
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4.4.2 Tracking, accounting for change and continuous learning 

Bioregional strategies are invariably challenging and complex - socially, politically and ecologically. They 
require rigorous identification of ecoregional conservation needs, must take multiple, different boundaries or 
area classifications into account, and involve varied stakeholders and multiple competing needs. CAPE is 
credited with addressing many of these complexities, learning through practice, and providing a detailed and 
valuable case example for the global interest in bioregional management of conservation 107.  

In this context, and given what CAPE achieved, the CAPE approach into the future requires conservationists, 
including practitioners, researchers, managers and policymakers who can learn and adapt:  

• listen, respond, adapt their thinking and practices;  
• see their purpose integrated with that of others in mutual support and collective action; 
• work dexterously in society, affected communities and their own conservation community. 

This list of seemingly simple attributes is fundamentally challenging. If this is what it takes to think about, 
govern and practice conservation in the current complex world in which we live (and which CAPE has 
contributed not insignificantly to making), what does this mean for practitioners in CFR conservation into the 
future? And how might that learning continue and be taken into practice?  

The Legacy Project process has recognised that while CAPE has functioned well as a place for sharing of 
information and experiences from the ground; programme monitoring, action learning and conservation 
science have not been strong intentional features of the last ten years, this despite the acknowledged 
improvements in research alignment around the CFR, include the SAEON Fynbos node and various stellar 
research leaders in US, UCT, NMU and CSIR.  

Research into the intersection of conservation and social practice has been especially lacking, and the 
opportunity to develop conservation practice and impact while simultaneously enquiring into it was lost. 
Looking ahead, the questions emerge: What are the new frontiers in conservation that require continuous 
practitioner learning, programmed impact tracking and rigorous research that can advance the science of the 
CFR, its ongoing transformation and the conservation practice entailed? Furthermore, how might conservation 
efforts into the future be tracked and new knowledge created, especially within the institutional and resource 
constraints within which conservation currently occurs? 

4.5 Developing our partnerships and institutions to best pursue this vision – organising ourselves and 
resourcing this 

The emerging vision for a future CAPE-like community suggests one that is identified with, rooted in and 
responsive to local context and need; focused on galvanising and pursuing conservation in landscapes; and 
led, structured and resourced by what is available and needed in those local contexts.  

Collective efforts could focus on learning from experience and landscape, especially in: i) monitoring and 
adaptation of strategies and practice; and ii) how best to support fundamental transformation (inside and out) 
in conservation practice.  

In addition to supporting continuous improved and revitalised practice, an association focused on monitoring, 
learning about and adaptation of conservation’s twinned ecological and social dimensions would offer 
grounded and contemporary accounts of that practice. These could inform community efforts to influence 
and support government policy and practice, including in its setting of conservation targets and galvanising 
institutions and resources to best pursue these. 

This implies a fundamental shift in how CAPE is currently conceived and structured: from setting conservation 
targets, to supporting conservation targets; from implementing a strategy, to advocating, monitoring and 
campaigning (as needed) for implementation; and from partnership to deliver, to partnership to learn. Such 
an endeavour would not exclude partnership as a means of pursuing conservation (indeed this is one of CAPE’s 
greatest achievements); but would shift the focus away from partnership as an outcome, to the ‘growing-
points’ of innovation, discovery and learning together from practice. 
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This section explores in more detail what that would ask of the current CAPE role-players and institutions, and 
what might be created, looking ahead to the future. 

4.5.1 Implications for government 

While convening of inter-sectoral forums is a legal mandate of the DEA&DP, aligning this with CAPE’s biome 
lens has proved to be impractical beyond the provincial mandate and difficult even within the province. 
Evidenced particularly by the Eastern Cape CAPE experience, it seems that a government-led inter-provincial 
effort around CFR conservation is an unlikely prospect for the future. While Eastern Cape provincial 
government may not be able to give the CFR the priority it can command in the Western Cape, the Eastern 
Cape still has significant CFR responsibility, challenges and experience to bring to the table. How might that 
be best enabled? Here the landscape level offers better potential for cross-provincial inclusion, perhaps self-
organising or non-government convening, in the absence of provincial government mandates. 

Within provinces inter-departmental coordination has become essential to conservation efforts, for example, 
coordination of and communication between conservation, disaster management and agriculture. For some, 
there is a role for CAPE in advocating for government to align across these core functions, or even for a CAPE-
like formation to continue within government.  

“I believe CAPE should go forward as it is a brilliant platform to unite real inputs into the conservation 
of our unique environment and become stronger. Build CAPE on the inter-governmental act under the 

direct chairmanship of the Premier’s office.” (CIC member)  

In this view, the real value of a provincial structure is precisely in engaging the governance and alignment of 
conservation, using the potential already in place, and improving on it further. Without this intra-provincial 
role, there is no point in having a provincial and certainly not an inter-provincial body.    

“We are still seeing a sector driven approach at provincial level, and insufficient co-ordination across 
provincial sectors/mandates. This leads to conflicting instructions and priorities lower down the 

implementing chain, as well as duplication of effort - or misdirected effort. Provincial level actors 
need to converse and agree (or agree to differ) between themselves, else they are ‘passing the buck’ 

in terms of delivering on their individual departmental mandates.” (CAPE Exco) 

This role is critical, whether or not a CAPE-like structure is led from within government.  

“What is more important is that we would need government to align its spending across departments 
and directorates and work towards a common vision.” (CAPE Exco)  

There remains the question as to whether government is able at this point and with the institutional, political 
and resourcing challenge that it faces, to perform this essentially vision-driven role.  

This begs the question of what role an organised, extra-governmental body might do to support government 
to play its essential role. 

CAPE has helped to mainstream collaborative conservation and integration of biodiversity targets. 
Government now accepts, supports and uses partnership outside of itself in order to govern well for 
biodiversity, although in extremely constrained institutional circumstances, circumstances which are set to 
only worsen.  

For this reason, government must be expected – and supported - to do what only it can do. This includes:   

• Set the targets for conservation of the CFR, aligning with national and international benchmarks. 
• Exercise its duty to make sure natural resources are cared for through an inter-departmental forum 

that consolidates internal resources, requires collaboration and involves all role-players, including the 
multitude of NGOs, place-based conservation initiatives and the private sector.  

• Strongly lead on its own mandate. 

Those outside of government, including CAPE, are then tasked with organising a non-government presence;  
passion and advocacy; and fine-scale insight of ecological and social landscapes, and the conservation 
priorities, strategies and tactics that emanate from these. 
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4.5.2 Community of Practice 

“NGOs are the way to go for CAPE in the future. A coalition of NGOs pulling together that passion – a 
fresh way of thinking about land reform and bringing people together around how to use and benefit 

from the fynbos as part of CAPE strategy.”  (Informant interview) 

Like present-day CAPE an association of a range of stakeholders could focus on supporting efforts to learn 
from practice in specific sites or around specific themes, in terms of specific objectives. This could draw on 
experience of the LIKEs, collaboration and information-sharing sessions amongst TMF recipients, provincial 
and national stewardship reference groups and the National Biodiversity Planning Forum.  

A learning initiative could be freed from obligation to attempt to coordinate with and influence government 
engagement and action, when all too often this is beyond reach; while still bringing a diverse community 
together to do what it can, collaborate where the opportunities arise, and learn from one another about both 
strategy and practice. 

This would need a strong vision with good commitment to driving a ‘voluntary’ association - ‘voluntary’ in the 
sense of organisations voluntarily making staff time available to participate and even individual researchers 
and consultants associating on their own time. Such an initiative would have to work out of a strong 
community ethos with responsibility shared for hosting, convening and programme design. With such impetus 
in place as an investment, it might become easier to galvanize secretarial and financial resources for such an 
initiative.  

“It has been harder to engage the LIs in planning the more recent LIKES, although once engagement 
was achieved there was a lot of energy around the LIKEs related to financial sustainability and social 
entrepreneurship as this clearly spoke to a real need being felt by the LIs. It’s hard to gather the LIs 

without the close relationships that once existed, but once they are together it’s usually gold”.  
(CAPE Exco) 

4.5.3 Structuring for coordination in the CFR 

Options for operating principles for a less formalised, non-governmentally led, initiative might include: 

• More fluid civil society-led coordinating nodes; different partnerships at different levels, organized by 
NGOs and place-based associations. 

• A collective with which government engages, seeking partnership, information and advice around 
management of natural resources – in order to help it to deliver its mandate. 

• Situational collaboration and communication between government and locally based nodes 

 

With whom? The current CAPE signatories expanded in number, but only slightly in nature in 2011, and have 
remained fairly conventional since then. A new association would be richer, and offer stronger influence and 
action, with a broader set of members. 

“Other kinds of partners who we haven’t worked with in the past –  
‘unconventional’ partners.” 

These might include locally focused individuals, organisations, role-players in government, researchers and 
formally constituted landscape initiatives. A blend of old CAPE hands and youth would actively retain 
institutional knowledge, history and relationships, while engaging all relevant sectors (tourism, agriculture, 
industry, development, research); in all spheres (local to global civil society – including community members 
and representatives, government, private, academia). There is potential for expanding global reach with the 
international biodiversity imperative and with other Mediterranean regions. 

 

Where? There is consensus that the CFR remains the most relevant lens, with landscape-focused membership, 
but also engaging at different scales and levels and integrating with broader initiatives.  
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To do what? The details of form would need to follow function, and only once the purpose of associating has 
been firmly agreed, would structures and processes become clear. Some initial thinking on the benefits of a 
CFR collective include: 

• Devise a strategy for how best a collective should support its members, and engage active citizens in 
contributing to government’s mandated natural resource management goals (while not taking 
responsibility for those goals).  

• Agree and communicate an integrated vision for all relevant sectors, not just conservation, while being 
cautious about “taking on every malaise in society”.  

• Bring the thinking and priorities of global plans into local plans, into the landscapes, and into 
partnerships among local participants. 

• Address the gap between research, policy, implementation and learning, including around 
transformation of conservation leadership and conservation practice, and monitor for this. 

• Enable a dialogue in and between structured government spaces and more informal civil society 
spaces for changes in how natural systems are seen, utilised, governed and conserved. 

• Resolve the tensions between doing and talking – between the day-to-day absorption (potentially 
consumed doing the wrong thing); with standing back, reviewing, learning, strategy (potentially never 
actually doing anything). 

• Associate across the CFR with others similarly inspired to engage in regular learning and reflection. 

 

How? Focused on learning, associating and communicating, this future CAPE-like body would be very different 
from the formal coordination and implementation focus of CAPE. It might require: 

• A champion who maintains links between policy, research and implementation,  
• Who is rooted in science (social and biophysical), balancing social with environmental outcomes.  

As an association primarily concerned with learning, adapting and enabling solutions-driven innovation, it 
would be reflective and informed, taking learning and richness of discovery into practice. Its role could be to 
support and advocate for expanded and informed conservation policy and practice, while pursuing it, testing 
and learning. 

“Good M&E is the cornerstone of learning and strategy development” 

With a dedicated lead (and perhaps, in time, an independent team), ‘governed’ by a “CAPE” AGM, and housed 
outside of any current structures – a small NPO / secretariat to a voluntary association? Initial funding could 
be sought from TMF, supporting a biome-wide community, working for CFR conservation. 

 

POSSIBLE AREAS OF WORK FOR THE LEAD-PERSON/SECRETARIAT: 

1. Coordination and logistics for networking and learning opportunities, and communication of 
information and learning outcomes. 

2. Support learning, reflection and research, including generation of contextually specific and responsive 
approaches that do the work, and do it right. 

3. Advocate to government to, e.g.  
a. Plan for and report against a CFR concept; 
b. Create a dynamic inter-governmental forum that takes care of natural resources in an 

integrated way, inclusive of other sectors; 
c. Get business on board – real vision for integrating economy, green agenda and conservation 

vision. 
4. Link these up – supporting vertical and horizontal learning – multi-stakeholder – convening.  
5. Find and collate information on what’s happening in all spheres and sectors of government, and 

globally, including funding opportunities for partners (but without any involvement in financing or 
proposal writing – this would be the downfall of such an initiative). 
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4.5.4 Funding and resourcing 

Whatever vision a future CAPE-like initiative determines; whatever form it takes; whoever leads it and how, 
and whatever practice is pursued … all of this requires resourcing, be it large or small. In establishing the 
purpose of an association it is essential to separate the resourcing of convening, advocacy and communicating 
(small, lean, focused); from the vast, disparate, multi-sourced and multi-purpose resourcing of the 
conservation vision itself. The former is the responsibility of a CAPE-like structure, and should be achievable 
through TMF support.  

The latter - the costs of conservation - are immense, and are well beyond the influence of a learning and 
collaboration collective (although not beyond the power of its members). Conservation will continue to be 
resourced as a government mandate, in partnership with large NGOs and global agencies, and with the 
support at local level, both in-kind and funded. Even while government funding and resourcefulness is in 
decline, it remains the single biggest and most consistent source of funding for conservation.  

Within the delivery of a conservation mandate, there is merit in seeking to help and guide TMF on its 
contribution to a conservation vision appropriate to the challenges of the future. Indeed, “TMF have always 
stated that if the partnership pulls through and drafts a new strategy, it would once again align its own – or 
adopt the CAPE strategy”. The fund has potential to continue to provide support to strategic and catalytic 
efforts in conservation and social development moving forward, as well as financing a tightly limited 
coordination or convening function, focusing with discipline on coordination which has value on the ground. 

Members of a new association are likely to continue to be supported in fragmented, limited and small-scale 
initiatives, by TMF, government and others; taking opportunities as they present themselves and working 
strategically to press these into service of a greater more coherent vision.  

4.6 Recommendations for the way forward  

The detailed vision offered above, are an outcome of extensive engagement with the Legacy Project findings 
and reflection by the CAPE CIC and the broader CFR conservation community. To that extent, they are already 
owned – indeed they have been generated - by the CAPE community. To this extent, they have also taken on 
life in the thinking and imagination of key actors in the community.  

In order to give these ideas space to come further to life, the following practical next steps are recommended: 

1. That this report be tabled for acceptance at the October 2020 CIC. 
2. That this acceptance entails also a resolution to dissolve the CIC by its meeting in February 2021. 
3. That intersecting working groups are established to determine, in the coming months: 
• Deepening the vision – a scenario planning exercise taking account of conservation likelihoods, 

governance and transformation imperatives and exploring the implications of these intersecting 
realities for the conservation priorities and practice of landscape-based initiatives, 

• Developing the detail of an association based on learning – what would it do and how? – taking these 
ideas further, 

• Shaping the future structure, governance and resourcing – the legal form, clarifying membership, 
identifying founder members, seeking funding. 

• Consolidating the legacy – that an archive is created and a suitable home for it identified and secured. 
This should contain the Legacy Project Report, the 2011 Evaluation, the biography, and the thousands 
of documents unearthed in the course of the Legacy research, with provision to have this archived 
and indexed as a resource for future researchers. 

4. That out of these processes, a name and identity statement for future associating around CFR 
conservation is settled upon. 

5. Launch – that at the dissolution of the CAPE CIC, the new entity is launched 
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ANNEX 1. CAPE 2011 INDICATORS 
Goal: By the year 2020, the 
cooperation of capable institutions 
ensures that the biodiversity of the 
CFR is conserved, sustainably 
utilised and effectively managed, 
delivering significant benefits to 
the people of the region in a way 
that is embraced by local 
communities, endorsed by 
government and recognized 
internationally. 

0.01 Coastal Habitat loss 
0.02 Terrestrial Ecosystem Threat Status 
0.03 Marine Ecosystem Threat Status  
0.04 River Ecosystem Threat status 
0.05 Wetlands Ecosystem Threat status 
0.06 Number of threatened species  
0.07 Biodiversity Intactness Index 
0.08 Terrestrial Ecosystem Protection Level 
0.09 Marine Ecosystem Protection level  
0.10 Extent and degree of plant invasion 

1. Strengthening institutional 
capacity, governance and 
communication for coordinated 
action 

1.01 Number and value of projects with dedicated resources from the C.A.P.E. 
programme 
1.02 Number of signatory partners to Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) of 
C.A.P.E Programme actively participating 
1.03 Number of stakeholders participating in the C.A.P.E. programme 

2. Enabling local level engagement 
and co-ordination through 
landscape initiatives 

2.01 Number of landscape level coordinating structures in the CAPE planning 
domain 

3. Integrating biodiversity into 
land-use planning and 
environmental management 

3.01 Percentage of habitat loss in Critical Biodiversity Areas (CBA) and Ecological 
Support Areas (ESA) in priority corridors 
3.02 Percentage of Critical Biodiversity Areas (CBA) and Ecological Support Areas 
(ESA) secured in priority corridors.  
3.03 Number of municipalities for which Biodiversity Sector Plans have been 
produced.  
3.04 Number of Spatial Development Frameworks (SDFs) in the CFR integrating 
CBAs & ESAs as identified in biodiversity sector plans  

4. Securing biodiversity through 
protected areas including 
biodiversity stewardship 

4.01 Extent of terrestrial protected areas 
4.02 Hectares and number of Biodiversity Stewardship sites 
4.03 Trend in Management Effectiveness Tracking Tool-SA (METT-SA) scores 

5. Protecting biodiversity through 
sustainable production initiatives 

5.01 Percentage of sector footprint where farmers have joined sustainable 
farming initiatives 
5.02 The number and area of sustainable farming units that have been audited  
5.03 Public level of awareness of sustainable seafood consumption (Counts of 
SASSI FishMS usage) 

6. Promoting ecosystem based 
adaptation to climate change 
through integrated catchment 
management 

6.01 Number of Catchment Management Strategies (CMS) developed by 
Catchment Management Agencies for which the resource protection sub 
strategy contains ecosystem priority areas 
6.02 Hectares of invasive alien vegetation cleared and maintained.  
6.03 Number of freshwater priority ecosystem areas that are in an A (natural) or 
B (near natural) condition  
6.04 Number of C.A.P.E. priority estuaries which maintain an A (natural) or B 
(near natural) status or improvement from a C (moderately modified) to A or B 
status  
6.05 Establishment of functioning Fire Protection Associations 

7. Delivering sustainable socio-
economic and cultural benefits to 
local communities 

7.01 Work opportunities created by Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP)  
7.02 Number of biodiversity based businesses initiated through TMF, ABI, CEPF 
and other investments into the C.A.P.E. programme 

8. Developing innovative 
approaches through research and 
knowledge networks 

8.02 Number of stakeholders receiving e-news  
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ANNEX 2. CAPE LEGACY PROJECT ENGAGEMENTS AND DELIVERABLES 
Dates Engagement Purpose 

2018 Fynbos Forum The Legacy Project was presented by the CAPE Exco. 

25th Oct 2018 CAPE Exco 
meeting 

An inception meeting with the Singizi team to discuss approach and 
workplan. 

31st October 2018 Inception report 
submitted and 
circulated 

Orient the project, outline agreements on roles, workplan and process. 
The inception report was circulated to CIC, CAPE e-news database, 
Fynbos Forum and Wetlands Forum in January 2019. 

28th February 2019 CIC meeting Presentation of early draft desk review; detailed CAPE 
biography/timeline gleaned from a review of 18 years of CAPE minutes; 
emerging questions against 2011 Strategic Objectives. 

1st March 2019 Legacy Project 
Launch 

A gathering framed as ‘Opening a conversation about the CAPE legacy: 
What can we learn from a 20-year journey?’ attended by 42 participants 
from across the broad extent of CAPE, focusing on current context, and 
sharing of the biography.  

March 2019 – June 
2020 

Key informant 
interviews 

Individual interviews with a small selection of respondents across a range 
of functions to supplement workshops and meetings. 

10th June 2019 SANBI’s learning 
network 
reference group 

The CAPE Legacy team facilitated an introductory engagement around 
evaluation processes and approaches for colleagues in SANBI’s 
information and policy advice division. 

5th August Fynbos Forum 
Workshop 

The Singizi team facilitated a workshop, sharing information around the 
CAPE Legacy Project process and gathering input on participants’ sense 
of the direction of partnership efforts for the fynbos and her people.  

CAPE Exco  Review and re-orientation of the Legacy Project plan.  

August 2019 to 
March 2020 

Visits to 
Landscape 
Initiatives  

The Singizi team, together with the SANBI programme officer, conducted 
interviews with a number of key informants and visited:  

• Greater Cedarberg Biodiversity Corridor  
• Agulhas Biodiversity Initiative 
• Garden Route Biosphere Reserve  
• Gouritz Cluster Biosphere Reserve  
• Upper Breede Catchment Extension Group 

26th August 2019 CIC meeting A session focusing on emerging governance questions. 

27th-28th August 
2019 

Landscape 
Initiative 
Knowledge 
Exchange (LIKE) 

The Singizi team facilitated this year’s CAPE LIKE which focused 
exclusively on the Legacy Project, allowing an opportunity for the 
Landscape Initiatives to engage in the key legacy questions and in the 
future of partnership for the Fynbos.  

November 2019 CAPE Exco and 
CIC meetings 

Discussion on indicator frameworks and secondary data availability. 

January 2020 Survey Survey to 86 extended CIC members, of which 11 responded.  

February 2020 CIC meeting Draft findings presented, and implications for looking ahead for 
coordination in the CFR 

May to July 2020 Draft report 
circulated 

Circulation to the CAPE Exco, and then the CIC, drew comments and 
revisions to a draft report. 

July 2020 Three 
conversations 

Engaging participants beyond the CIC, into the broader CAPE community 
on reflecting on the future of coordination in the CFR. 

17th July 2020 Conversation 1  Formulating a vision for CFR conservation while facing unpredictability, 
complexity and weakened institutions. 
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Dates Engagement Purpose 

24th July 2020 Conversation 2  Developing our partnerships and institutions to best pursue this vision – 
organising ourselves and resourcing this. 

31st July 2020 Conversation 3  Operationalising the vision in practice - the intersection of socio-
economic transformation, leadership and learning, adaptation and 
transformation of practice. 

18th August 2020 Draft final report Submitted for review to the CAPE Exco. 

7th September 2020 Final report Submitted to the CAPE Exco for dissemination. 

9th September 2020 Fynbos Forum Presentation by the Legacy Project team, and panel discussion among 
selected CAPE participants from a range of sectors. 

October 2020 CIC meeting & 
Legacy Project 
closure 

Agreement on a way forward for transition, coordination, structure and 
purpose by the CFR community. 
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